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FOREWORD 
This study is based on material recently published in Russ ia on the mining 
and processing of oil shale in the Soviet-occupied Estonia_ In piecing toge ther 
the overall economic picture of Estonian oil-shale exploitation and of general 
trends of research and development work, I have used the fragmentary data 
gath ered from both the Russian popular press and tec hnical literature_ For the 
purely technical part of this review I have selected , from a rather large number 
of papers published in the Soviet scientific journals, only those studies which 
may be pertinent to our own current or future oil-shale research_ Several 
topics were also included in this compilation because of the interes t expressed 
in them directly to me by a number of our own American private and govern­
ment organizations engaged in oil-shale studies_ In addition, a few papers on 
rather specific problems of Estonian oil-shale development were rev iewed in 
order to give the reader an idea of the total scope of the Soviet oil-shale re­
search_ The studies compil ed here were conducted by the scientists-many of 
them Estonians---associated with either the Oil Shale Institute at K ohtla Jarve 
in occupied Estonia or th e Chemical Institute of the Estonian Academy of 
Science_ Research workers of other orga nizations- in particular the Tal\in 
Polytechnic Ins titute-and staff members of the different shale-oil chemical 
plants, especially the Kivyili Works, also participated in many of these investi­
ga tions_ At the present time, by the way, the Oil Shale Institute coordinates 
most of the oil-shale research, although from time to time other scientific or 
technical institutes may undertake on their own some special studies for the 
oil-:hale industry_ 
This study is intended , in a way, as a follow-up to my paper on "Present 
Trends in Estonian-Russian Work on Oil Shale" gi ven at the 4th Symposium 
011 Oil Shale (Colorado School of Mines Quarterly, July 1967) _ The reader 
is referred to this source for general discussion of the nature of Estonian oil 
shale deposits, their present exploitation, current research and development, 
as well as discussion of some economic aspects_ Most recent economic data 
available in English on the same subj ect appeared in the Oil and Gas Journal 
on December 9, 1968_ 
W_ JOHN CIESLEWICZ 
Assistant Professor at the Colorado School of Mines 
January 1, 1971 
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PRESENT ECONOMIC TRENDS 
Soviet economic developments of the last five to ten years have been gener­
ally unfavorable to the Estonian o il-shale industry. Careful evaluation of the 
available fragmentary data on oil-shale economics indicates that the govern­
ment-run oil-shale industry in Russian-occ upied Estonia continues to be 
unprofitable on the whole. 
As a so urce of gaseous and liquid hydrocarbon fuels the Estonian kukersite 
definitely lost its economic battle of the two post-war decades to the cheaper 
natural gas and oil. The industry has a so mewhat better economic future as a 
source of raw materials (e.g., heavier olefines and aromatic hydroca rbons, 
phenols) for the production of certain shale-petrochemicals. These prospects 
will improve as the industry continues to adapt its oil-shale processing tech­
nology, changing over from a purely gas regime of retorting to a more flexible 
energy -chemical or gas- tar regime. But right now and for the immediate 
future the kukersite is really competitive in the Soviet economy only as raw 
fuel used without processing to fire boilers at ESlonia's ever expanding electric 
power plants. 
These conclusions regarding the present economic position of the Estonian 
oil-shale industry are based on the following facts: 
1. 	 Admission of Russia's governor of occupied Estonia, V. Klauson, that 
the oil-shale processing indu.stry had been su.bsidized by tIl e state for 
most of the post-war period. True, Klauson did claim that some of the 
plants processing oil shale for gas and pelrochemica ls finally began to 
show some profit (Pra vda, December 24, 1965). 
2. 	 Changes in oil-shale Olltput goals and cancellation of several important 
expansion projects of oil-shale processing industry. Back in 1965, when 
lhe retorting of kukersite was still considered to be an importallt source 
of gas as well as shale-petrochemicals for Russia 's Pre-Bailie industrial 
region, Gosplan" set a high output goal for the Estonian oil-shale mines. 
In the course of the 1966-70 Five Year Plan tbe oil-shale production 
was to increase from 15.8 to 23 million tons. However, by the end of 
1967, the actual production crept upwards only to 16.1 million tons 
(Tsentralnoe Statisticheskoe Upravlenie,-"'" 106:) , attaining ill 1970­
that is, at the end of the Five Year Plan- 18 instead of the planned 23 
million tons of oil shale. During the sa me five-y ear period the oil-shale 
production from mines loca ted in the Russian part of the Pre-Baltic 
"Soviet S tate Planning Committee 
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Kuke rs ite Basin remai ned nea rly sta tiona ry, reachin g the fi g ure of 
about 5.5 m illi on tons in 1970 (Sots ia lis ti ciIeska ia I ndustriia, Jul y 21 , 
1(70 ) . Character isti cally, the gas p roducti on from retor ted Eston ian 
kukers ite showed likewise onl y small increases during the ] 066·70 
Five Year P la n. This inforri1ation suggests tha t pro bably back in 1966 
the Sovi et governme nt dec ided to a bandon earli er plans to expand oi I· 
shale outp ut for gas retor ting. This conclus ion is furth er supported by 
th e fig ures sho wing Soviet na tion a l eco nomi c goa ls for 1960 ( Prav da, 
December ll , 1068) . No increases o f o il -sha le o utput were rnenti oTl ed 
in th a t report. It was a lso aro und th at time th a t plans to ex pand kuker ­
s ite p rocess ing fo r shale-petroc hemi ca l produ cts we re cur ta iled. The 
idea of producing gaso lin e from o il shale, and the pla ns of building a 
plant for such a purpose a t Maa rdu near Ta ll in we re a bandoned much 
ea rlier. 
True, so metime during the last year (1970) the Russ ia n p lanners 
ha ve reversed themselves. The new p ro j ec ted output of oil sha le in 
Estollia fo r tfle end of the cur rent Five Yea r P la n (107 1·75) exceeds 
30 milli un tons (Sots ia listicheska ia Indust rii a, Jul y 21 , 1070 ) . N ew 
mines, mostl y open pi t, are be in g developed to ma ke certa in that this 
h igh produc ti on goal is a tta ined. But the inc rease in the amount of 
min ed o il shale is not intended this time to expalld the ac ti vities of the 
oil·shale processing ind ustry. In stead , lIea rl y a ll of the add iti onal 
kukersite to be mined will be used as raw fuel by th e electri c it y gener· 
ating p lants of the Pre·Ba lti c reg ion. In fac t the e lect ri c power is now 
in such short supply in this reg ion that the oil·sha le process in g industry, 
which co nsumes la rge q ua lltities of electric powe r, will have to compete 
from now on fo r it with other mo re profitab le opera ting industri es 
( Kinet, 1070 ) . 
3. 	 R eluclon ce 0/ the Caspian to .(znonce m ajor lechnological improve­
ments recom mended by the Oil Shale Institute a nd by th e indus try a)so 
indi ca tes tha t in th e opinion of the Sov iet pl a nners the processi ng of 
o il sh ale is an econom ica ll y questionable ven ture. Withhold ing uf fund s 
fo r the new UTT·SOO o il·sha le re tor t illustra tes well this pa rticula r 
po int. The UTT was deve loped about ten yea rs ago and has been full y 
tes ted sin ce then. T his new reto rt proved to be g rea tly superior to the 
GGS·type gas gene ra to rs hitherto in use. The GGS genera tors process 
oil sha le of fr agment size onl y; th ey hav e low throughput ra tes and the 
gas whi ch they prod uce is of low calo ri c va lue and not suitabl e fo r 
power pl an t use. The UTT on the o ther hand, employ ing so lid hea t 
exch anger and reto rting gra in.s ize o il shale, has severa l times g reater 
throug hput ra tes (500 tons per 2-1 hours) . Moreover, the UTT reto rt 
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is very flex ible. It ca n be opera ted either a t 650-730 0 ( tempera tures 
to produce gas, or at 4·70-520 0 ( to yield less fu el gas but more tar and 
raw materials fo r produc ti on of petrochemicals. T he y ield of these tar 
produ cts ca lcula ted per to tal fuel products ca n thus be va ried from 
2-7 pe rcent when UTT works unde r gas reg ime, to 24 -25 percent when 
it operates un der the ta r regime. 
T he economic s tu d ies made on industri ally operating UTT-500 
retorts also ga ve good results. These studies indi ca te tha t th e UTT, if 
employed in la rge enough numbers, would cut in half the p resent costs 
of p rocess ing o il sha le with the GGS gas retorts. Insta lled a t power 
plants and ope ra ting under fl ex ibl e energ y-chemica l (gas- ta r ) reg imes, 
the UTTs would be ab le to sa tisfy the fu el needs of elec tric genera to rs, 
while at times of lower fu el demand they co uld be operated to yield 
more r aw materi a ls for sha le-petrochemicals. Many o il -sha le sc ientists 
bel ieve tha t this techn ology based on employment of th e UTT reto rt 
represents the onl y r ationa l meth od of kukersite util iza tio ll _ It wo uld 
not onl y put an end to the wasteful burning of raw oil sha le a t the 
power plants, but it would also eliminate m uch of the d ust genera ted in 
the process. T he power plants burning r aw o il sha le are, by the way, 
at t.he present time the worst so urce of practica lly unco ntro ll able a ir 
}lollution ill Estonia (Kinet, 1970). 
In spite of: thesc ad va ntages of the new retort there is nu evidence 
tha t the Gos}lla Ji is about to a uthor ize la rge-scale produ ct ion of the 
UTTs. On the co ntra ry, d uring the las t 5 -6 years a moderniza ti on 
program 01 many of tbe old GGS gas retorts has been under way 
( Khalling, 1965; E fimov, 1<.>66, 1(67) . Apparen tl y the Sovi et 
eco nomic plan ners made the dec is ion to upgrade a lready ex isti ng 
fac ilities ra ther th an to r isk la rge new capita l investments in an in­
d ustry that has been pers istently unprofitable and may be lacking good 
prospects in the new cost-conscio us Soviet eco nomy. Significa ntl y, fOJ 
the last six yea rs to ta l s ilence has a lso shrouded the p resent sta tu s of 
the proj ect to develop a g iant UTT retort capable of p rocessing 1500 ­
2000 tons of o il shale per day. The develupment of this new re tort 
was o rig inall y undertaken by the Tepl oprojekt, a fu el techn ology in­
stitute in Leni ngrad . 
,/.. 	 The complaints oj oil-shale industry tlwt the prices which it receives 
for its products are inadequ.ate g ive ye t another indica tion th a t m ining 
and processing 01 kukers ite must no t have been profitable. These 
comp la ints a re d isguised as "cost stud ies" and they allege tha t the prices 
fo r oil shale set by Gosplan " do no t provide sufficient eco nomic stimul a ­
tion" (Kala, Saarset, 10(6). T he complete cost and inco me fig ures for 
i 
, 
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the di ffe rent Ru ss ian industries are rarely disclosed, and even th ell their 
rel iabilit y is extremely d ubious. However, in order to obtai n some 
general idea of oil -shale industry coSLS, we Illay Lake a look at several 
fig ures fo und in the cl ifferent Russ ian sources. Back in 1969 the aver ­
age cost of mining one ton of oil shale in Ihe Estoni an Basin was re­
portp.d at ;-) rubles'" (Ba ukov, 1970 ). P resumabl y this cost did noL 
include upg rading. One recent stud y menLi uns a fi gure of 0.2L rubles 
as the cust of upgrading one ton of oil shale by modern jigg ing lll eLh ­
ods (Mi lhailenko and Kala , 1(67). Back in 1065 the Gosplan est<l b· 
lished a wholesa le price of :3.23 rubl es per tOil of oil shale, size fract ion: 
0-25 mm, hea l of combustion: Q"r; = 3,200 k cal (Kala and Saarset, 
196G) . The p rice for th e above grade of dressed oil shale, sold mosU y 
to the power plants, is used as the basis for price c1 eLermin <l tion uf all 
other g rades of oi l shale. III 1<)68 th e Gusplan authori zed a price hike 
uf 0.55 r ub le pe r ton of oil shale. The specifica Li uns set by the gove rn­
ment for th e o il shale Lo be used by the power plants are repurted ly su 
rigo rous that unl y highest g rade ore can meet them withou t prior 
dress ing. Caught in the cost and fi xed-pri ce squeeze, the Estuni an 
mines in ord er to eliminate dress ing CosLs, tend Lo exploit onl y Lhe 
highest grade ore. The broken ore which falls short uf the above grade 
specifica ti ons is simply left undergrou nd ; and in th e case o f open-pit 
mi nes entire inter med iaLe beds of substandard grade ore a re stripped 
and rejected together wiLh the ove rburden. It is eSLimated that Lhis 
wasteful p ract ice a lone leads Lo uil -shale losses of abo ut 33 percent per 
toLal estimated reserves of the mined depos iLs (Ba uko v, 1(70 ) . T his 
effort of indi vidualmill es Lo cut cosLs per ton of minecl oil shale leads to 
ye t another wasteful practice. In many areas, a t Ihe surface, 2-meter­
Lhick acc ulllul at ions of peat overlie oil-shale deposits worked by the 
open·pit meth od . Until now these pea t layers were simply stripped and 
du mped Oil spoil banks. 
It is obvious th a t thi s incomplete ex ploi tati on of oil -shale deposits 
adds substanLi al hi dden cosLs to min ing and g rea tl y lowers the profi ­
ability of the oi l-shale mining illdustr y as a whole. 
Three principa l reasons a re Tesponsible for the economic di ffic ulties of the 
Soviet oil-shale industry: 
1. 	 Sociahst government operations : Experience shows the governments to 
be inherently incapable of operati ng business concerns economicall y, 
that is, without wasting labor and /or capital. T he government-run oil 
~ Officiul rate of exc hang.e : $1 = 0.90 ruble; hlack lTla rk et ra te of exchange: $1 
= 2.00·3.00 rubles. 
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shale industry in occupied Estonia oHers further proof for this axiom. 
In fa ct, these failures of the Socialist economy have finally forced the 
Russians to try and ad opt, within the strict limitations of the Com­
munist system, some of the capitalis t methods of production_ 
The lesson to us should be obvious. If the government-operated 
Russi an oil shale industry , with 25 years of development and oper­
ational experience behind it , can not show a profit, it is indeed very 
doubtful that our own government can do much better should it decide 
to develop the Colorado o il shale as a government operated industry_ 
W e must keep in mind that Colorado oil shale is only half as rich in 
organic matter as the Estonian kukersite shale_ The latter contains up 
to 40 percent kerogen a nd yields 50 gallons gasoline per ton (Bau­
kov, 1965) . The yield from Colorado shale is only 25 gallons per ton. 
Furthermore, the supply of water in the semi-arid Colorado oil shale 
basin is extremely limited , whereas the Russians have a plentiful supply 
in the humid Pre-Baltic Estonian oil shale basin. 
True, until a few years ago Colorado o il shale did enjoy one po­
tenti a l adv antage which the Estonian kukersite did not have, that is, the 
threat of quick exhaus tion of o ther cheap so urces of gas and oil on the 
North Ameri ca n continent. In the mid-1960's this threat led the Ameri­
can petroleum industry to seriously co nsider the development of oil 
shale, notwiths tanding the enormous economic risk which it would 
entail. Today , in the "light of Russ ia 's unprofitable experience with the 
mu ch richer Estonian oil shale deposit, it becomes more ancl more 
a pparent that th e conversion of Colorado's wastelands into a multi­
billion-dollar industry would have represented the biggest barga in , if 
IIOt a very costly g i ft, ever offered by American private industry to the 
Nation and to the Rocky Mountain states in parti cular. It is un fo rtun­
ate that many of our economists and professional politicians-who 
obstruct with such doctrinaire fer vor the private development of oil 
shale and presume to speak with such authority on the subject-lack 
the necessary preparation which would enable them to lea rn of Russ ia's 
uneco nomi c ex perience with the o il shale, and to unders tand the purely 
scientific and technological problems of mining, r etorting, and pre­
refining of oil shale, not to menti oll wate r supply, waste disposal, and 
air pollution. It takes more than mere socialist " faith" to change ro cks 
into oil. 
The trumped-up charges of another "Teapot Dome" sell-out and the 
resultant refusal of the go vernment to permit and to encourage priva te 
development of oil shale on public lands have caused the petroleum 
industry to lose interest and to lo ok elsewhere for new so urces of gas 
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and o il. M ost recent events in the field of fu els show tha t the Colorado 
o il shale may have indeed lost its onl y po tentia l advantage of a few 
yea rs ago. The di scover y of new l a r~e petroleum reser ves on Alaska's 
N orth Slope, current activity in the Hudso n Ba y area, as well as th e 
ex pl oita tion of th e Ath abasca tar sa nds and the technological advances 
towards eco nomi c pwduCli on of oil from coa l- all these developments 
created good new prospects of continued supply o ( ~as and oil a t CO lll ­
petitive prices . However, the bold d e v(~lojJment of the Athabasca tar 
sands did demon stra te the willingn ess of the petroleulll industry to ri sk 
g reat capital in ves tmenls (&;.300 million ) to develop unconventi onal 
sources of o il , if il is g iven a reasonable opportunil y at the ric;ht lime. 
Unfortun a tely thi s opportunit y has heen deni ed the petroleum COJll ­
panies as regards Co lo rado shal e, a lld the opponents of the industry 
ca n th ere fore congratul ate themselves on ha ving successfull y sabotaged 
th e development of our oil sha lf. rese rves (or yea rs to come. 
2. 	 introduction of new economic reform : This is th e second reason wh y 
the government-run Sov iet oil shal e industr y in Estoni a is in trouble. 
In essencf., the new " cost accountillg system" of production simply 
restores th e o ld principle of capitalist economy which requires every 
bus in f.ss co ncern to show profit o r bea r th e consequences of lo~s. Ac­
cording ly, right now the State is e ither withdra wing or drasti call y re ­
du cing its subs idi es to a ll non-essential industries. The implementa tion 
of the provisio ns o f the New Economi c Reform is ill full swing . As of 
July 1968 , 18,000 industrial concerns were a lready working under the 
new system (Ekon omicheskaia Gazeta, 1968, No . 20 ). The State- run 
o il sha le industry in Estonia , not bei ng able to show p rofits, feels heavily 
the eHects o f the new system. Wha t p robabl y sa ves the Estonian oil 
shale industr y at the present time is the fa ct that it is still the principal 
supplier of fu el (ra w oil shale ) for th e ever g rowin g needs of elec tric 
power J.llan ts, and, to a lesser degree, of gas for the inc1ustri a·lized Pre­
Baltic region (Oil and Gas Journal , December 9, 1968 ). Alth ough th e 
heat va lue o f Estoni a ll oil shale is onl y one-third tha t of the coal 
broug ht in from the Donets Bas in , th e cost of mining o il shale by open. 
pit method is mu ch lower and the oil shale mines a re much d oser to 
the power pl ants. Thanks to these two fac tors the cost of produ ci ng 
electric ity from Donets coal is still 1.5 higher than from the Estonian 
oil shale I Ekol1omika Estonskoi SSR, 1967, Izel. Ekonomia, Moskva ) . 
3. 	 Competition from natural gas and oil: This is the third and probably 
the greates t threat to the Estonian o il sh ale. As a source of gas and 
o il, the o il shal e can not compete with much cheaper natural gas and 
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oil when these are brought into the area in plelltiful suppl y. And this 
is exactly what is happening right noll' in the area once supplied mainly 
by the Estonian oil shale. 
As of Inst yea r the "following pipelines were completed into the Pre-Baltic­
Leningrad industri al regIOn: 
2 gas and 1 oil pipeline into Leningrad 
1 oas pipeline into Ri ga in Latvia 
1 oil pipeline into th e Baltic port of Venspils also in occupied Latvi a 
1 gas pipeline intu Kl aiped a in occupi ed Lithuania 
1 gas pipeline into Vilno in the Russian occupied pa rt of NE Poland. 
It is true that even in the face of this competition the gas production from 
oil sbale still sho wed a small increase. This increase however is due to the 
greater effi ciency of reconstructecl GGS retorts rat ber than to any program of 
expnnding gas retorting from oil shale. In 1968 the production of oil·shale 
gas in Estonia reached 557 million cubic meters (Ekonomicheskai a Gazeta , 
No. 10, 1(70)-
Tbe chemical plan ts of Si antsy , Kohtla Jarve and Kiviyli which produce 
petrochemica ls from oil shale must now also compete wi th petrochemicals 
produced for the Pre-Baltic reg ion by the new Kirishni Refinery and Chemi· 
cal Works located southwest of Leningrad. This petrochemica l complex in 
operation since 1969 works under the new "cost accounting system" (Pravda, 
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OUTLINE OF RECENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT WORK 
Should the oil shale industry successfully weather these politic-economic 
threa ts to its ex istence, the credit for such success shall belong to the oil shale 
scienti sts. They are working on methods of reducing the cost of mining and 
processin g of oil shale, while at the sa me time developing an enti rely new 
oil shale petrochem ical industry in Eston ia (Cieslew icz, 1967). Within the 
last few years considerab le progress has been made in both of these fields. As 
of now, shale petrochemicals represent only 25 percent of the ruble value of 
the mined oil shale. However, by 1975 the Soviets plan to triple the produc­
tion of shale petrochemicals (Ba ren and Tarmisto, 1967) . 
The main part of thi s s tudy will be devoted to research in processing of 
oil shale, and parti cul arly to those aspects of processing which are likely to 
have applicatioll in our ow n oil sha le studi es. At thi s time, however, we may 
take a very brief look at the total p icture of current Estonian-Russian oil shale 
research and developmen t, and indica te general directions of these effor ts. 
S THIP MINING 
Probahl y the g reatest sing le success of the Estoni an o il sha le industr y in 
the recent yea rs was the reduction o f mining costs by illtrod uction of open-pit 
method. Although large-scale appli ca tion of this method did not s tart until 
1959, last year it accounted for 50 percent of all oil sha le mined . Russians 
claim that with the ava ilable equipment all oil sha le dow n to a depth of 30m 
can be mined economically by this method (Baren and Tarmisto, 1967 ). 
Dragline ES11-15/90 (15m ' bucket, 90m boom) is used in s tripping. Present 
cost o f this operation , including drilling and blas ting (some ca rbonate rocks ) , 
is 0.22 ruble / m" of dirt. Studies show that this cost ca n be Jurther reduced by 
increasing the annual output of th e dragline from the current 2 million m" 
(approx imate) to about 3 million. To atta in this goal the Oil Shale Institute 
recommends freeing of the ESh-15 /90 fr om all preparatory work, the elimina­
ti on of idle running and the introd uction of the meclium-s ize co mpanion drag­
line £Sh-10/ 60 fo r stripping oJ overb urden down to th e depth of 5-7 m 
(A rumae and La ino ia , 196.5, 1966). I n 1966, th e mo ntbl y outp ut per miner 
in open pit opera tions reached 170-180 metric tons. This fig ure is nearly two 
times higher than the monthl y output per m iner in the unde rg round mines 
(Ba ren and Tarmisto, 1967)_ 
The Russians are apparen tly very enco uraged by results of employing 
la rge draglines in oil sha le open p its. Recen tly the U ralmash (a heavy-equip­
ment plant ) of Sverdlovsk completed constructi on 01 a truly giga nti c dragline 
9 
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for open pit mmlllg. This self-propelled dragline, the ESh 30/100, we ig hs 
10,000 tons, is opera ted by 175 electric motors, and is equipped with a 30m3 
(s ic! ) bucket and a 100m long boom ( Iun yi Tekhnik , November, 1963, Izd. 
Tsk VLKSM ) . 
New open-pit mines a re being deve loped to meet the pl anned increase of 
oil-shale output fr om the present level of 13 millio n tOllS to the proj ected out­
put of over 30 milli on ton s within the nex t few years. Last year a new open­
pit mine, the Estonslanets No.2, with the planned a nnual producti on of 4 
million tons, went into operation . Plans have also been app roved fo r a nother 
open-pit underg round mining comp lex, the Estonslanets No.9, with a projec ted 
annual o utput of 9 milli on tons. This mine, desig ned by the Giilrosha kht 
Mining Institute of Lening rad , when co mpleted , will he the largest in Europe 
(Sotsialisti cheskaia Industriia, Octobe r 16 a nd 20, 1970) . 
L AN D R"CLAMATIO N 
The open-p it mines will eventu a lly co ver a n area of 2.\000 hecta res, which 
represents 0 .5 percent of the entire na tional tenitory o f occ upied Estoni a . 
In this co nnection the Ru~s ians have beg un some la ndscape restoration studies 
a imed principally a t preventi on of excessive air and water pollution by wind­
blown dust fro m ta ilings hea ps. The:;e s tudies sholl' the foll owing general 
d irection of the proposed la nd reclamation work: leve ling of the terrain , 
plan ting forests on top, and conve rting pits into lakes (Lainoia , 1(67 ) . Of 
co urse, the wet clima te of the Pre-Balti c reg ion favors (luick recla lilation of 
land for these particular purposes. Howeve r, the applicabilit y of this s imple 
method in the semi -ar id Colorado oil-shale basin a ppears to be ra ther limited. 
A related problem is the disposa l of spent o il sha le ash. Huge heaps of 
this waste mate ria l, as much as 300 feet hi gh , accumulate espec iall y at the 
power plants. Sin ce 106 .J. thi s ash is being used to raise the a lkal inity of the 
Estonian podsol so ils. As of 1070 ha lf a milli on tons of the ash ha ve been used 
for this purpose (Ekonomika Estonsko i SSR, 1967, Izcl. Ekonomia , Moskva) . 
UNDERG RO UN D MINING 
In undergro und mining of oil shale the progress in increas ing production 
at lower cost has been sma ller. E.g. , during the 1959-65 Seven Yea r Plan the 
costs of underg round mining were reduced only by 13.7 percent. This slow 
progress is principall y due to inadequate mecha nization, lack of special equip­
ment and antiquated mining methods. Although heav), machinery for under­
gro und mining of oil sha le has been alread y developed, the Gosplan so far has 
not authorized its seria l prod uction but favors instead th e continued use of ill 
suited but already available mass produced coa l mining equipment tTalve 
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and Soo n. 1( 65) . H owever, mo re recen t reports inrlica te tha t in con necti on 
lI'itb the greatly in crea,ed ,)utput goal~ the Sov iets fin ally dec ided to :;0 ahead 
with a modern izati on program in underg round mining 'I f oil shale. The under­
g round pa rt of the Estom-lane ts No. <) m ining compl ex , no w under develop· 
ment , w ill em ploy specia l mining equipm ent a nd have a h igh degree of il utO' 
mati on (Snts iali sti c: heskaia lndus triia , October 20 , 1(70) . Se veral s tlJ(li es 
ha ve bE.en done 0 11 1'00 1\1 a nd pilla r mining . This meth od appa rently o lTers 
be" t p rospec ts for economic underg round min ing of the Estonian o il -shale 
depos its . 
ORE DRESS I NG 
Of so me inte rest to us may he th e recellt da ta on employment of improved 
wet jigg ing methods of up·g rnding. Th e Oil S hale In stitute placed on stream 
a p ilot dressing plant a t tbe Estonslane ts No. 10 mine. New jigs of the BOMS 
type, with a 2x5 m j ig:; illg sec ti on, a re used to process o re·s ize fracti ons: 25 ­
125 mill. T he upg raded o re has heat of cOlllbustio ll: Q' 1i = 15)300 k J oule/ 
kg . with a yield of 60 percent pe r mined undressed o il shale and oil shil le loss 
of .{, pe rcent. The cost of upgrading by this method is 0. 2 1 ruble/ ton ( iVfik· 
hai lenko a nd K'lla. 1967 ) . T he improve ment s in prepa ring o il shale co ncen· 
trates are be ing so ug ht ill order to cut the transpo rt cos t (per caloric unit ) of 
oil ~ h a le to power plan ts and in d ustri a l consumers . 
PRO CE SS I NG 
The emphas is co nt illues to be on the "energy -chemical" utili za tion of oi l 
~ha l e rather than on retorti ng for fue l ~;\~ a lone. 
Most eco nol.ll ic li nes of thi s chemi ca l prod uct ion a re now th ose in which 
uil shale does no t compete with cheaper pe trochemica ls anel which do no t 
consume g rea t amounts of e lectric power. Severa l of th ese processes are now 
employed in ne w industria l p la nts a nd the products whi eb they produce are 
ve ry competitive : 
ex trac tion of olefin s and their use in production of a lk yla rylsuHona tes 
and alky lsulfa tes for dete rgents 
extraction of a rom atic h ydroca rbons from :;aseo us benzene obta ined 
during o il-~ hale retortillg in compa rtment kilns and subseq uent 
producti on of sulfonol and other prod ucts f rom these aro mati c 
hyd roca rbons 
trea tment of oil ·shale ta rs a nd their subsequent use for produ ction of 
elect rode coke 
- extrac tion of wate r-so luble oil-shale phenols a nd the ir use in p roduc· 
ti on of cement tars and tanning agents. 
The emphas is of the present resea rch an d develop ment wo rk is r ight n ow 
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on modernizat ion of ex istillg eguipment, further perfecting of chemica l 
processe" which are already in industrial use, utiliZillion of by-prod ucts of 
oil -sha le ptoces" in ~. and the development of radically new methods of 
process ing oil sha le. Spec ifica ll y, work is hein~ c:arriecl out on thc following 
problems: 
1. 	 Improvement of alld reconstructiOIl of gas retorts both to increase their 
throug hput ra te:; and 10 obtain higher yield :; of usable tars in addition 
to ga~. Throup;hput rate" of 1:::') l o n~/2 1, hrs and increased tar yields 
(a t the expense of ~as I have heen ol,lJined on ~a s retorts of the GGS-S 
L),Jle. These improved re"u lts have heen oill ained p rin cipa ll y b y chang. 
ing from the vert ica l flow of hcat ca rri er through th e reto rt to a Irans· 
verse flow or centra l introdu ct ion of the hcat carrier (Efi lllov and 
Rooks, 1()66; Efimov and Volkov, 1<)()6). 
2. 	 Further OI)timizaliol1 of operatillg regillles of the UTT·.')OO relOrl. It 
should also he mentioned th a t ilutolllal ic computer co ntrol is now hcing 
developed and introduced to operate the UTT·500 and Ihe reconstructed 
gas retorts. 
.'3. 	 Pyrolysis of gaseous I)raduc/.s of oil shale retorting to obtain lower 
(C~ - C) unsa turated hydrocarbo ns for organ ic sY llthesis. 
4,. 	 l'realmenl of oil shale tars by such method~ as settling, di stilling, cen tri· 
fug ing and cok ing- preparatory to tar di~till atio l! to obtain raw ma· 
terial s for such )Jroducts as electrode eoke and resins. 
5. 	 Extractlon alld distillatioll of phenols obta ined from products of coki ng 
and semicoking of oil sha le. 
6. 	 Chemical studies of va rious by.products obta ined in processing of oil 
shale. Methods of analysis are being developed and possible inJustr ia l 
uLiliz ati on of these by -prod ucts is being studi ed. One such }Jroject 
in ves ti ga tes th e poss ibility of using oil·shal e tars for producti on of 
ag ricultural chemica ls of nerozin type for control of wincl erosion ancl 
stab il iza tio n of shifting sands (Kinet, 1970). 
7. 	Produ.ction of clinker and oth er ceramic malcrutls with sim ul taneous 
cxlrnclioll of UK, and A I COli/pounds from e ither oil shale or o il-sha le 
ash. This method is a lready finding industrial app licat ion. IL is reo 
portedly very s imple. In essence it consists of hea ting raw oil shale or 
oil·shale ash to a temperatu re of 600 "C anel then treating it with H~SO.· 
acidified water to extrac t the compo unds of ura nium and of some 
other elements I.Lupander, 1969) . 
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PART I 
MINING OF OIL SHALE 
A VARI AN T OF R OOM AN D PILLAR M ETHOD 
The Estonsl<lnets Mining Trust, a Russian go vernment organization in 
charge of mining oil shale in Eston ia, bas been int roducing mechani zed room 
il nd pill ar meth ods of underg round lIlining of oil shale since 1959. In 1963, 
l ·U · perce nt of all o il shale mined underground by the Estonslil nets was 
produ ced by this methocl. further widesca le applica tion of this mining 
method is plannerl in the hope of reducing the cost of underg round mining 
(C ieslewicz, J(67) . A close r look il t the Russ ian work in this particular field 
lIlay therefore be of some interest. 
Russians plan to con tinue to utilize st<l nclard coal mining machincr y ill 
t he~e mines. It is true Ih at thi s eq ui pment i ~ not too well suited for th e 
purpose. There a re indica ti ons, llowever, that the Cosplan" rejected the 
req uests of oil shal e mining indust ry to start iJroduction of speciall y designed 
nil shale minin1" machinery, such ilS spec ial driJls, hea vy loaders_ <l nd self­
powered "lIutile cars. In thi s co nn ec tion ;, tudies are now being conduded to 
adapt cool lIlining equipment and to emplo y it with maximum efTi ciency in 
un dergruund mining by room and pillar method. One such stud y employ ing 
a va riant of room and pill a r met hod has been ca rried out by the Oil Shale 
I n~tilule ;-It the Kiava No. 2 mine. 
In ilppl ying this pa rt icular vDrianl.. th e hlock of ore to be mined is first 
Iull y outlined by development open in;,-s, 1181llely pilnels and I1lte ral rO;-l dw<lYs 
I Suci op latov, 1IJ62) . The b lock is then d ivided by dri ving a main haula;;ewa y 
in which a belt conveyor is inslidled I fi g. 1). Thc block Illa y have a length 
of up 10 600m. 
Two 7rn wiele rooms are cut tril nsversely on hoth sides of the main haul­
ap.eway. During Ihe cross cutting night cOllveyors SP-6.3 or KSP-I -M me 
placed in these rooms. The ma ximum length o f conveyors (IJO-IJ5111 ) de­
termin es the length of each wing_ 
Excav<l ti on work beg ins by cutting longitudinal f ill wide head ings fr om 
the previously cut tr;lI1sverse rooms. Five m wide pilla rs are left between the 
heildings. After advancing the lleadings 9 III , the adj accnt longitudinal head­
ings are united by dri ving a transve rse cross cUI , ·Im wide. As a Tesult , 4m­
wide transverse room forms surro unding 5x5m pillar. These pillars are the 













PI\NE.L AIRWAYPITNEL I+ALJLAGE WAY 
Frc[Joc I.-Schematic drawing o[ preparatory Jnd princirJ"1 work in lllllllng hy a room 
and pillar' Illctlwc/. 
a. hcsll air current: b. spent air current; c. wooden ventilation door; 
d. wooelen b,ll'rier: 1. flight comC'yor; 2. belt convcyor; 3. loader; 
'J.. reioader. 
characteristic feature distinguishing this particular variant of rOOl11 and pillar 
method from other variants Illlich usc strips I rib, I of unmilled are for roof 
supporl. 
After the excavation of a new transverse room the night conveyor is dis­
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assembled into lO-12m pans and transpor ted on loaders to the next room. The 
room is then widened by open 7m wiele advances and the new cycle in mining 
of the wing beg ins again by drivin g transverse cuts. 
F use blasting is used fo r me break ing . Blast holes are made with electrical 
dri lls with leng ths uv to 2m. Bruken ore is loaded onto the flight conveyor 
by the UP-3 loader. A reloader, which reall y represe nts an adapted UP-3, is 
employed for loading ore from the transverse cuts. SkoSh me tal props l.Sm 
long a re used in a net of 1 .S x 1. 5111 as s upport for both the room and the 
headings. Wooden con trol props a re placed a t the cross section of the axes 
of rooms and headings, plus one prop between them. 
The fo llowing ventila ti on sc heme is employed : the current 0-£ fresh ai l' 
ddvances along the ma in haulagewGY sweeping excavation fa ces, a nd the 
current of spent ai r is moved out by small loca l blowers a long the side road­
ways and cuts. 
In the course o f exper imen tal wo rk, a roo-f control study has a lso been 
carried out. This was done ill view of the fact tha t until now the exper ience 
of using pillars for roof suppo rt was lacking ill the Estonian oi l shflle basin. 
The stud y u-f deformation of pillars and exposed !'Oo f in mining by this 
room and pillar method showed a 7mnJ roof subs idence in the pillars and 
15mrn fit points where the axes of rooms intersect. The roof condition in the 
presence of slich subsid ence WflS s till very sa ti sfactory. Six p lfl nes of paltings 
we re observed in the first l.5m layer of the capping rock directly above the 
roof. Two of these parting ' were only weakly developed . Of the s ix parti ngs 
on ly the first three had a Jloticeable effect on tbe condilion of the roo f. 
The behavior of pillars th ell)selves has a lso been studied. 
The thickness of overburden was 20m. For this particul ar depth Talve 
and Soon recommended employment of square 5 x 5m pi Jl a rs and a room 
width of 7m. 
At this time the principal advantages offered by this var iant are: ( l) lhe 
ab ility to employ with relative efficicncy mass produced mining machinery, 
(2) the absence of solid fRce development workings, (3) number of nea rby 
working faces for luading ma chines, alld ('1.) conven ient drainage wilhin the 
limits of mined blocks. 
This variant as it is now used with employment of the aVfli lable equipment 
also has many shortc-om ings. Some of them are: (l) part of the machinery 
used is not self-propelled, (2) the loader must exec utc a cumparati vely large 
nu mber of ma neuvers, (.3) the necessity o f employing a relond er, (,1) large 
numbers of dead end fac es, (5) comp lica tiuns in bla st ing work in connecti on 
with presence uf nearby faces , (6) difficulties in maintaining the established 
dimensions of pillars and rooms, and (7) di fficulties in robbing metal props 
when condi ti ons are espec ia lly complex. 
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Talve, Soon and Saarest (1965) carried out all econom ic study on this 
variant of room and pillar Jl1inin~ jointly with th e above technical sludy. 
Their calculations were based on established tecbni ca l paramelers and norms 
as well as on results of time study conducted ill the mined block in the course 
of 21 work shifts. 
The yield of Ofe per one complete cycle of milling in each wing, that is, 
during the time elapsed belween successive transfers of Right conveyo rs from 
one room to the next, was as follows : 
m" % 
Yield from widening of transverse fo oms 867 3 0.5 
Yield from long itudina l cU ls ( headings) 1499 52.3 
Yield from cross cuts 4.76 16.7 
Total y ie ld per cycle 2842 100 
The breakage fare advan ces 12m during each cycle of minin g each win g. 
Of the 600111 representing the lotallength of mined block, 53,lm are actually 
excavated. It foll ows that in order to mine one wing of the bl ock by this room 
and pillar me thod 5:-:1.:1:2 = J3.7 cyc les are required. The lotal y ield of o re 
from the block 1 bOlh wings) amo unts to 276,600 m '. The losses of broken 
ore determined 0 11 the basis of approximate cal culatio ns equal to 0.7 percent. 
This gives a net yield of broken ore o f 27 1,700 m'. The losses r epresented 
by ore which remains in the pillars amount to 2 :1.7 percent. 
The time losses fo r downtime clocked during the stud y amounted to 27-23 
percent ( tables 1 and 2). 
Calculatioll s of mining costs covering the abov e described operations are 
based on assumption of empl oyi ng two loaders per block. Under these condi· 
tiolls the ca lculated production cost per 1 1111 of ore is 1.12 ruble. This cost 
figure breaks down as follow 
ruble percent 
0.523 46.7wa ges 
0.341 30.'1.materials 
0.035 3.1 elec tric power 
rep lacement of worn ou t exc hangea ble parts 0.035 3.1 
depreciation 0.136 16.6 
1.120 100.0 
lVlaksimenko 1196:3) compared mining costs of the room and pillar vari· 
ants currentl y employed with the costs of variants which are proposed for 
future applica tion. 
The calc ul ated production costs in rubles per m :: of oi l shale for compared 
methods are as follows: 
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TABLE 1.- WaTkin 
Time expendi ture 
Preparatory-completion 
opera ti ons 
Loading of ore 
Auxiliary ope ra Lions 
Manuevers of UP-3 loader 
and reloader 
Throwing over of ore 
Breaking.up of boulders 
Barring.down of mining face 
Pulling. up of the cab le 
Clearing of the conveyor 
Other opera ti ons 
Downtime 
Waiting for empty ca r 
Wa iting for el ectrical power 





Loading of ore 
Auxiliary operations 
Clearing of roadways 
Shift change 
Down time 

















cy cle of mining in each wing, tha t is, 
ive tran,,(ers of Right conveyors from 
m3 'lo 
rooms 867 30.5 
din t;sl 1499 52.8 
476 16.7 
2342 100 
lu rill t; each cycle of mining each wing. 
th of mill ed block, 5U4-m a re actuall y 
nine one win g of the bl ock by this room 
es are required. The total yield of o re 
to 276,600 m::. The losses of broken 
imate ca lculat io ns equal to 0.7 percent. 
o( 271 ,700 m:'. The losses represe nted 
nount tl) 2 L7 percent. 
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an economi c study on thi s TABLE 1.- W orking lime balan ce of loader U P-3 

the above techni ca l study. 

Time expenditureshed technical parameters and norms 
per shift, Perce nt of total ucted ill the min ed block in the course 
Time expenditure hours time 
Preparatory-completion 
operations 0.78 
Loading of ore 1.50 
Auxiliary operati ons 2.06 
Manuevers of UP-3 loader 
and reloader 1.19 
Throwing over of ore 0 .19 
Breaking·up of boulders 0 .18 
Barring·down of mining face 0. 32 
Pulling ·up of the ca ble 0.05 
Clearing of the conveyor 0.09 
Other operations 0.04, 
Downtime 1.66 
Waiting {or empty car 1.21 
Waiting for elec tri cal power 0.03 
Repair of machin ery and conveyor 0. 35 





100.0(ed durin g; the stud y amounted to 27-28 
. ng. the above descri bed opera tions are 
londers per block. U nd er these coneli­
1 111 ' o f ore is 1.12 ruble. This cost 
ruble percent 
0.523 4-6.7 
0.~41 30 .4, 
0.035 3 .1 
bl e jJarLs 0.035 3 .1 
0.186 16.6 
1.120 100.0 
ling cost~ of the room an d pilla r vari­
of vari ants which are proposed fo r 
bles per Ill ' of oil hale for co mpared 
TABL E 2.- W orlcing lime balance of loading stalion 
Time expenditure 
per shift, P ercent of total 
Time expenditure hours time 
Preparatory-compleLion opera tions 0.10 1.7 
Loading of ore 3.82 63.8 
Auxiliary operations 0.4·6 7.7 
Clearing of roadwa ys 0.08 
Shift change 0 .38 
Downtime 1.62 26.8 
Waiting for empty car 1.14, 
OLher downtime 0 .4-8 
Total 6.00 
' 
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a. 	 m ultiroom us ing U P ·3 loane rs together 
with .3 ·ton mi ne ca r~ 1.32 
b. 	 multiroo m us ing l iP ·.3 loade rs together 
with fli ght co nveyo rs (M ine # lO) 1.17 
c. 	 roOIll a nd pill a r ( Ki ava #2) 1.12 
d . 	 vari a nt with pa rtial mining of int r. rroom !::ections 

( pa rtiti ons) us i ng- hea v)' self ·propell ed mac hi lies 0.97 

e. 	 l1lulti roo rn us illg heavy sel [.prope lled mach ines 0 .3) 
These fi gures show th at th e in ves tigated va ri ant (c) is, in terms o f cos t, 
pract icall y eq ui va lent to the mu lt iroo lll va riant I b I employ in g UP· .3 loade rs 
with fli ght conveyo rs. Both var ia nts are s uperi o r , cost-w ise, to the mullirool1l 
meth od employing U P ·:) loade rs togethe r with mi ne cars. 
The p roducti o n cost per I m \ o f o re is lowe r with melh ods us ing heavy 
self.propelled machin ery. H ()weve r, these var ian ts can no t he employed until 
the serial pl'Odu ction of machinery o f th is type gets underway . Until th a t 
time, as the s ludy sho ws, th e descr ibed room a nd pill ar meth ods empl oying 
lhe avail a ble non·spec ia li zed mac hinery. offers both tec hni cal and economi c 
adva ntages, and is th r. re[u re recummended fu r immed ia te applicati on. 
III the co urse u [ stud y of lhis min ing meth od still oth er possibi lities 0-£ cos t 
r educti on beca m e appa ren t. 
The average numbe r of loaders a t work durin~ the time stud y was l A4. 
Beca use the time l't:'qu ired fo r the a ux ili a ry ope rations (~ee ta ble 1) is rath er 
high, the probabilit y o f two loaders work i n ~ a t the sa me li me am ounts to 
onl y 0.11 , and the proba bililY th a t lhree will be work ing s imulta neo usly is 
evell sma ll e r. 
The product ivit y o f th e min ed bl ocks ca ll be limiled both by the capac it y 
of ore· upgradin g [ac iliti e;:; on the surface and by ca pac ili es o f oth er produc ­
tionlinks, na mely. tha l o f fli ght a nd be lt conv eyo rs as well as loading stat ion. 
Thr. possi bility of upg rading the o re manu a ll y underg ro und as it is be ing 
mined by a roo lll a nd pi ll a r meth od is no w being stud ied . S uch prelimina ry 
upgra d i n~ underg ro und wu uld red uct:' both the amo unt of waste lransported 
b y conveyo rs a nd the a mo unt o f upg rading wo rk O il the surface. The analysis 
uf opera ti o ns also showed tha t th e r. mpl oymen t o f fl i ~ ht and belt con veyo rs 
makes poss ible s im ulta neo us ope ra ti o n o f three a nd eve n fo ur UP·3 loaders. 
By increasin t,! th e number of loaders the load in g time per min e ca r is 
reduced. The time required by the machine to load o ne mine ca r has two 
distinct max im a ( fig . 2 I . 
Wh en the loading t ime pEo r ca r at the loading sta ti on is 0. 9 minutes aver ­
age ( fi g. ;)) , then the wo rk time o f load er per c:n fl uctu ates within wide r 
lim its. This flu ctua ti on is due to the differences in the prod uctivity of loaders, 
depending on the pos iti on of the face, and pa rt icul arly on the latter 's d is tance 
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FIC URE 2.-Dislribulion o[ loading lin 
from the fli ght co nveyo!'. Wh en faces in 
certain distan ce all'ay [rom the fli ght COli 
dec reases. At such s tages o f exca va ti on wo 
loader sho uld be used instead of the two 
each wing. 
E ven hig her loadi ng fig ures per block 
equ ipped with ;)·ton a re ca rs. 
Ca lcul a ti ons show th a t wi th all these 
produ ct ion costs in m ining by th is room < 
red uced to abo ut l.00 ruble per m" of ore: 
W ETTABILITY OF GIL 
Dust control 1S one of the difficult prohl 
with in the ir coa l and oil shale m in es. EkOl 
1068) recentl y d isc ussed this p roblem in a r 
of ex tensive s tudies and improvements in t~ 






rroom ~ectio ll s 
0.97~lI ed machines 
0.31~d machines 

ed variant (c) is, in terms of co~ t, 

ariallt I b I emp loyi ng UP-3 loader" 

.. uperior, cost-wise, to the multi room 
with mine cars. 
is 10IV er with meLhods using heavy 
e vari ants ca ll not be employed until 
:his type g:e ls ullderway . Until that 
room and pillar meth ods employing 
, offers boLh techn ical and economic 
cd for immedi,lte applicati on . 
method slill other possibi lities of cost 
.ork dur ing the time study was 1.44. 
. ry operati ons \see table 1) is rather 
in n at the same time amounts to 
II ill he work inp. simul tan eo usly is 
he li mited hoth by the capac it y 
and hy capac ities of other produc­
t ("cl llvel or!' as wel l as luading stali on. 
anuall·Y und erground as it is bei ng 
now oein!'; ;;tuclied. Such preliminary 
the ~ !11 ount of waste trans]Jortecl 
in" work on the surface. The ana lysis 
J)'1l1el It of night and belt cOlll'eyors 
;hree and even [uur UP-3 loaders. 
the loading li me per mine ca r is 
inc to load one mine ca r has two 
he luad ing stati on is 0.9 minu tes aver ­
er per c~ r Auctuates within wid er 
fferellces in the productiv ity of loaders, 
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FIGUHE 2.-Dis lribulion of loading lime per car al the loa ding sta lion _ 
from the night co nveyor. When faces in bo th wings of the block advallce a 
certain di stance away frolll the Ili t; lrt cOll vcyors, the productivity of loaders 
decreases. AL such stages uf excava tion work a third alld maybe even a fourth 
loader shuuld be used instead of the two wh ich are custolllar i ly employed in 
each wing. 
Even hit;her luad ing figures per block ca n be attained in mines wh ich are 
eq uipped wilh 3-ton ore cars. 
Ca lculations show th at with a ll thesc additiunal mea ures adoptecl , thc 
production costs in mining by this room anel jJillar method could be further 
reduced to about 1.00 ruble per m" of ore milled. 
W£TTAI3lLITY OF OIL SHALE D UST 
. D.ust con trol is one of the d iffic ult problems wh ich the Russians must cope 
With III then· cual and oil sha Ie mines. Ekonoillichcskaia Gazeta \ 110. 26, p. 4, 
1068) recently e1~ scussed this problem in a maj or art icle ca lli ng for a program 
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FIG URE 3.- Distribution of load ers ' work time for loadin g of one car. 
Epshtein and Khusid (1965) carried out a study to determine the water 
wettability of different size fractions of the oil shaJe dust and the effect which 
nddition of various wetting agents had on wettability. A powder saturation 
method developed earlier by Volkova (1934) nnd Raukhvarger (1946) was 
employed. This method is based on th e obse rV2ti on that the time required by 
the liq uid to sa tura te the powder represents a functi on of the surfa ce tension . 
ESTON IA N-RuSS£AN OIL SHALE 
This is expressed by the equati on of Wa 
p2 (T cos H 
T 2,,/ 
where: P length of the layer of wett. 
T time r equired for saturati( 
a - surface tens ion 0 f the wett 
H bound ary (edge) angle, d 
"/ specihc viscosity of the liCi 
r - average pore radius of thn 
The equation shows that- the relations 
the wetted layer, p~, and th e time req u 
va lue. Inasmuch as the purpose of ~tud 
tability of powder consisting of difTeren 
made for pC / T. The wetlability of powdi 
of time T , ohtained from the experimell: 
The instrument for study of wettabili 
diameter connec ted by a stopcock (A) 
wide tube (C) was fill ed with powder t( 
. I 
fill ed with liquid . As the li quid pcnetr,( 
was taking place at tbe border: liquid-ai ~ 
appendix (B) is used to fill the stopcoc_ 
appendix (G) to unite the stopcock with) 
a polished section. Wllell the stopcock is I 





FtGun£ 4 .-Schemat ic drawing of in strument 
dLlst (dccording to Volko l'd). 
A. stopcock with tripl e Pd ssdge; 
with liquid; C. Jlowtl~r tilled wit 
lary lube; G. appendix uniting 
In sepa rate experiments the dust of si 
and 250-500 microns has been sa tu rate 
{ OF TH E COLORADO SCHOOL OF lVl1NES 
... 
O} 0, 8 0,9 (0 (I 1<\11'\ . 
oJ kova 
loader:;' work lime for loading of one ca r. 
ca rried out a stud y to determine the wa:er 
or the oil 5haJe dust and the effect wfllch 
had on wettability. A powder saturation 
t J()34-) nncl Raukhvarger (194.6) was 
on the observ,~ ti o n th at the time required by 
. represents a fundion o-{ the surface tensIOn. 
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This is expressed by the equation of Washborn·Volkova: 
p2 u cos H 
~--- r = const. 
r 
where : p length of the layer of wetted powder , cm 
r = time required for saturation, sec 
u surface tension of the wetting liquid , erg/sec2 
H boundary (edge) angle, degrees 
'YJ spec ific viscosit y of the liquid 
r - average pore radius of the powder , cm 
The equation shows tbat the relationship between square of the length of 
the wetted laye r, p", and the time required for saturati on, r , is a constant 
value. Inasmuch as the purpose of study was to determine the relative wet· 
tability of powder consisting of differen t size frac ti ons, no ca lculations were 
made for p" / T. The wettabil.ity of powders was defined by values p per unit 
of time T , obtained from the experiment. 
The instrument for stud y of wettability consists of two tubes of different 
diameter co nnected by a stopcock (A) with a tri ple passage (fig. 4). The 
wide tube (C) was fill ed with powder to be studied. Narrow tube (D ) was 
filled with liquid. As the liquid penetrated the powder, a shift of meniscus 
was taking place at the border: liquid.air in the ca pillary tube (D ). Vertica l 
appendi x 18) is used to fill the stopcock open ing with liquid, and horizon tal 
appendix (G) to unite the stopcock witil the capillary tube (D) by mea ns of 
a polished section. When the stopcock is properly turned, the liquid penetrates 




FIC UR~ 4.- Schem"li e drawing of inslrumen l for wel lab ilit y de le rminalion o [ o il shale 
d u,t (accord ing lO Vu lkoVJ ) . 
A. s lopwck w ilh Iriple passage; B. 3jJpcndi x fur filli ng s lopeuck upenin g 
w jlit liquid ; C. puwder filled wide·diamel er lube; I). liquid filled capil· 
lary lube; C. appendix uniting A wilh D. 
In separate experiments the dust of size frac tions 0·50 ; 50·140; 140·250; 
and 250·50U microns has been saturated with dist illed water. 
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Technical ana lys is of the studied clusts was as foll ows : combu stible organ ic 
material - 4-8.27 percent; CO~ - 10.0 pe rcenl ; ash - 40.4 percent; and 
If,O - 0.53 pe rcent. 
To obta in uniform compactness, each powder charge was emplaced in 
small and equal porti on and thell compacted with a glass pestle. Special care 
was taken to ensure th a t each we ighted portion occupied certa in , always the 
sa me, volume. Thanks to tiIis method of loading the results showed good re­
producibility. Oil sha le dust of la rger ~i ze fra cti ous wets much more r eadily 
th an that of the smaJi er s ize fra ction s (fig. 5). 
In processi'lg the experimental da ta b y the least squares method the fol­
low ing rela tionships Jl ave been obtained: 
Powder s ize frac tion, microns (/1.) Functi on p2 = f(r) 
0- 50 p2 = 10.0 r 
50-14.0 p2 = 21.0 
140-250 p2 = 28.5 
250-500 p2 = 33.7 
The above fi g ures show that the welting ability o:f water is about 3.5 times 
small er fo r the size frac tion 0-50 than it is fo r fra cti on 250-500 microns. 
For hydrophilic coa l dust::; o [ up to 100 mes]l , treated by Vol kova's 
method , the welling takes 3-·[ minutes per 10 mm, whereas the weltin g of a 
40 mll1 long laye r of o il sha le dust of approximately the sa me s ize fraction 
ta kes only tJ-6 seconds I Raukhvarger, 1<)~j6 ) . 
In spite of good wate r wettabiJity of oi l sha le dust, as contrasted with the 
hydrophilic coa ls, the du~ t forms only an unstable suspension with the water , 
which on dryin g out may become an additional so urce of dust formation. 
Because of this, it has become necessa ry to study the wettability of oil shal e 
dust with solutiuns of vari ous wettilJg agents as potential stabi lizers. 
The effect of welting agents on increased wettability of oil shale dust 
under stati c co nditions has been studied by the film Rotation method as mod i­
fied by the Makeevsk Sc ientific Resea rch Ilistitute. III this stud y the rate of 
dust wetting has been measured (Shanuvskaia , 1952). 
The experiments were carr ied out in the followillg manner: O.lg of o il 
shale dust of 7-1,-250 mi cron size fraction was spread ou t in a uniform layer 
on the surface of a glass plate mounted in a metal frame. The plate was then 
inclined by 20 degreeS and by careful and uniform tapp in g on the frame for a 
period of 1 minute the p owder was tralJsferred into a glass with 5 em diameter, 
co ntaining 50 III I of wetting solution . During the transfer of the powder the 
glass was be ing shifted slowly undernea th the illclined plate. The time during 
which the dust mai nta ined itself on the surface of the liquid after completion 
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FIG URE 5.- Kinetics of wetting of oil shale du 
Size fra ctions, fL: 1. 0-;.-50 ; 2. 50l 
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of its transfer into the g lass was measu red with a second-meter. 
The effect o f the fo ll o win g fo ur diffe rent we lling agen ts has been studied : 
DB, OP-7. sulfano l, a nd Neka l'-B 
DB agent bel ongs to Ilo n-ion ogenic co mpounds and represents a mi xture of 
polyeth ylene-g lyco l-m ono;:dk yl-phenylic es ters. At 20 ' C it is mi sc ible with 
wa ter in a ny propo rti ons. 
OP-7, like DB, is a mlxture of polyethylene-glyeo l-monoalk yl-ph enylir 
esters and also belo ngs to a gro up of non-ionogenic compounds. But unlike 
DB, this agent has a ~tron ;.!" a nd unpl easa nt putrid odor. At 20°C it dissolves 
r eadily in water in all proportion,. The rate o f its disso lution decreases at 
5°C. 
Sulfanol represents a mixture uf sodium sa lts o f a lkyl-benzo l sulfon a tes 
and it be longs to ionogenic co mpollnds. At room temperat ure it di ssolves 
readily in wa ter ; its solubility exceeds 25: 100. 
ekal'-B is an ·a lkyl.naphthalene s ulfonate of sodium and is likewise a n 
ionogenic compo und which readily di sso lves in wate r a t room temperature. 
The results of these wettab ility studi es on oil shale elust show that agents 
OP-7 and DB h ave best welting ahility I fi g. 6,. Their effectivene"s is 5 times 
tha t of s ulfanol and I S times th a t of Nekal' ·B. 
A sha rp change in the wetting ability of these agents ta kes place at solu· 
tion concentration of O.OS perce nt for th e OP·7 and DB ; a t 0.25 percent fo r 




















FICURE 6.-Rehtionship between wellability of oil shale dust and concentration of 
weLLin g agenL. 
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PART II 
PROCESSING OF OIL SHALE 
D ETER M II ING THE D EGR EE or DECOMPOSITIO N OF OIL SHALE DURING 

RETORTI NG FRO M Cj H RATIO IN SEMI-COKE 

In stud ying processes of thermal decompositi on of oil shale it is often 
ncces>'ary both in la borato ry studies and in industrial prac tice to determine 
what relative amo unts of volatile compounds have already left the oil shale. 
This is sometimes called the determination of the degree of ke rogen decompo­
~ iti o n and it shows the release o f volatile compounds as percentage of the 
total mass of orgallic substa nce present in the o il shale (Aarna, 1955) . The 
degree of ke rogen decompos itio n can be easily determined at the end of the 
decomposi tion process provid ing tbat the followin g data are kn own: 
a. orig inal we ight of dry oil shale before retortin g, 
L. con tent of organic substan ce in the oil !;hale, 
c. weight of the solid r e~idu e, namely the semi -coke. Very often , how­
ever , these data are n ot available, e .g. , in checking on the completeness of 
release of volatile co mpon ents during oil shale reto rting in tunnel ovens, also 
in determining the character of semi-coke, finally in measuring the degree of 
kerogen decomposition at various points along th e cross section of incom­
pletely retorted pieces of o il shale . 
In the analytical chemistry th e weight relationship Cj H gives an im­
portant, although not entirely complete, description of the compos ition of 
organic matter. In the course o f thermal decompos ition of orga nic fuels there 
occurs a relative carbon enrichment and hydrogen impove rishment of nOIl­
volatile organic residue. Aranovich (1965) made a quantitative study of this 
enrichment-impoverishment process as it occurs during semicoking of the 
kukersite shale. In this study Aranovich used samples of oil shale of the III 
sort taken from the Kiviyli mine. The oil shale had the following technical 
composi tion : 
A" (ash ) 4.9.31 % 
CO2" 19.4.3% 
Wn (wa ter ) 0.04% 
Combustible organic matter 31.22% 
100.00% 
SOl" ( in ash ) 4.15 % 
25 
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P ortions of 100 g of the sample, prepa red in acco rdance \vith government 
standards (GS <)080-60) were placed in an electri c a luminum retort with a 
200 g capac ity- Samples were then heated at different, arbitrarily selec ted, 
terminal temperatu res- The speed of heating up to the selected terminal tem­
perature of- retortin g also met the government standa rd s (GS 3168-53) - Each 
retort was kept a t the selected temperature for 30 minutes and then cooled _ 
Solid residue was care fully removed to avoid loss of substa nce, and weighed. 
The loss of weight suffered by the dr y sample represented the volatile fraction. 
The degree of kerogen deco mpositi on was then determined according to the 
formula: 




where: x = degree of kerogen decomposition, percent 

g l = weight o f dry sample, grams 

g~ = \veight of obtained scmicoke, grams 

Mo = organic matter content in the oil shale, percent 

Solid residue obta ined in retorting was treated with 10 percent solution 
of HCl, pl aced on filter paper and washed with water. Washing was continued 
until negative reaction for CI ion was obta ined. The residue was then dried 
until it showed stable weight at 105°e. 
Organic matter concentrate of this semicoke, free of min eral CO2 (pre ­
sumably in carbonates), was anal yzed for elements C and H. 
Small inacc uracies in the results of elementary analysis were tolerated_ 
These were cau sed by incomplete dehydration of aluminum silicates ancl silica 
gel in drying the semicoke_ The results show, nevertheless, certain uniform 
charac teristics ( table 3) ­
Thi s dependence of C/ H weight ratio on the degree of kerogen decom­
position gives a curve of equal-sided hyperbole which can be accurately ex­
pressed by the equation (fig_ 7) : 
C/ H = 
150 + 6.5 
l00-x 
This C/H ratio in the semicoke unequivocally depends on the degree of 
kerogen decomposition o f the orig inal oil shale. As such, the C/ H can be 
used as a criterion for determining the degree of kerogen decomposition, pro ­
vidin g of co urse that this thermal deco mpositi on of the oil shale has not been 
complica ted by such secondary processes as ox idation. The great merit of 
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the proposed method of controlling the degree of kerogen decomposi tion lies 
in the fact that thi s determination can be made using the results of semi coke 
analysis as the only required ela ta. Moreover, only a fraction of one gram 
of the solid residue is necessary for the analysis. 
TABLE 3.-Relations/lip of C/ H in solid residue (semicoke) alld degree of 
thermal decollLjJos£tion of oil shale kerogen 
. sample represented the volatile fractiOn. 
C/ H weight ratio 
~ was then determined accordmg to the 
in solid r es idue 
Temperature of Degree of kerogen In parallel 
retorting, °C decomposition, % determinations Average 
370 20.4 8.3 8.4- 8.35 
395 48.3 9.4. 9.7 9.55 
420 75.3 11.9 12.4- 12.15 
composition, percent 445 81.2 14.5 l4..5 14.50 
~, grams 500 86.2 16.5 16.9 16.70 
semicoke, grams 
nt in the oil shale, percent 
ting was treated with 10 percent sol.ution 
lashed with water. Washing was contm~ed 
The residue was then dned .vas obtained. 
5°C. 
this semicoke, free of mineral CO2 (pre­
7zecl for elements C and H . 
Ilts of elementary analysis were toler~t~d. 
lehydration of aluminum silicate~ and .s lllca 
results show, uevertheless, certam umform 
ratio on the degree of kerogen decom­
hyperbole which can be accurately ex­
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Flc unE 7.-Relationship between C/ H in semi-coke and degree of kerogen decompo­
sition , percent. 
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In another series of experiments, KUllakov (1957 ) made all attempt to 
determine C/ H changes in the so lid residu e of o il shale fines retorted with 
solid heat exchanger. 
Oil shale sa mpl e weighing 67 g was first mixed with 133 g of oil shal e 
ash. The latte r was taken from the ash actually used as th e solid heat ex­
dlanger in the pilot re tort UTT-200 of the Kivi yli Oil Shale Processing 
Works. These 200 g portions were then processed b y the same method. The 
results are g iven in table I). and fi gure 7, curve 2. 
TABLE 4.-Relationship between C/ H in. solid residue and degree a/thermal 
decompositiull 0/ oil slwle kerogen in. the presence 0/ solid heat exchanger 
C/ H weight ratio 
in solid residue 
Temperature of Deg ree of kerogen In parallel 
reporting, °C deco mposition, 'Yo determinations Average 
370 26.1- 0.2 9.4. 9.3 
395 11.0 0.0 10.1 10.0 
4.20 61.0 11.2 11.4. 11.3 
44 5 77.0 15 .6 16.1 15 .0 
500 :::0.0 16.7 16.5 16.6 
The new curve (#2 ) ~ h ows the same general cha rac ter, but it is displaced 
along the axes o f both coorcl inates. The curve displacement can be explained 
b y the influence of two factors: 
1. Capture of some volatiles by the solid heat exchanger. Whether this 
process was du e to adsorption , chemical sorption , secondary pyrolysis of the 
volatile components, or all of these is not clear. 
2. Presence o f organic carbon and hydrogen in the solid heat exchanger 
itself. 
However, for the reading : C/ H = 17 on the ordinate, the influence of 
factor ( 2 ) is excluded. This is because the C/ H , as determined beforehand , 
using pure solid heat exchanger , was also close to 17. If carbon and hydrogen 
present in the solid heat exchanger were to ac t as the sole modifying fa ctor, 
then the curve alteration would take approximately the form shown by th e 
broken line. It follows therefore, that the abscissa a.l - a1 (see fig . 7) ex­
presses only the capture of volatile compolIents by the solid heat exchanger 
at the temperature of retorting of 500°C. Und er co nditions of experiments 
described by Kunakov (1957), the yield of volatiles from the kerogen showed 
an 8 pe rcent decrease by comparison with the yield obtained under s tandard 
conditions us ing an aluminum retort. It may be co ncluded therefore that in 
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retorting oil shale fines with oil shale ash as solid heat exchanger, the yield 
oI volatile components decreases because of some sorption of products by the 
ash. 




A System of Optimizing Operating Regilne 
In a recent study conducted on UTT-200 at the Kiviyli Oil Shale Process­
ing Works, a method has been developed for stabilizing a particular temper­
ature regime of the retort (Gubergrits, 1963). Although this system of con­
trol insures stability of the retorting process, it does not always correspond to 
the optimum conditions, The purpose of optimum operation regime of the 
retort is to obtain either maximum tar yield, or maximum quantity of po· 
tential heat in the form of gas. In the first instance, the UTI works under 
a regime of semicokillg, and in the second-under a regime of gasification. 
Under the stabilized temperature regime it is necessary to determine right 
away at wbat particular temperature the yields of desired products are best 
Once this is done the temperature is then considered unchangeable. For semi­
coking, this temperature lies presumably between 4,70° and 520°C, and for 
gasification between 650 0 and 780°(. However, these limits have not been 
precisely determined. The oil shale, which is fed into the reactor is not 
always of the same character; the quantity of waste material, moisture con­
tent, or grain size may vary and for this reason the conditions of heat ex­
change between the oil shale and the heat carrier lllay also diHer. As a result 
an operating regime which is based on fixed temperature does not always 
ensure optimum conditions of retorting process. The temperature of retorting 
is determined by a thermocouple installed at the exit from the reactor. The 
thermocouple measures the average temperature of the ash and semi coke. 
However, the temperature indicated depends, to a significant degree, on the 
condition of contact between the thermocouple and the measured medium. 
Furthermore, the temperature at which the regulator is fixed may turn out 
to be higher or lower than the temperature at which maximum possible tar 
yields of specific quality could be obtained. 
When the temperature of oil shale--heat carrier mixture ill the reactor­
is below the optimum, then part of the organic mass remains in the selllicoke 
formed during retorting and passes inlo the aerofountain (heat regeneration) 
furnace where it is burned. III this case a drop in the temperature of com­
bustion takes place in the aerofountain furnace. UncleI' the optimum temper· 
"UTT: For further information, see Cieslewicz, 1967. 
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ature that part of the organic mass would form the tar. On the other hand , 
with the reactor's temperature exceeding the optimum value, part of the tar 
vapors co nverts to incondensable gas and the tar yield again decreases. In 
this case the content of organic mass in the semicoke is reduced and the 
on 
temperature of the co mbustion process in the aerofountain furnace goes up. .:: 
::<Thus, the dependence of tar yield on temperature of oil shale-heat ex· 
Da te of ·2 
changer mixture in the reactor- has an extremal (extreme) character, and "­'" Experiment 00 
v,
" this extremum can be differently situated with regard to the temperature. This ~ 




be better. The same also applies to the gas ification regime because the gas V 
v 
-" 0 " Eyield in the form of potential heat also has an extreme cha racter. It is true 
11/l963 153 20 162 18that at the temperature above the optimal the quantity of gas increases, but 
211964 142 26 166 
part of the gas breaks down into less caloric components and coke. On the 4/1964 158 23 156 
other hand, at temperatures below optimal , the gas yield decreases because 611964 154 2ll 154 18 8: 
more tar forms at its expense. 811964 157 29 156 20 4 
9/1964 154 27 162 19 6,In order to obtain some information about the work of UTT·500, Bitter 10/ 1964 159 .30 155 23 0: 
and Kiunn an (1067) conducted a study ill which experimental data have 11/1964 154 24 156 23 7: 
been collected and a correlation analysis carried out using computer "M insk- 12/1964 152 III 161 2061 
1/1965 147 23 173 206!2" (tables 5, 6, 7). Table 5 shows that the tar yield fluctu ates between 12.7 
3/1965 152 37 160 22 9 
and 15.0 percent of the weight of processed oil shale. Table 7 describes the 
relationship that exists between the yields of different products and the techn o­
TAGLE 6.-Work ilogical regime. Absolute tar yield (indicators XI!! and x~o) have strong 
co rrelation coeffic ients (above 0.3 ) with many technolog ical fac tors. Con­ Oil S hale 
tinuous measurements o f some of these fa ctors, e.g., the content of organic 
matter, is very difficult. This confirms the fact th at a system of operation 
~ "!jZcontrol based on optimizing the tar yield may be economically very effective. :: '" cThe scheme of automatic optimizing proposed by Bitter and Kiunnan v '"' 
-" 
~ 
C v enapplies only to the thermal process of retorting and does not include the 0 cDate of "'."'" ..." condensation system. Inasmuch as the UTT-500 was operated only under tar "" v -":::­
Experiment "x"!jZ OJ vregime, the optimization scheme was designed principally fo r that regime. 
0. E OJ • '" vIn order fo r the optimizer to function, continuous measurement o f the tar -" to " .~ '"' " c -" ­
-0yield is necessary . A spec ial co ndensation system, which continuously '" 2 '0 '" to '" 
-5 E 0'"' ~~ measures the total tar immediately after the product leaves the reactor, makes 
11 /1963 461.2 17.6 33.5 80,this possible ( fig. 8) . In this scheme part of the tar vapors and gas leaving 
2 /1964 499.0 14.1 33.8 79:
the reactor is directed into the tar condenser (1). This entire measuring 4 / 1964 475.8 11.7 33.3 771 

system is installed parallel with the general condensing system in such a 4jl964 465.5 11.6 36.6 77' 

8i 1964 500.0 11.2 33.1 77:
manner that the pressure changes which take place in both systems are 
9 / 1964 501.2 11.9 32.7 n
always identical. In this manner the errors in measuring the changes in gas 1O jl964 487.6 11.9 35.3 78, 

pressure are avoided and exact proportionality between the measured and 9 /1 964 469.9 10.6 .34.0 72~ 

12 / 1964 479.3 11.0 33.0 72E
the total tar yield is ensured. 
1/ 1965 443.5 12.4 33.6 73]
The tar to be co ndensed is directed into the measuring glass (3). This 3/ 1965 494.5 11.6 33.3 73, 
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TABLE S.-Work indicators of UTT-500 reactorOn the other hand ,
"ould form the tar. 
. I rt of the tar Temperature, ·C Yield ;:::lin<J the optimum va ue, pa I ~" " d the tar yield again decreases. n '0 OIl'" !£ls an . d d the 
00 bIliSS in the semicoke IS reduce an ....: "0 '" .!: 0 '" " ~ 
> 'n the aerofountain furnace goes up. :;; >."," 
.5S I . h I heat ex- '0 00 "'" .Date of "... ....: " 00 ~ '2ld on temperature of od s a e- 0- ~ ._" o.o:::fc'" '" -0 " " 0 ...'" t mal (extreme) character, and Experiment " OIl 00 '" -.; !£l .- U..c:IS an ex re Th' -'" " ,,-'" " "0­
0 '0 Od '>' - ~ '" '" .",lated with regard to the tempera.tul~e. oult~ '0 ~ 
>. ~ 1: '0 " '0 .~ ~ ~ -.; ,.. x .", =0 E 0·_)ntrol based on optimum tar Yle W '>'" :-s u, ~ .", '3 Q) -5 (1)'" c .~ -= ....... c ...
h <J 'fication reo'ime because the gas ..c:" 0 E '" 00 's 3 " ;<:.:; !'l) t e "asI I0 . 
also has an extreme character. t IS true llJl963 153 20 162 18 170 19 931 44 886 64 817 0.725 14.0 
t' I the quantity of gas increases, but 
)P Ima k 0 the 
ess caloric components and co e. n 
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TABLE 7.-Correlation matrix J>:) 
x, X;; XG Xi x ,~ Xo X,0 Xu Xl:? Xl 1 x 14 Xc") Xu; X17 Xu~ X J !,) X:?O 
-2226 -2810 +2665 -1202 + 3560 -5312 +1561 -2697 +2547 +1063 +514<5 - 3106 +6851 +2249 +255 1 +8585 +8829 x~ 
-0719 +6570 -3977 -7009 +6716 -4883 -2738 -9190 - 3217 - 3000 +3607 -1997 -5501 -2217 +1472 +0379 x 4 
-2267 -1474- +1622 +1749 -1460 -2299 +0785 +1455 +2148 -4082 -4376 -0160 -2776 -3573 -4408 x:) 
-7063 -2796 + 3074 -5454 -8300 -6154 +0396 -0291 +1456 +0059 -5409 +1006 +4729 +4<592 xI) 
+5762 +0220 +2220 +7160 +5786 -44<50 +29,,2 +4633 +2773 +6549 -0191 -2272 -2129 x, to 
c:: 
-3157 +1664 +0402 +8603 -1329 +5481 +0006 +3698 +5379 -3706 +0585 +2111 x8 ;> ;;;..,
-6183 -1633 -5834 -5123 -0924 +4939 -3475 -4826 -4877 -1591 -3519 x9 	 M 
;;; 
+5780 +4185 +2700 +2700 +1956 -0540 +4260 -0527 -0240 -0442 x,0 t"' 0<: 
+3053 -1281 +0493 +2395 +0992 +6441 -2695 -3572 -4372 Xu 0 
"'J 
+0164 +2949 -1363 +2069 +6625 +3466 -1635 +0007 x ,2 	 .., 
;:I:
+1445 -7881 +2008 +1223 +0713 +0915 +1130 Mx13 
n-2725 +6473 +4121 -2918 +5293 +3524 x14 0 
t"'-0186 -1972 +0521 -1438 -1073 xu) 0 
;;; 
;>+4298 +1697 +7612 +7587 x,6 	 <::l 
0
+1478 -0443 +0232 x17 
tfl 
+0062 +4329 (')XlS ::r: 
0+9040 x]9 0 
t"' 
R emarks: x:t- oi! sha le throu~hput of UTT·500 in ~l allJlion. t 24 hr~ : x.J-mo i~(Ure of raw oi l shal e, 5'0; x.:.-orga ni c matter conten t in raw "'J 
0 
oi l skd e. 7c; temperature ,o C: xtj-so lid hea l exchanger; x 7-mixture on leaving reacto r; x$-a~dl on le;1\' in g aerofountain furnace; ~ 
xD-ash bc)'o nd i::I cro[ou main furnace; x1o-Aue gases on JeJ\"ing cyclone; x1,-vapor gas mixture: 	 x I ~-at e xit o f heavy o il; 
xu-heavy oil; x 14 - J[ gas exit; xJij- middle oi l (5prinkling); x lG-chemi c<ll 
light oil yield , kg: x19-middle <lnd h CJvy o il yield. kg; x:::w-total oil yield. kg. 
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FIG URE B.-System for measuring total tar. 
l-tar condenser; 2-supplementary syphon (corruga ted membrane); 
3-measuring glass ; 4--valve; S-pneumatic-electrical system; 6--pneu­
matic·eleclrical converter; 7-optimizer of tar yield. 
container is 90 cm long and has a cross section area of 70 cm2• Uncondens­
able gases are directed into the general collector serving the entire UTI-SOO 
installation and located beyond the condensation system. The lower end of 
the measuring glass is closed with a valve (4.) which periodically, at exactly 
equal time intervals, releases the accumulated portion of the tar. The time 
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glass of the system fills up in approximately 8 minutes. Since the pressure of 
tar vapors is regulated as these leave the installation, and the temperature of 
cooling water is practically stable during the work day, the height of tar 
column in the glass gives, therefore, the measure of tar yield. 
A pneumatic-electrical system (5) made of AUC" blocks of DMPK* 
type and pneumatic-electrical converter (6) of EPF" type are employed in 
measuring the column height. By means of this system the accumulated tar 
produces an electrical impulse whose character depends on the spec ific height 
of the column. To prevent the obstruction of the DMPK block by solid 
particles present in the accumulated tar, a supplementary syphon (2) is in· 
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carrier also drop. Highest te 
I.OI·l.O') . It is therefore aelva 
proce.os in the aerofountain fu 
The laLLer's fun ction in this case 
on one hand , and of normal 
furnace , on the other. Under 
;rases .and of heat carrier leavi 
value, although it is not a stable 
limit may have to be placed for i 
furnace. In that case it is best 
stalled between the measuring glass and the block. This corrugated membrane 
has a cross section of 7.5 cm2 and functions mainly with a small deformation 
of its length. The space above the syphon and between the DMPK block is 
filled with water. The electrical impulse taken off the converter (6) is the 
inlet signal of the optimizer (7 ) . The latter (7) acts on the by-pass valve 
of so lid heat carrier and sets the UTI·SOO operation for maximum tar yield. 
With this method of control the need to regulate the temperature in the reactor 
is eliminated. All factors which exert an inAuence on tar yie ld are auto· 
matically taken into account and the UTT·SOO operates under a regime which 
closely corresponds to the optimum tar yield per unit weight of retorted oil 
shale. 
The studied object ( reactor UTI' ·SOO) is of inertial type and has extremal 
character with regard to tar yield value and therefore, a step.down type 
optimizer has been selected. The majority of operating optimizers of similar 
type have condenser memory . In the case of this particular object such 
memorization of yield values carried out for prolonged time would lead to 
great inaccuracies because of the great inertness of the object and the need 
to execute several calculation operations. For this reason a digital optimizer 
with register memory has been prepared for control of the UTT·SOO oper· 
ations. 
The combustion process in the aerofountain (heat regeneration) furnace 
also has extremal character of yield value depending on the quantity of air 
that is fed into the furnace. The value in this instance is, of course, the 
temperature of gas and heat carrier (ash) as they leave the heat regeneration 
furnace. If the coefficient of air excess is: Cl' < 1, then an incomplete com· 
bustion occurs in the furnace and the temperature of egressing (outlet) gases 
and heat carrier is lower than the temperature which they would have if the 
combustion were complete. However, if: Cl' > 1, then the outlet gases and 
heat carrier mix with cold air and the temperature of outlet gases and heat 
*Russian trademarks. 
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carrier also drop. Highest temperature of the gases is obtained when: 0' = 
1.01-1.03_ It is there fore advantageous to carry out the control of combustion 
process in the aerofountain furnace, also with the help of an optimizer. 
The latter 's function in this case is to ensure complete combustion of semicoke, 
on one hand , and of normal aerodynamic regime in the hea t regeneration 
furnace, 011 the other. Under this method of optimizing, the temperature of 
gases .and of heat carrier leaving the furnace always has maximum possible 
value, although it is not a stable value. For engineering reasons a maximum 
limit may have to be placed for increasing the temperature in the aerofountain 
furnace. In that case it is best to co ntrol th e combustion process by means 
of a temperature regulator with application of a governor setting maximum 
and minimum limits for the quantity of air. 
The proposed control scheme for the entire UTT-500 installation , tbat is, 
for the reactor and the heat regeneration furnace, is shown on figure 9. The 
process of combustion iII the heat regeneration furnace must be conducted 
under optimum temperature regime, with fuel always in suspended state. The 
quantity of air entering the furnace must never be allowed to drop below the 
minimum, otherwise the fuel present in the furnace will settle to the bottom. 
With fuel 011 the bottom, pulsation is likely to occur, that is , the semicoke is 
periodically ejected into the chimney because of the pressure build-up at the 
air supply inlet in the lower part of the furnace coverecl with semicoke. On 
the other hand, when the air supply is increased too much, the process of 
combustion shifts into the chimney. 
An air consumption gage (9) is included in the system to prevent pulsa­
tion. It sends an impulse to the magnetic switch of optimizer (8) . A regu­
lator may also be usecl instead of op timize r. Wh en the air supply drops below 
permissible limits, then the optimizer or regulator, whichever is used , is 
switched off for a selected time interval, and the air consumption gage allows 
enlry of additional air during the same time interval. 
The process in the reactor (1) itself is controlled by digital computer 
(1S). The quantity of solid heat exchanger (oil shale ash) feel into the 
reactor from the heat regeneration furnace (3) is regulated by the position 
of by-pass valve (6) set by the optimizer (15) through the latter's actuating 
mechanism (14). 
The optimizer's (IS) intake is in the form of all electrical impulse. The 
laller is sent from the tar measuring system (17) anel co nverts into a discrete 
form by analog computer (16) . An additional impulse signalling the temper­
ature of combustion process in the heat regeneration furnace is also sent into 
the actuating mechanism (14) of optimizer (15). This is done through the 
operation of an amplifier (12) and a differentiator (13) and is intended to 
improve the work of the optimizer (15) and to increase the clynamic accuracy 






FreURE 9.-Schemali c diagram showing operat ion of UTT in slallalion . 
l - reaclOr (relor l ) ; 2- dust c ll ambrr ; 3- ae ro founta in (heal r"gener' 
a li on) furn acc; 4--nla in oil ~ h a l c hopper; 5- I> "a l ca n 'it' r (spenl ash) 
cyclone; 6- by· pa ss valve; 7- ac luatin g mec ha ni sm o f oplimi7.cr (S); 
B-comlJ uSli on oplinlizcr re~ ulal in~ air feed into hea t regcll cratioH furn ace 
(3); 9- a ir consum JlI ion gage; 10 a nd 11- 1hccmoco u pI es mcasuring 
temperature of CO lllbuslion in heal rcgcneralion furnace ; I2- alllpli fi er of 
the elec tr ica l impulse s ignalin g len'perature of co mbustion in Ihe aero· 
founl a in furna ce; 13- differenli alor ; 14-aclua lin :; Ill ec l",nislll of opti · 
mizer (15); I5- di gilal oplimizer co nt ro lli ng lar yield in reaelor; 16­
ana log co nverter; I 7- pncullialic elec lri cal sys lem measuring Ihc height 
of tar column. 
of the control system. When the tempe rature ill th e aerofountain furnace (3) 
goes up the quantit y of so lid heat carrier entering the reactor (1) is reduced: 
and wh en the tempera ture goes down, the feed of solid hea t carrier goes up 
responding to the change in th e positi on o f by·pass valve. The time required 
for the valve shift to take place depends on th e speed with which the temper· 
ature changes ill the aerofountain furnace. 
Under this system o f control th e amount of ash fed into the reactor va ries, 
always corresponding to the ma xi mum tar yield fr om the oil shale processed 
at any part icular time. 
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Efjecl 0/ Temperature on the Composition 0/ Relort, Cas 
Gas and tar are th e main products obt"ined in semicoking of oil ~hale in 
th e UTT retorts. Under the new energy-chemical utilization of Estonian oil 
shale, increasing amounts of retort gas are now used by the Russians as raw 
material for production of shale petrochemicals (Cieslewicz, 1967 )" For this 
reason, in determining the temperature reg imes of retortin g th e quality and 
not merely the qualltity of gas are now being considered. 
The relationship betwee n the temperature of retor ting and th e composition 
of gas ha s been recentl y investigated in a study t!lad e by P etukhov , Aranovich 
and Nudelshtrekher (965). The gas used in the study was obtained by semi­
coking of oil shale fines in a UTT-500 retort at the Kiviyli Oil Sha le Process­
ing Works. In all, Petukhov and coworkers examined 105 sa mples of gas 
taken at various times over a per iod of 6 months, and r ep resenting different 
temperature regimes of retorting rang ing from 4,57 to 54,7 °C. VTI"" type 
gas analyzer has been used in this study. 
f()r statistical process in g, the result s of analyses were g rouped according 
to the temperature of reto rting . The temperature range was divided into 
equal subranges, each subrange representing 10° C, with average retorting 
temperatures of: (162, 472, 482, 492, 502, 5 12, 522, 532, and 5.:12. Average 
compositioll of the gas was then determined for each subrange. Inasmu ch as 
nitrogen is no t an inhe rent co mponent of the gas obtained in semi coking of 
oil shale in the UTT retort, tlte calculations were based on the assumption of 
a nitrogen-free gas. 
Gas obtained by semicokillg of oi l shale in UTI retorts is intended pri­
marily for chemical sy nthesis, that is, for processes in whiclt hydrucarbon 
components play the most important role. Therefore, in cletermin ing gas 
composition the results were g iven als() for the components of the hydro­
carbon fraction of the gas. 
In most instances the relatiunship between different parameters in a system 
can be evaluated ma thema tically with a certain degree of accuracy. In this 
~ tud y gas analysis data ( table 8) were subjected to co rrelation analysis" 
Calculations were made for Spea rman co rrelation coefficients (P ) _ These 
coeffi cients express the degree of approximation of 1lI0noton ic llon-l inear re­
lations of parameters used in the functional relationship. The cuefTicients 
found by this method are shown in th e form of correlation matrices (tables <) 
and 10). 
Most characteristic correlatiuns between the concentration of different gas 
components and the temperature are shown on fig ures 10 and 11. High cor­
relati on coeffici ents for retorting temperatures and concentration of com­
" VTI-Russian trademark. 
coking 0/ oil shale in U 
1 2 3 
1 1 0.04­ 0.97 
2 0.04. 1 -0.53 
3 0.97 -0.53 1 
II· 0.80 -0.18 0.72 
5 0.82 0.17 -0.71 
6 0.77 -0.77 0.60 
7 0.97 -0.53 1.00 
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TABLE 9.-Correlation matrix lor 
Parameters: I-Temperature of 
Concentrations: 	 2-acidic components; 
5--carbon monoxide; ( 
8---nitrogen 
TABLE 10.-The corre/£/tion matrix lor 
lailled by semicolcing 0/ oil slwle in un 
1 2 3 4 . 
1 1 -0.64­ 0.99 0.52 
2 -0.64­ 1 -0.67 - 0.21 
3 0.99 -0.67 1 0.48 
4­ 0.52 -0.21 0.4.8 1 
5 -0.94 0.65 -0.96 -0.39 
6 -0.79 0.38 -0.76 -0.29 
7 0.99 -0.55 0.96 0.4.7 
8 -0.93 0.73 -0.92 0.29 
Parameters: I-temperature of semicokir 
Concentrations: 	 2-acidic components; ; 
5-carbon monoxide; fr 
8-nitrogen in the natura 
ponents were obtained for a large numbe 
This fact leads to definite conclusions 
range (457-547°C) the compositon of ga! 
termined mainly by the temperature at \Vl 
First of all a very sharp drop is obse 
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TABLE 9.-Correlation matrix fol' parameters of n<ltural gas obtained by semi­
coking of oil shale in VTT-SOO retort (Spearman coefficients) 
,.,
1 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 
1 1 0.04 0.97 0.3 0.82 0.77 0.97 -0.93 
2 0.04. 1 -0.53 -0.18 0.17 -D.77 -0.53 0.65 
3 0.97 -0.53 1 0.72 - 0.71 0.60 1.00 -0.98 
4 0.80 -D.18 0.72 1 -0.63 0.38 0.72 -0.44 
5 0.82 0.17 -0.71 -0.63 1 -0.26 -0.71 0.63 
6 0.77 -0.77 0.60 - 0.38 -0.26 1 0.60 -0.68 
7 0.97 -0.53 1.00 0.72 -0.71 0.60 1 -0.98
I~ <- \0 

oc\c\ 
 8 -0.93 - 0.65 -0.98 -0.44 - 0.63 -0.68 -0.98 1-ct',.....m 
Parameters: I-Temperature of semicoking 
Concentrations: 	 2-acidic components; 3--Dlefins ; 4--oxygen; 
5--carbon monoxide; 6--hydrogen; 7-paraffins; 
8--nitrogen 
,..... U'~ 0 cq 0 	 oqCi') <-: Q\,..... IF.! 
0 .n 0 0Q\ l~ If) ~ ll'l 	 ,..... Ci') <t ~ m TABLE 1O.-The correlation matrix fol' parameters of nitrogen-free gas ob­,..... Ci') 
tained by semicoking of oil slwle in UTT·SOO retort (Spearman coefficients) 
<t \0 ~ 0\0 l,": <t 1.-: 1 2 3 4. 5 6 7 8<-: 0 .". 0 fi Q\l~ Cf') ~ ~ ..-t 0 0,..... 	 ,..... Cf') <t ,..... Ci') 
1 1 -0.64- 0.99 0.52 -0.9'1 -0.79 0.99 -0.93 
2 -0.64 1 -0.67 -0.21 0.65 0.38 -0.55 0.73 ,..... q LI'l ~ ll'l C'-l 0 
I~ m 
-ct' ,..... ..-t co 0 0 I~ 3 0.99 -0.67 1 0.48 -D.96 -0.76 0.96 ·-0.920 Or) Ci') 0 ,..... 	 ,..... Cf') Cf') C'-l -ct' Ci')~I 4. 0.52 -0.21 0.4.8 1 -0.39 -0.29 0.47 0.29 
5 -0.94. 0.65 -0.96 -0.39 1 0.78 -0.91 0.86ll'l If) q 
<t q C'-l IF.! cq 	 0 ~ N '" 
,..... 
~ If) 0 6 -0.79 0.38 -0.76 -0.29 0.78 1 -0.77 0.65..-t 0 C\ C'-l -d'N C\ 
~ 
,..... 	 ,..... Ci') Cf')-... <t 7 0.99 -0.55 0.96 0.4,7 -0.91 -0.77 1 -0.91 
8 - 0.93 0.73 -0.92 0.29 0.86 0.65 - 0.91 1 
if) 	 '" + 
+ ::c




= + ;: " ::c~ Concentrations: 	 2-acidic components; 3-o1efins; 4--oxygen;" 0.1 ::Co 
0.' 
6'::C ,,0 ~ co uo c.5::C 5-carbon monoxide; 6--hydrogen; 7-paraffins;uuOU ::c uZ 





ponents were obtained for a large number of observation pairs (over 100).ti 
ro .. ~ 
Q) 	 o .... 
Q) J:: 0,C ro This fact leads to definite conclusions that within the given temperature .... 	 C ro P..'+;' 	 ....0 "'- range (4S7-54.rC) the compositon of gas obtained in UTT-500 retort is de­
..0 ... <J)Z .... ro C termined mainly by the temperature at which semi coking takes place . cO ro "'3 <.C <:.J 
<:.J ~0C 	 .... <Ll 0 First of all a very sharp drop is observed in the nitrogen concentration. '2 "'0 '0 '--" :l 	 ::;s However, this should not be interpreted as the direct result of temperature <J) 
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FIC URE ll .-Relat ionship bel ween CO /H ent of 
gHS and lemperUlure of semi-cok il 
of volume of nilrogen.fre4.! p.as.FIGunE IO.- Relalionship between conl enl of individual gus components and tempera· 
l - olefins; 2- para Ain s ; 3- hyditure of semi ·coking; in UTT·SOO ; pe rcenl 10lal gas vulume. 
corn ponenlS; 6-oxygen.I- nil roge n ; 2--o1efln s ; 3·- paraffin s ; 4-hydrogen; 5-carbon mono 
oxid e ; 6--acidic co mponenl s; 7--oxygen. 
leads to an increase in the internal pre" 
change. The nitrogen content in the UTI-SOO retort gas is affected also by effectively res tricts en try of flue gases a] 
the entr y of so me nitrogen-bearin g flu e gases together wi th the solid hea t ex· hea t exchanger is fed into the reactor. 
changer I heated o il sha le ash) fr om hea t regeneration furna ce in to the re ­ Hydrogen concentra tion in the na tUi 
ac to r. Thus the nitrogen co ntent r:an be considered as a fun ction of the within SOO·SlOoC temperature r ange. 01 
pressure drop between the heat regeneration furn ace and the reactor (Calyn. calculated fo r nitrogen .free gas and for 
ker, 1(63). The decrease in the amount of flu e gas entering into the reactor decreases g radu all y throughout the entire 
observed with the r ise in temperature ca n be ex plained by the fac t that when drop is due to increased 'di luti on' of th, 
temperature increases more retort gases in general form in the reactor. This the olefi n and paraffin series. As the tem~ 
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FICURE ll.-Relnlions hip between cont ent of indi vidual component s ill nitrogen-free 
gas a nd tcmpera ture o f semi-cokin g ( in UTT-500 ) cal c ulat ed in percent 
of volume of Ili trogen· frce gas. 
I - oldi ns; 2- pa ra ffin s ; 3- hydrogen ; 4---cariJon monoxide; 5-acidic 
component s ; 6-oxyge n. 
leads to an increase in the internal pressure of the reactor which in turn 
effectively restri cts entr y of Aue gases along the tra cts through which solid 
heat exchanger is fed into the reactor. 
Hydrogen concentration in the natural gas attains its maximum value 
within SOO-SlO°C temperature range_ On the other hand , hydrogen content 
calculated for nitrogen-free gas and for the hydroca rbon fraction oJ the gas 
decreases gradually throughout th e entire tempera ture range ( fi g_ 11 ) . This 
drop is due to increased 'diluti on' of the natural gas with hydrocarbons of 
the olefin and paraffin series. As the temperature increases these hydrocarbons 
4,2 QUARTERLY OF THE COLORADO S CHOO L OF MI NtS 
a re generated f rom the retorted o il sha le at a faster rate than the hyd rogen. 
As a result the absolute quantity of hyd rogen inc reases but beca use of the 
d iluti on its re la t ive concentra tion in the gas dec reases. 
Ca rbon monox ide co ncentration cal cula ted fo r nitrogen-free gas is redu ced 
by more than 50 percent with tempe rature increase within the g iven range. 
To a la rge ex tent this aga in ca n be expl a ined by the diluti on of na tura l gas, 
although pa rtl y it may a lso be ca used by mo re restricted entry of ca rboll 
monoxide bea ring flu e gases into the reac to r when the latter 's inte rn al pressure 
goes up. 
In co mpa ri son with gases obta ined b y other meth ods of reto rting, the UTT 
gas shows ve ry low concentra ti ons of acidic components, that is, H~S and 
CO~ . This is due pr incipa ll y to the chemi ca l sorption of these compounds by 
o il sha le ash used as solid heat exc hanger (K yll , 1959) . In this parti cula r 
study a sharp d rop of tnese two ac idic components was reco rd ed as the 
tempera ture in creased from 460 to 4HO °C. Above this tempera tu re, however, 
the ir concentra tions rema ined pract ica ll y ullchanged. Avpa rentl y a lread y at 
480 °C tne system a tta ins a concliti on close to d ynami c eCfuili b riu m and ma in­
ta ins this conditi on fo r the remaind er of the g iven temperatu re ra nge . 
Oxygen co ncentration in the reto rt gas shows a rather sma ll but steady 
in crease with temperature. 
T he conce ntra ti on of main prod uct!', namely satura ted and unsa tura ted 
hydrocarbons, in c reases with tempe ra ture of semicoking process, with nea rly 
identica l g rowth curves fo r both h yd rocarbon groups. Moreover, the ratio : 
olefins/ paraffi ns rema ins prac tica lly independent o f the tempera ture, mai n­
ta ining a value close to 1. Fo r <J5 cases out of a total of 100 thi s ratio va ried 
within a ra nge of 1.00 ::!: 0 .15. 
T he volume of ma in vrodu cts, th a t is, hyd roca rbons, obta ined per ton of 
sem icoked oil sha le is a lso signifi ca nt. Pet ukho v and coworke rs ca rried out 
measurements o f gas yields, but these measurements were not continu ous 
th ro ughout the entire six month s pe ri od o f thi s part icular study. Therefore, 
the ca lcul ations of hydroca rbon yie lds were corrected usi ng the da ta of the 
Eston ia n Scientific In stitute on the output of gas obta ined in semicoki ng of 
oil sha le in pilo t reto rt UTI ' Ilma rin' a nd UTT-200 retort of the Kiviy li 
pl ant ( tabl e 11 and fig. 12). 
Fig ure 11 and table 11 respectively , show tha t with inc rease in the temper­
ature from 462 to 5.J.2 °C the co ncent ra ti on o f both olefin s and para ffin s in the 
natura l gas inc rease3 approx im ately two times, and th e vo lume output of 
hydroca rbons per re to rted o il shal e is magnified 5-6 times. M oreove r, figure 
12 indicates a lmost identical gro wth curves for both para ffin s and olefins. 
H yd rogen output inc reases more slowl y; this is reflected in the continu ous 
inc rease o f the molecular rat io: hyd roca rbons/hydrogen. The total molecul a r 
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TABLE 11.- Relationship Oetween 
( calcul(j ted for ad shale with 
Yielc 
A ve rage Gas of 
tempera ture semicoking, 
of QB>' = 12000 
sem icoking, °C kca l/ m" 01, 
4.62 32.5 4.. 
472 3,).5 8. 
4.82 35.0 10. 
492 38.0 11. 
502 4.1 .5 13. 
5 12 47.5 15. 
522 53.5 18. 
532 60.0 21­
542 67.0 24. 
" Q B = heat of comb ustion 
Finall y, fig ure 12 a lso indicatE 
hyd rocarbons and hyd roge n with t 
to rting above 500 °C. 
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yield of hydrogen, measured a t the highest temperature (54 2°C ) does not 
reach even one half of the molecula r yields of lower olefi·ns. This fact as well 
as previously di scussed da ta indica tes that the paraffi ns do not suffer very 
extensive dehydrogenation during semicoking of oil shale in UTT retorts. 
The dehydrogenation of paraffins pi a ys, therefore, onl y a minor role ill the 
generation of corresponding lower (gaseous) olefins. The la tter, as well as 
some lower paraffins, form pr incipall y as a result of cracking of higher hydro· 
carbons. Earlier studies (Aa rna a nd P etukhov, 1%6) likewise showed that 
the oil shale ash used as solid heat exchanger does not ca use much dehydro· 
genation. This is beca use lower hydroca rbons genera ted from the oil shale 
in the UTT reto rt remain for only a ver y brief time ill contac t with ac tive 
shale ash ill the layers of solid materi a l before passing into the gaseous phase. 
Moreover, thermody namic calculations show that once these lower hydro· 
carbons pass into the gaseous phase they can undergo significa nt dehydro­
genation only at temperatures of .approx imately 600°e. 
TA llLE l1.-Relation.ship between gas yield and the temperature of semicoking 
(caleztwled for oil shale with organ ic malleI' content of 33.5 percenJ) 
Yield , m3 / ton of oil shale 
Average Gas of Molecular 
temperatu re semicoking, r atio : 
of QB " = 12000 oleiinsl 
semicoking, °C kcal/ m" Olefins Paraffins H ydrogen h ydrogen 
462 32.5 4.52 5.73 3.74, 1.21 
472 33.5 8 .82 9.07 4,.67 1.89 
4.82 35.0 10.6 10.5 5.41 1.97 
4.92 38.0 11.4 11.3 5.63 2.03 
502 41.5 13.8 13.5 6.90 2.00 
512 4,7.5 15.6 15.1 7.4-1 2.10 
522 53.5 18. 1 17.6 7.98 2.27 
532 60 .0 21 .4, 20 .6 9.31 2.30 
54.2 67.0 24.1 24.4, 10.00 2.39 
0QB =heat of combustion 
Finall y, figure 12 also indicates a sha rp increase in the yie lds of both 
hydrocarbons and hydrogen with the increase of average temperature of reo 
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FIG UnE 12.- Rela tionshi p bel ween average Icml1era ture and volume Olliput of hydro· 
ca rbons and hydrogen in gas durin g semi ·co king in UTT-SOO. 
l-olelin s ; 2-pa raffin s; 3- hyJrogen; 4-o1elin / hyd rogen Illolecular 
ratio; 5-pa raffi n/hydrogen molec ular ntl iu. 
P YROLY SIS OF PIWDUCTS OBTAI NE D IN OI L SHALE Rf:TORTI NG 
Pyrolysis of GaseOlLS Oil Shale Gasoline 
F or th e last decade or so , Russi a ns ha ve been stressing the development 
of energy-chemi cal utilization of Estoni a n oil shal e (Ciesl ewicz, 1967). One 
of the steps in thi s direction is the integ rati on of the pyrol ysis processes with 
those o f reto rting. Gaseo us oil shale gasoline and o th er lighter products o b­
tained during reto rting of oil shale in UTT reac to rs serve as raw materia l 
fo r pyro lys is. 
In thi s co nnection Guberg rits, Milk, Voll and Doilov ( 1967 ) made a 
study of pyrolys is o f gaseous oil shal e gaso line. This stud y was carried out 
on an experimental installation of the Gas Institute of the Academy of 
Science, Ukra ini an SSR. A gradient type tubular furnace forms part of thi s 
installatio rl _ The radi a tion and convection chamberJ o f this furna ce are hea ted 
by the current of risi ng Aue gases_ 
Production ca pac ity of the basic appara tus is small , equaling onl y 1/ 20­
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1/50 of the capacity of industrial apparatuses of similar designation. To 
reproduce heat conditions of corresponding industrial apparatuses a single 
screen with one·sided irradiation is installed, The furnace is equipped with 
two rows of panel type Aameless burners, This allows flexible regulation of 
temperature in all sections of the coil and enables maintenance of isothermic 
regime along practically the whole length of the coil's radiant section. The 
coil is made of one continuous piece from pipes of special steel. It has a 
diameter of 42 x 3 mm in the convection part, and 38 x 2 mm in the radiant. 
The coils have a length of 103 and 4,1 m , respecively. 
Gaseous gasoline used in this study was obtained during semicoking of oil 
shale in the tunnel ovens of Kiviyli Oil Shale Processing Works, The char· 
acteristics of this gas were as follows; 
density at 20°C 0.727 
molecular weight 84, 
boils out, percent 
of volume 
20% below 60°C 
50% " 81 
80% " 126. 
Group chemiull compositIOn as determined on chTOmatograph UKh-P 
was as follows, percent; 
paraffll1s - 27 
naphtltencs - 7,3 
olefins (normal and iso·) - 48.5 
cyclo olefins - 6.4. 
aromatic hydrocarbons - 7.6 ( including 5.9 of benzene) 
unidentified - 3,2 
Judging from the above description, the gaseous gasoline used in this 
study was similar to the olle obtained from the pilot UTT retort using solid 
heat exchanger (Arumeel, 1(63 ). The similarity 01 the two raw materials 
was especially close with rega rd to their content of aromatic hydrocarbollS. 
In ail, 2160 kg of gaseous gasoline has been processed, This included 
gaseous gasoline IJrocessed during the preliminary runs as well as during 
transitioll intervals between changes and balancing of operating variables. 
The duration 01 each regime balancing period was at least 1.5 hrs, The stuely 
was made under different temperaturc conditions. The temperature at the 
exit from the radiant section was varied within relatively wide limits from 
700 to 780°C. The throughput rate 01 gaseo us gasoline was also varied, The 
results are calculated for the projected processing capacity of the furnace, 
"Russian trademark, 
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Steam was fed ill a ll ex perimen ts at the rate of 500 kg pe r ton of raw m aterial 
gas. Thi s co rresponds to the ra te o f steam co nsumption used in petrochemical 
industry (Shanovai lova, 1(62). 
Spec ial provis ions were made a llowi ng the measurements of bo th the 
temperatu re and pressure as well as sa mp ling of vapor gas mi xture and 
products of its deco mpositi on a t three poi nts a long the length of the coil. 
These points are located nea r the s id e wa ll o f the furn ace and co rrespon d to: 
(l ) the ex it from the convecti on section, I II ) the middle of the coil leng th , 
and (III ) the end of the radiant secti on ( fig. 13). 
The outlet pipes a re co nnected with intens ively coo led wa ter condense rs 
of Libich type made of copper tu bes. From here the pyro lysis products with· 
iit-awn fro m the furna ce go to second and third stage condense rs with cooling 
carried down to O°c. Py rolys is prod ucts a re then collected in cond ensa te­
and gas-tanks. Each d raw ing of products from th e furn ace las ts for about 
15 min , tha t is, fo r a period of time sufYic it"n t to accumulate approx ima tely 
1 lite r of condensa te. This sam pling is ca rried out onl y a fte r comp lete stabil iza­
tion of the g iven regi me ass ig ned for the pyro lys is process . It has been de­
tennined th a t a t the time of withdra wa l from the furn ace the mi xture rema in s 
for onl y a b ri ef mo ment ill the high temperature zone, so that the conditions 
of sa mpling as suc h do not cause an y appreciable additi onal decompos ition 
of th e gas. 
The above a rrange ment s fo r taking measurements and fo r sa mpling in the 
course o f expe ri ment make poss ible the tracking of bo th the conditions under 
which gaseo us gasoline raw mate ri a l decomposes and the form ati on of the 
p yrolysis products. III this manner it is poss ible to de te rmin e the microkinetics 
of the p yrolys is process. 
The results of this experimental wo rk can thus be co nside red from two 
aspec ts: 
a . Appra isa l of both the results and the efficiency of the pyrolys is p rocess, 
which in turn ma kes possible the selec ti on o f optimal opera ting regime of 
pyrolys is. 
b. Explanati on and unders ta nding of p rocesses in which pyrolysis prod­
ucts form, a nd of the rela ti onships between these p rocesses and a g iven r egime VI 
<£: 
a t the d iffe rent poin ts of the zone of py rolys is ( radi an t sec tion ) . 19 o 
Table 12 shows the pr inc ipa l technologica l cond itions during the experi­ ~ 
ments. It is seen tha t the tempe rature drop in the rad iant secti on-from the C>. 
middl e to the end of the co il - is ve ry small (l0-20 °C). P reliminar y hea ting 
of the r aw ma ter ia l in the co nvection part of th e coil is quite co nsiderable 
( up to 640-670°C). As was to be expec ted, s ign ificant decomposition of 
gaseous gasolin e (30-.:15 percent ) takes place a lready in the convection 
sectio n. Acco rding to calculations, approximate resid ence time of the products 
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in the three zones is as fo])ows: 
a. 	 zone of heating (the effective part of convection section), 1.5-1.7 sec. 
b. first half of the radiant zone, 0.3-0.4 sec. 
c. second half of the radiant zone, 0.1-0.2 sec. 
The important effect which the residence time in the zone of pyrolysis has on 
the yield and composition of different products is indicated by the data in 
table 12. 
The influence of temperature regime on the composition of gas at various 
control points is shown in table 13, and the yield of pyrogas and its individual 
components in kg are given in table 14.. The interpretation of results given 
in table 14 is presented graphically on figures 14. and 15 . 
Judging from table 13, the composition of final pyrogas leaving the 
furnace changes very little with the rise of temperature from 700 to 750°C. 
Total olefin content of pyrogas reaches 47.48 percent. This, by the way, is 
close to the figures obtained in pyrolysis of light petroleum products. Within 
the above temperature range the concentrations of important components of 
pyrogas fluctuate as follows, percent volume: ethylene 25-27, propylene 13­
15, butylelles 3-5, divinyl 3.5-4.5. A marked drop in the concentration of 
desired components takes place on reaching the temperature of 770°C. 
Table 14 and figure 15 indicate that 750°C (measured at exit point from 
the furnace) represents the optimum temperature as regards the kg yield of 
the total pyrogas and olefins. It will be seen later that at this temperature 
best results are also obtained both composition- and yield-wise for liquid 
products (pyrolysate). At 750°C, the total pyrogas yield reaches 785 kg 
per ton of raw materiaL This represents an extremely high conversion figure 
of 78.5 percent of weight. Under the optimal 'olefin' regime the total yield 
of gaseous unsaturated hydrocarbons per ton of processed gaseous gasoline 
is 510 kg. This includes 224· kg of ethylene, 134 kg of propylene, and 102 kg 
of olefins with 4· carbon atoms in the molecule. These results are also similar 
to 	 those obtained in pyrolysis of corresponding petroleum raw materials 
(Fedorenko, 1964). 
Under the same temperature conditions the degree of conversion of oil 
shale gasoline into pyrogas is 4-5 percent at point I (exit from convection 
section), and 70 percent at point II (middle of radiant section). This proves 
that the prolongation of contact time, if only by 0.1-0.2 sec, has considerable 
effect on the formation of pyrolysis products and the decomposition of gaseous 
raw material. 
The data of tables 13 and 14 indicate that in the intermediate samples, 
that is, those taken from the middle of the radiant section, the total concen­
tration of olefins in the pyrogas differs little from the figure for the sample 
taken at the end of the furnace. The figures are 4.6.9 and 47.5 percent, re­
___ 
VI 
TABLE l3.-Composition of pyroga.s in samples drawn at various points from the furnace 0 
On leaving 
convection 
On leaving furna ce Middle radiant section section 
<) 7 12 8 710 9 8 7 12 8 
735 755 775 710 715 735 770 650 660Temperature, °C 700 720 to 
0.720 0.450 0.485 0.545 0.585 0.265 0.310 cTotal gas yield, m3/ kg 0.515 0.590 0.625 0.665 
1.05 1.40 1.34· 1.28 1.25 1.44 1.45 :xl
> 
Density, kg / m3 1.32 1.27 1.22 1.18 -; 
M
Content of components, :xl 
r% of volume: ><
8.1 4.3 4.5hydrogen 7.0 8.1 8.3 8.9 12.1 7.1 6.9 6.7 0 
1.3 0.8 1.4 3.0 1.0 0.7 1.2 1.7 0.8 1.2 "'jcarbon monoxide 0.9 
31.0 37.2 24.3 27.4 29.5 30.0 25.3 24.5 -;methane 28.0 29.2 31.3 ::t: 
8.5 6.0 10.5 11.5 11.7 10.8 12.9 11.3 Methane 9.4 9.9 9.7 

propane 1.0 1.2 1.0 0.7 0.6 1.1 1.2 1.1 0.9 0.6 1.3 (') 

0.9 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.2 1.3 0.7 0.9 0.5 2.3 1.6 
0 
rn·butane 
trace trace 0.3 trace 0.2 trace 0.3 0.7 trace 0.3 
0 
:::>iso·pentane >1.4 2.8 4.0 n·pentane 1.9 1.6 0.8 1.4 0.4- 3.1 2.2 1.7 0 0
25.5 24.7 26.8 25.9 21.8 23.9 24.3 24.5 23.1 23.7ethylene 24.3 (f)
15 .4. 14.8 11.5 14.3 14.0 13.0 13.7 14.6 16.3 ('lpropylene 16.3 13.1 5.8 ::t:2.3 0.9 5.1 4.7 3.8 2.6 5.8iso·butylenes 3.8 3.5 2.7 0 
0.2 1.3 1.4 1.2 0.9 1.7 1.6trans·butene 1.2 1.3 0.8 0.6 
0 
r 
3.4, 5.6 5.1 4.8 4.2 5.0 3.4divinyl 5.3 4.6 4.0 1.9 0 
0.3 trace trace 0.8 0.5di·pentenes trace trace trace trace 0.3 
"'j 
41.2 42.6 43.3 42.2 44.4 40.5 43.0 45.2 44.3 43.9 43.0 ::s::total paraffins 45.9 51.0 51.3 :;;:48.0 47.6 47.5 40.4 51.4- 49.4- 46.9 Mtotal olefins 50.9 V> 
l'1 
-; 
TABLE 14.-Yield of components of pyrolysis in samples drawn at different points from the furna ce (f) 
c 
On leaving 7. ;;; 
convection '2 
;:0On leaving furnace Middle radiant section section c 
(f) 




Temperature of process, °C 700 720 735 755 775 710 715 735 770 650 660 9 
r 
Total gas yield, kg / kg 0.680 0.750 0.760 0.785 0.755 0.630 0.650 0.700 0.730 0.380 0.450 (f) 
inc: hydrogen 3.1 4.1 4.4 5.4 7.9 2.7 2.9 3.3 4. 1 1.1 1.2 > 
::t: 
r 
carbon monoxide 5.7 9.4. 6.3 11.4, 26.6 5. '~ 4.4 8.2 12.3 2.6 4.6 M 
methane 103.4 124.4 140 .5 150.0 193.6 79.1 95.5 115.5 126.3 48.0 54.5 
'-'n-"'-.O-"..-:t-7D-"7->;:.~.-b2~76 1 Q" 6~Q~ 0 lit=.. It A'7 , I 
7.1 6.9 
"roo 
1.2Content ot componem~, 6.7 b. l. 12.1 0.80/0 of volume: 8.3 8.9 1.2 1.77.0 8.1 3.0 1.0 0.7 25.3 2.:1.5 >-l hydrogen 0.8 lA 29.5 30.0 :r:27 .4­0.9 1.3 24.3 12.9 11.3carbon monoxide 31.3 31.0 37.2 n.7 10.8 '" 28.0 29.2 6.0 10.5 n.s 0.6 1.3 nmethane 9.7 8.5 1.1 0.9 09.9 1.29.4- 1.1 1.6 t"'
ethane 0.7 0.6 0.9 0.5 2.3 01.2 1.0 0.71.0 1.3 trace 0.3 :;;l0.2 0.7 ;»propane 0.3 0.30.9 0.7 0.5 0.2 trace 2.8 4.0 0tracen·butane 0.3 1.7 1.4 0 trace trace 0.4 3.1 2.2 23.1 23.7 iso·pentane 0.8 1.4 23.9 24·.3 24.5 (fl1.9 1.6 25.9 2:t8 14.6 16.3 ("") n·pentane 24.7 26.8 13.0 13.7 0:24.3 25.5 14.8 11 .5 14.3 
14.0 
3.3 2.6 5.8 
5.8 0ethylene 15.4 4.7 013.1 1.616.3 0.9 5.1 1.7 t"'propylene 3.5 2.7 2.3 1.'1· 1.2 0.93.8 0.2 1.3 4.2 5.0 3.4 0iso·butylenes 0.8 0.6 4.8 >Tj1.2 1.3 5.6 5.1 0.8 0.5 trans· butene 4.0 3.4. 1.9 0.3 trace trace4.6 0.3 43 .05.3 43.9 ~ 
divinyl trace trace trace 43.0 45.2 44.3 2trace 44.4- 40.5 45.9 51.0 51.3 di·pentenes 43.3 42.2 46.9 (f>42.6 49.4 41.2 
48.0 




TABLE 14.-Yield of components of pyrolysis in samples drawn at different points from the furna ce M <f) 
>-l 
10 
On leaving furnace 
9 8 7 12 
Middle radiant section 
9 8 7 12 
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methane 103.4 124.4 140.5 150.0 193.6 79.1 95.5 115.5 126.3 48.0 54.5 
ethane 65.9 79.0 83. 1 77.7 58.5 63.8 76.1 86.6 85.9 46.4 47.4 
propane 10.3 14.7 11.9 10.0 8.6 10.4 12.1 11.4 9.9 3.2 8.1 
n·butane ll.8 11.2 7.5 5.4 2.9 16.2 8.7 13.6 8.2 16.1 13.6 
n·pentane 31.9 30.7 16.9 29.5 9.4 44.1 33.5 29.4 26.3 23.8 39.3 
ethylene 157.0 189.3 194.3 225.0 235.0 140.5 145.5 167.0 180.2 76.8 92.7 
propylene 161.0 148.0 185.5 184.0 157.0 126.7 130.5 135.0 154.4 74.1 97.0 
iso·butylenes 49.4 51.9 41.9 38.2 15.8 57.1 57.2 52.7 38.6 38.5 45.2 
trans.butylene 15.5 18.9 13.1 9.4 4.3 14.8 17.4 15.8 13.5 10.8 12.4 
divinyl 65.4 65.5 59.4 54.2 33.9 59.8 59.6 62.7 58.5 31.7 25.1 
Total paraffins 223.3 260.0 259.9 272.6 273.0 215.8 225.9 262.5 270.1 137.5 166.3 
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FI GURE 14..- Rela lionship bel ween the tempemtllre and the yield of p)'rogas and liq uid 
pyro lysale in Ih e different zones of Ille furna ce. 
I - liquid produ cts of pyro lysis (p),l'Olysa le) on lea ving furna ce (TII ); 
2- the same at poinl II; 3- lhe sa me a t point I; 4-pyrogas on leaving 
furna ce (IlIl; 5- lhe sam e at point II; 6- lh e sa me at point T. 
spectively. But the distribulion of components in the pyrogas changes greatly 
along the length of the radiant zone, that is, with changes in the co ntact time. 
The concentration of ethylene is an exception in thi s regard , remaining prac­
tically unchanged. The concentralion of propylene is somewhat lower in the 
"intermediate" gas amounting to 13.0 as aga inst 14.3 percent for the end of 
the furnace. On the other hand the content of total butylenes in the gas from 
middle secti on is almost two times greater than in the end section . 
Correspondingly, the kg yield of total unsaturated hydrocarbons as well 
as ethylene and propylene at the intermediate point II is 25 percent lower 
than the yield o f these co mpounds at the terminal point Ill. But the kg yield 
of butylenes (63.5 against 47.6 kg/ ton ) and divinyl (62.7 against 54.2 kg/ 
ton) in pyrogas still in stato nascendi at point II , are much higher than in 
the final pyrogas at point III. This means thal in the second part of the 
radiant secti on concurrently with the decompositi on of large molecules the 
destructi on of ole fin s with four carbon atoms is also taking place. Also char-
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FIGURE 15.-Yield of olefins and ethane in the temperature range 700-775°C. 
acteristic is the presence of di-pentenes in the "intermediate" gas; these dis­
appear completely during subsequent course of pyrolysis conversion process. 
The macrokinetics of the pyrolysis of gaseous gasoline in the tubular 
furnace are described further by the curves on figure 16. These curves show 
the relationship between the formation of various components of the pyrogas, 
on one hand, and the temperature and contact time, on the other. The ordi­
nate axis shows approximate yields of gas components expressed as weight 
percentages of the decomposed gasoline. The abscissa shows the actual tem­
perature in the zone of pyrolysis. It is seen that during decomposition of the 
gaseo us gasoline in the temperature range of 650-700°C the yield and the 
relationship of the dominant parts of hydrocarbon components in the pyrogas 
remains practically the same. This is observed both in the convection coil and 
in the first and even second half of the radiant section, even when a certain 
rise in the temperature and prolongation of contact time occur. Thus, the 
yield expressed as weight percentage of the decomposed gasoline is 20 percent 
for ethylene and propylene, 12·13 for butylenes, 3.<.> for divinyl, 12-13 for 
methane and 11-12 for ethane. Hydrogen yield represents an exception in 
this regard. Its increase proves that the process of dehydrogenation of rela­
tively large molecules continues without interruption. 
Marked changes which begin to take place in the yields of components 
when the temperature reaches 7(){) OC attest to the rise of secondary reactions 
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FlCU IlE 16.-Yie1d of co mponents of pyrogas expressed as weight percentage of the 
10lal decomposed gaseous gaso line. 
I - on leaving the furnace (III); 2- middl e of radiant section (II) . 
at this heightened thermodynamic level. Nevertheless, the total yield of 
gaseous olefin s (61-64 percent ) and paraffins (34,-37 percent ) remains 
practically unchanged within a rather wide temperature range (6S0-770°C) 
(fig. 17). The changes in the relati ve yields of hydroca rbons and hydrogen 
that occur in the middle and at the end of radiant zones, as the temperature 
goes up, are shown on figure 13. I n this instance the value of 1.0 is assigned 
to represent the yields of components at the beginning of radiant zone. Of 
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FIG UIIE 17.-Yield of 10lal olefin s and paraffin ,; expressed as percentage of decomposed 
ga seous gasoline. 
I-middl e of radiant section ( II); 2-on leav in g the furnace (III); 



























 550 700 750 800 ·C 
FIGI!H E 18.-Mecha nism of forma tion of different componen ts o f pyrogas in the middJe 
(b) and a t the end (a ) of pyrolytic zone. ( Value of 1.0 on ordina te 
assigned as yield a t the beginning of rad iant zone.) 
56 QUARTERLY OF THE COLORADO SCHOOL OF MINES 
course, these curves are not universal inasmuch as the character of distribution 
of components in the pyrogas depends also on the chemical co mposition of 
the raw material. But they do describe very well the macrokinetics of pro· 
cesses taking place during the pyrol ysis of the specific gaseous gasoline used 
in thi s study. 
Figure 16 and table 15 show the effect of the temperature regime on the 
formation , yields and composition of liquid pyrolysate. Of greatest interest 
here is th e light fraction of liquid products with the upper boiling point limit 
of 200°(. Under the optimum "olefin" regime (7S0°C ) kg yields per ton of 
gaseous gasoline are as follows: 
total liquid products (pyrolysa te) 205 kg; its light 
frac tion - 125; total I ight aromatic hyd roca rbons - 110. 
The last fi gure includes: benzol 31·32 kg, methyl benzol 37·38, ethyl benzol 
3·4, and xylols 13. The data given in the last column of table 15 indicate 
that , in addition to benzol and benzol homologues, present in the raw gaseous 
gasoline, considerable quantities of these co mpounds also form during the 
py rol ys is process. 
The yield of total liquid products per weight of gaseo us gasoline is 27.5 
percent at 700°C, and 18.5 percent at 775 °(. During the same temperature 
increase (700 to 775 °C) the kg yield of light fracti on decreases from 190 
to 105. These changes in the composition and yields of fin al liquid pyrolysate 
are shown in detail by the curves on fi gure 1<). 
Curves in fig ure 20 show that the increase in co ntact time occurring be· 
tween the middle ( II) and the end (III) of radiant zone, although negligible, 
nevertheless ca uses a sharp rise in the deg ree of deco mposition of gaseous 
gasolin e. T his increase in the degree of decomposi tion amounts to 36·37 per· 
cen t at a temperature o f 700°(. and 27·28 percent at 750 °.(. F or the co r· 
responding two instances the degree of aromatization of light fraclion in· 
creases from 30 to 60 percent and from 75 to 80 percen!. The process of 
formation of additional quant ities of aromatic hydroca rbons can, of co urse, 
be related to the previously noted active sepa ration of hydrogen and the de. 
hydrogenation which take place at this stage. Noticeable coke formation with 
progressive dehydrogenati on also begins at about 775·780°(. This process is 
not observed when pyrolysis takes place at optimum regime ( fig. 18). 
From the above experimental study of Gubergrits and coworkers, it may 
be concluded that the gaseous gasoline obtained by processing oil shale ill 
UTT retorts call be subj ected to pyrolys is in a tubular furnace with good 
tec hnical results. P yrolysis of gaseo us gasoline from oil shale rep resents a 
complex process of conversion of thi s raw material into a gas with high 
concentration of olefins and ethane. 
Finally, as the results show, the optimum regime of pyrolysis for best 
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T:HH.I:: J:3.- C'omposilion of light pyrolysate and yield 0/ aromatic hydrocarbons in samples taken from furn.a ce at vflrio us points if> 
....j 
0 
'convec t ion gaseous 
ZOn l eavin~ Raw 
;;:
On leaving furnace Middl e radiant sect ion sec ti on gasoline z 
9 8 7 12 9 8 7 12 9 7 ~ c:::: 
enT emperature. "C 720 735 755 775 710 715 735 770 650 660 Ul 
Yield of liquid products (py rolysate) , kg/kg 0.250 0.235 0.205 0.185 0.370 0.350 0.300 0.270 0.660 0.550 ;;: zDensi ty of liquid products 
(pyrolysate ), kg/m3 0.888 0.896 0.931 0.945 0.807 0.824 0.864 0.902 0.753 0.774 0 
Molecular weight 116 121 129 145 100 106 116 131 93 99 ? 
Fraction boiling out below 200°C (Fl
pyroylsate, % 65.0 61.0 59.5 56.0 77.5 71.0 63.5 58.0 82.0 81.0 100.0 :I: 
Yield of above fraction per gaseous > 
gasoline, kg/ kg 0.160 0.145 0.125 0.105 0.285 0.250 0.190 0.155 0.540 0.445 1.0 
r' 
M 
Character of fra ction boilin g below 200°C: 

Density, kg/ 111 3 0.842 0.853 0.873 0.880 0.783 0.798 0.821 0.845 0.743 0.768 0.728 

Molecular weight 113 116 124 136 94 96 102 113 89 97 84 

Aromat ic bydrocarbons, % weight 68.0 72.7 86.4 89.0 31.5 36.9 59.3 70.1 17.3 26.2 5.6 

I ncludin g : 

benzol 18.4 21.0 25.3 28.7 9.3 7.8 10.0 17.5 4.0 9.0 1.6 
methyl benzol 20.9 25.8 30.5 27.3 9.6 12.6 16.6 26.1 6.0 7.7 2.2 
ethd benzol 3.4 3.2 2.4 1.5 1.9 2.6 3.2 3.3 1.6 2.0 0.8 
Ill- 'and n-xylol 4.6 4.7 6.6 5.8 2.0 2.6 5.5 5.3 1.0 1.7 0.4 
propyl benzol 1.2 0.4 0.4 2.0 0.9 0.8 1.2 0.5 0.5 0.5 
o-xylol 4.0 3.7 3.8 4.4 2.4 2.6 4..3 3.0 1.2 1.8 
1,3,5-trim ethyl benzol 1.6 0.8 1.0 0.9 1.4 1.7 1.4 0.4 0.5 
1.methyl, 2- ethyl benzol 4.7 5.2 7.8 8.3 1.5 2.4 4.0 5.1 0.5 1.0 
1,2.4-trimethyl benzol 1.7 1.3 0.9 0.4 1.2 2.0 1.4 0.3 0.6 
1,2,3.trimetbyl benzol 1.9 1.5 3.7 7.7 0.7 5.1 2.8 
Yield of aromatic hydrocarbons 

per gaseo us gasoli ne, kg/ kg 0.110 0.105 0.108 0.093 0.090 0.092 0.112 0.109 0.094 0.117 0.056 

Including: 
benzol 0.0295 0.0304 0.0316 0.0302 0.0265 0.0195 0.0190 0.0272 0.0216 0.040 0.0160 
methyl benzo l 0.0335 0.0374 0.0382 0.0287 0.0273 0.0315 0.0315 0.0405 0.0323 0.0342 0.0220 
ethyl benzol 0.0055 0.0046 0.0030 0.0016 0.0054 0.0065 0.0061 0.0051 0.0086 0.0089 0.0080 
xylols 0.0138 0.0122 0.0130 0.0107 0.0125 0.0130 0.0186 0.0129 0.0119 0.0155 0.0040 CJl 
-J 
I 
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yields of gaseous olefins and aromatic h ydrocarbons is characterized by a 
temperature of 750°C, rate of steam consumption of 0.500 kg /kg of gaseous 
gasoline, and a contact time in radiant coil of about 0.5 sec. 
Alilothennol Pyrolysis 
Petroleum and natural gas and products of their processing are , at the 
present time, the principa l so urce of ra w material for production of lower 
olefin monomers. However, as we have already seen, gases obtained in 
thermal processing of oil shale also represent a goo d potentia l source of this 
raw material. Cas obtained during processing of oil shale under tar regime 
in retorts using solid hea t exchanger ( UTT-SOO ) co ntai))s up to ;:)3 percen t 
of olefills by volume IGalynker and others, 196.3 ) . Gubergrits (1963) and 
Milk (1961) showed in their studies that tbe resources of such gas can be 
increased by processing oil shale according to a scheme which combines selni­
coking a t tJ80·S.30 °C with the oxidi zing p yrolysis of the gaseous mixture . 
By comparison with the different purely therma l methocls of pyrol ysis the 
oxidizing pyro ly sis offers a number of ad va ntages (Vasilev and others, 1961) : 
a. higher degree of conversion , 

b, possibility of processing any raw material, 

c. simple apparatus, 
d. effic ient tempera ture regulation by varying the amount of oxygen 
supply. 
Tw o types of reaclion take pl ace side b y side during the oxidizing 
pyrolysis: 
a. ox idizing dehydrogena tion according· to the general equation 
C,Jhn + ~ + Y2 O~ ~ C"H~" + H~O 
h. crack ing, utilizing the nascent hea t, according to the general equation 
CmH2,n + ~ ~ CHH~n + C(JH~p+~; n + p = m 
In addition , CO, CO~ and products of secondary reac tions form, In con­
ducting the oxidizing p yrol ysis process it is important to mix the oxygen 
thoroughly with the hydrocarbons, otherwise the mi xture may ignite. If this 
happens, processes of deep decompos ition take place in th e hydroca rbon 
lIlixture adjacent to the zone of burning. This results in formation of carbon 
and hydrogen. Pmt of the mixture bums lo CO~ and only a small porti on 
of it undergoes purely thermal pyrolysis. The oxygen no longer takes any 
part in the pyrol ys is process itself. To avoid the ign ition , V ilsilev \ 1 (1) 
proposed employment of an ejector for lhorough mixing of h ydrocarbons 
II ith oxygen. 
In their original studies on th e process of oxidizing PYlOlysis, Milk amI 
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the yield and co ntent of olefins in the p yl"ogas and of aromatic hydrocarbons 
in the pyrolysate. Oxygen consumption in these experiments was also varied 
and caloric defi ciencies were suppl emented by means of elec trical heating. 
H owever, in order to have illdustrial applicati on the process of ox idizing 
pyrolysis must have an autothennal character. This means that the heat 
required to bring the raw material to the final temperature of the reaction, 
as well as the heat necessa ry for the pyrolysis process itself, and for all other 
related processes must be supplied by the exothermic reactions of the process 
itself. For this reason, from 196/J, on all experiments were carried out under 
autothermal conditions. 
One such s tudy on autothermal pyrolysis was ca rried out by Doilov and 
Milk (1966). They used a scale-up pilot apparatus capable of processing 
3.5-7.5 liter / In of tar. The apparatus was installed directly alongside a UTT 
retort processing 500 t/ day 12/1 hours) of finely crushed oil shale ( fig. 21), 
The reactor (7) in which pyrolysis takes place is 1000 mm high and has a 
di ameter of 150 mm. An electrical coil hea ts the apparatus 10 the working 
temperature and compensates for hea t losses. Before entering the reactor, the 
vapor-gas mi xture from the UTT·500 passes through an air cooler (2), and 
then through inertial (3) and cyclone ( /J) separators where the condensed 
tar is removed . Lea ving the cyclone separator , the vapor·gas mixture is again 
hea ted on a preheater (5), its temperature increasing from 190°C to 300· 
320°C. Finall y the raw material gas goes into the ejector bl end er (6) where 
it is mixed with oxygen ane! water vapor. The la tter is preheated in the super· 
heaters (8) and (9) to the temperature of 550-600°C. The products of 
pyrolysis are cooled in Ihe co nd ensation system. 
The vapor·gas mixture entering the pyrolyser had a tar content of 1.73· 
3.56 liter tar perI m:: of the total gas volume. The corresponding ta l' content 
in the vapor·gas mixture leav ing the UTT retort was 4.25 liter/ m". This re· 
duction was obtained by condensing heavy ta r, to variable degree, in the 
cooler (2) prior to the pyrolysis. The temperature in the reactor was regu· 
lated by appropri ate oxygen dosage. The changes ill the contact time were 
controlled by substituting a smaller volume reactor for the lIl ain one and by 
changing the feeding rate of the vapor-gas mixture. The mean arithmetic 
value of temperatures measured a t different points along the reactor's axis 
was taken-by agreement- as the average temperature of pyrolysis during 
the experiments. The duration of each experiment varied from 30 to 60 
minutes. 
During the period of this study, the end of 19M and beginning of 1965, 
the gas yield of UTT retort per ton of dry oil shale varied from 4,0 to 45 ny'. 
The average composition of the gas, in volume percentages, was as follows: 
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olefins 33-38 percent 
including: ethylene 11-14,% 
propylene 8-9 ~ o ....butylenes 6-7 0.. 
divinyl 1.6 -S 
amylenes 5-6 0­
total paraffins 32-35 percent '"<= 
.~non·h yd roca rbon compounds: 
~ hydrogen 18.5-19% 

ca rbon dioxide 1.0-1.5 'S'" 

~ 
carbon monoxide 7.5-8.5 	 <=
t:l 
oxygen 0.5 .:2 
nitrogen up to 6.0 .E­
o 
The specific yield of total olefins per ton of dry oil shale flu ctuated within ~ 
the range of 14-.16 m\ or 27.32 kg. This included 6-8 kg of ethylene, 6-7 kg 
~ 
<=of propylene, and ]5-17 kg of the remaining alkenes. t: 
Conditions under whi ch the pyrolysis tests were ca rried out and the princi. '" 'S 
Spal results are show n in table 16 and on figures 22 and 23. For the sake of g
comparison the figures obtained in an ea rlier (1962) study of autothermal .5 
pyrolysis are also quoted. A laboratory size apparatus capable of processing 
0.15-0.65 liter of tar per hour was employed in that study. Figures show that l .~ 
the increase of contact time from 1.5 to 7 seconds results in sha!]) red uction ..:c 
o 
both in the yield and concentration of olefins in the pyrogas. The increase 
~ in the feed rate of steam has no effect on this loss. The above is illustrated by ....... 

ocomparing olefin concentrations in experiments 7th (32.4, percent volume) .... 
and 17th (9.8 percent). (l '" 
t:l 
At the same time it is significant that the yield of pyrogas per ton of oil ~ 
shale does not go up when the contac t time is prolonged. For the tw o afore· '-' 
mentioned experiments (7th and 17th), the yields are 88 and 81 m~, respec· 'S'" 
tively. This is apparently due to the grea ter degree of decomposition in the '" '" presence of oxygen, resulting in higher yi elds of water and coke. 	 '" ~ 
The composition of the vapor·gas raw material has a marked effect on ..c 
.9­the yield of pyrogas. When the tar /gas rati o goes up, that is when the weight 

of the tar in the vapor·gas mixture increases, the yield of pyrogas per liter ~ 

·8 of tar goes dow n. Thus, the gas yield amounted to 1.0 m3/ 1iter in experiment jj 
6,0.71 in experiment 10, and only 0.59 in experiment 11. Obviously , heavy 1 '" tars give g reater quantities of condensation products (py rolysate) . Converse· 
oIy, the lowe ring of specific gravity of tar from UTT retort with simultaneous ...... 
wreduction of its co ntent in the vapor·gas mixture favors an increased yield of .... 
pyrogas. "" ~ 
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Experiments. on Experiments on scaled · 	 :zExperiments on scaled-up pilot apparatuslabora tory apparatus up pilot apparatus 	 :;: 
:z 
0.9·1.2 sec contact time l.5·1.8 sec contact time 2.5·3.0 sec contac t time 6·7 sec contact time ~ 
c 
2 	 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 '" - ._----_.- --- ­ :;:'" 
TClllperature~ °C 675 705 740 774 801 595 660 686 757 589 590 623 640 600 620 645 660 z 
Steam/tar ratio 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 1.2 1.0 1.2 1.1 0
Tar consumpt ion for pyrolysis, ;=:
calculated in liters per ton 
(flof dry oil shale 142 142 142 142 142 78 94 81 78 119 144 119 144 85 85 86 86 ;I:
Oxygen consumption, ;.­
m"/ton tar 185 252 281 345 431 290 302 4D7 601 239 238 265 259 650 720 750 780 t-' 
m3	 
('l
Yield of pyrogas: : 
from 1 ton dry oil shale 104 115 125 129 136 78 88 100 120 85 85 89 109 75 70 77 81 
from 1 liter tar 0.73 0.81 0.88 0.91 0.96 1.00 0.94 1.23 1.54 0.71 0.59 0.75 0.76 0.88 0.82 0.91 0.95 
Composition of pyrogas, % vol: 
CH., 19.4 18.4 17.3 20.0 16.8 15.1 18.0 16.9 16.2 15.3 14.7 16.6 15.5
c,H.; 8.6 6.9 7.5 3.8 1.5 8.5 8.4 7.4 1.4 6.8 7.5 6.3 6.0 
C,H, 2.3 1.2 0.5 0.0 0.0 5.4 2.5 3.0 0.0 3.8 4.3 2.3 0.0 
CoHo 2.3 2.1 1.6 1.0 0.6 2.4 1.7 1.6 1.4 1.6 0.9 
c"H,. 1.2 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.0 2.6 1.8 ~:n 3.4" 1.2 3.0 1.3 5.3 
Total olefins, % volume 33.8 29.4 27.0 24.9 18.9 34.0 32.4 31.6 21.0 28.7 30.9 28.1 27.7 21.3 15.0 15.2 98 
Total paraffins 18.4 22.2 22.3 22.5 18.2 21.2 25.0 22.1 20.4 24.5 22.7 28.2 23.8 20.7 20.5 17.2 13.5 
H, 21.8 10.9 11.7 11.6 13.4 10.5 11.7 10.7 17.3 9.8 9.2 9.0 9.3 7.4 10.1 16.5 13.4 
CO 14.9 20.9 25.2 28.3 32.1 15.6 18.7 20.1 29.2 27.7 26.3 27.6 30.3 36.1 41.2 33.5 35.5 
CO,+H,S 9.7 12.7 10.9 9.5 11.8 9.4 10.2 10.2 10.8 2.8 5.3 3.3 4.6 5. 1 12.5 15.6 20.4 
0, 1.4 1.1 0.9 0.6 0.8 2.6 0.9 1.2 1.3 0.6 2.0 0.5 1.1 1.5 0.7 0.5 0.9 
N, 0.0 2.8 2.0 2.6 4.8 6.7 1.1 4.1 0.0 5.9 3.6 3.3 3.2 7.9 0.0 1.5 6.5 
Olefin yield, m'/ton dry 
oil shale 35.2 33.8 33.7 32.1 25.7 26.5 28.5 31.6 25.2 24.4 26.3 25.0 .30.2 16.0 10.5 11.5 7.9 
The same, kg 58.4 54.0 51.8 45.3 34.0 48.9 48.1 55.0 34.8 42.2 47.8 41.5 54.2 
including C,H. 25.5 26.7 27.2 32.5 28.8 14.9 19.9 21.3 24.5 16.4 15.7 18.6 21.3 
" 	 C,H, 17.0 15.1 18.0 9.4 38 12.6 14.2 14.2 3.3 11.1 12.2 10.7 12.4 
CoH, 6.0 3.5 1.5 0.0 0.0 10.5 5.5 7.5 0.0 8.0 9.0 5.2 0.0 
CoH, 5.8 5.8 4.9 3.2 1.9 4.6 3.6 5.1 3.6 2.9 3.4 2.4 0­
W 
"Without deducting the gas of the raw vapor·gas mixture. "Together with C;H". 
l 
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FIGUHE 22.-Relat ionship between olefin content in the pyrogas and the temperature 
of pyrolysis process. 
Solid line: experiments on sca led.up pilot appa ra tus ; 
Broken line: ex perimen ts on labora tory appa ra tus; I- Lotal olefi ns; 2­
ethylene; 3-propylene. 
quenlly higher temperature, with the contac t time constant , leads to continuous 
reducti on in the volume co ntent of total olefin s. Their concentration goes 
down from 34 to 21 percent , while a t th e sa me time the concentra tion o f CO 
climbs from 15.6 to 29.2 pe rcent. The co ncentration of ethylene increases as 
the temperature r ises to 670-680 °C. At that po int the e thylene content reaches 
18 percent 01 the pyrogas volume. But above th at temperature ethylene content 
goes down aga in. The concentration of hig her un sa turated hydrocarbons 
decreases. 
Exper iments 1·5 ga ve better indicati ons than the remaining ones. This is 
due to the fa ct that with lower heat losses the oxygen consumption in these 
experiments was a lso sma ller, which in turn means that the diluting substances, 
espec iall y CO, were present in lesser concentra tions. 
The yield of ole fin s by weight, per ton of dr y oi l shale, at first goes up 
and then decreases. The max imum value is reached at 670·680 °C when it 
equals 54,·55 kg. T he yield of eth ylene increases continuously, but th at of 
















[-'IGun!': 23.-Relat ionship between the yield o f Pl 
the tern perat u re of pyml ysis process 
Solid line : experiments on sCa led' l 
Broken line: experiment s on la bc 
total olefins; 3-ethylene. 
propy lene reaches a maximum between tel 
Higher olefins show a decrease in the yield, 
study indicates that the optimum condition 
contact time - ca . 1.5 sec, and temperature 
this regime the olefin yield per ton of oil ~ 
14 kg of propylene and 21 kg of ethylene. 
The regime of the process of oxidizing p 
from the UTT retort could be further impro\ 
sary to reduce the oxygen consumption w 
conditi ons of the process. To accomplish t~ 
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PICUIlE 23.-Relationship between the yield of pyrogas and olefins, on one hand, and 
the temperature of pyrolysis process on the other. 
Solid line: experiments on scaled-up pilot apparatus; 
Broken line: experiments on laboratory apparatus; 
total ole fins ; 3-ethylene. 
I-pyrogas; 2­
propylene reaches a maximum between temperature range of 700-74.0°C. 
Higher olefins show a decrease in the yield as the temperature goes up. This 
study indicates that the optimum conditions for autothermal pyrolysis are: 
contact time - ca. 1.5 sec, and temperature in the reactor - 680-700°C. At 
this regime the olefin yield per ton of oil shale is 54-55 kg. This includes 
14 kg of propylene and 21 kg of ethylene. 
The regime of the process of oxidizing pyrolysis of the vapor-gas mixture 
from the UTI retort could be further improved. However, it would be neces­
sary to reduce the oxygen consumption while preserving the autothermal 
conditions of the process. To accomplish this the heat expenditure for raw 
material heating and for compensation of heat losses would have to be reduced. 
I 
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Obtaining Lower Unsaturated Hydrocarbons by 
Thermo-Oxidizing Pyrolysis 
Introduction of the new UTT retort permits great flexibility in processing 
of oil shale_ The retorting can be conducted either under the 'tar regime' or 
'gas regime.' The first is carried out at the retort temperature of 4-30-520°C 
and yields 15-20 percent of tar per dry weight of oil shale; the second, at 
650-750°C, yielding up to 120 m:< natural gas per ton of oil shale. Further­
more, higher temperatures maintained during the gas regime lead to pyrolysis 
of volatile components. This process takes place in the zone of thermal de· 
composition and results in higher gas yields. The UTr retort gas contains 
up to 33 percent of lower unsaturated hydrocarbons and as such represents 
a very suitable raw material for production of oil shale petrochemicals. 
However, this 'one·stage' gas variant combining retorting and pyrolysis 
into a single process has several basic shortcomings. In the first place, the 
entire oil shale charge must be heated to a higher temperature (about 700°C) 
which takes extra time and therefore reduces the throughput rate of the UTT 
retort by as much as 30-40 percent. Secondly, the coke yield increases at the 
expense of tar. Finally, the entire apparatus is subjected to excessive heating. 
In an effort to avoid these disadvantages Doilov and Milk (1965) worked 
out a 'multi-stage ' variant. It combines oxidizing pyrolysis of gas-vapor mix· 
ture with tar regime retorting. Under this scheme the oxidizing pyrolysis is 
integrated with retorting processes into a single technological unit of the UTT 
type. But the two processes are conducted separately, which means that each 
can be carried out under its particular optimal conditions. Moreover, only 
vapor-gas mixture must be heated to 650-700 °C. Another advantage of the 
multi-stage variant lies in the fact that in place of purely thermal pyrolysis 
the vapor-gas mixture is subjected to much more effective thermo-oxidizing 
pyrolysis. 
In refining of petroleum and in processing of na tural gases (propane and 
butane) this process results in higher yields of the main product, unsaturated 
hydrocarbons, e.g., thermal pyrolysis of propane yields 14.5 percent ethylene 
and 34·.5 percent total olefins per raw material used. In the oxidizing pyrolysis 
the corresponding figures are 27.7 percent and 4D.6 percent (Vasilev, 1(61). 
In the oxidizing pyrolysis heat is produced as a result of exothermic oxida­
tion r eactions. Oxygen acts as a catalyst initiating reactions which lead to 
cracking, thus producing high yields of unsa turated hydrocarbons. However, 
it is much more difficult to apply thermo-oxidizing pyrolysis, and with com­
parable results, to oil shale processing. For one thing, the composition of 
products obtained by retorting of oil shale under the tar regime is much more 
complex. In this case the raw material for oxidizing pyrolysis is a mixture 
of paraffin - naphthenic as well as olefinic and aromatic hydrocarbons, 
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phenols and neutra l oxygen compounds, The b oiling po ints of these sub· 
stances co ve r a wide tempera ture ra nge, Moreover, beca uoe of peculia r com­
position and pro pert ies, o il shale ta rs are therm a lly very uns table and have 
a strong tendency to become compacted a nd fo rm coke eve n at rela ti vely low 
tempera tures, 
In order to keep the hea t req uirements low a nd to prevent coke fo rma tion 
it is the re fore necessa ry to conduct ox idizing py ro lys is di rectl y in the vapor ­
gas p hase with out p re li m inary hea ting a nd vola tiliza tion of the mate ri a l. 
fu rthermo re, o nl y a m ixture of compo nents represent ing a reduced ra nge of 
boiling points is used for the pyrolysis , H ea viest tar components are excluded, 
This restrictio ll he ightens the selec tivity and chemi ca l effectiveness of thermo ­
oxidizing p yro lys is, lesseni ng a t the sa m e time the d ange r of coke fo rm a ti on 
during the process, 
Doil ov and Milk em ployed a labo ra to ry scale a ppara tus co nsis ting of: 
a, Connec ting 	 v ipes tra nsfe rring vapor -gas mi x tu re into the p yrolyse I' 
direc tly from the sta nd p ipe of the UTT's combustio n co mpar tment. 
These pip es were eq uipped with regula ti!lg s topcoc ks a nd provid ed with 
hea t loss co mpensation , 
b. Vap or superheate r. 
c. Connecti ons for in trod uc tion of ox idi z ing agen ts , 

d, Cross.shaped m ix ing tank for a ll components of the vapo r-gas phase. 

e, Pyrolyse r reactor comple te with elec trica l heater a nd temperature con­

trol. 
f. Cooling and 	condensa ti on system for products of py ro lysis, 
The vap or-gas m ixture ente ring the pyro lyseI' had a temperature of abo ut 
350°e. The vapor/ tar ra tio of the entering mi xtu re had a ra nge of 0 .6·1.0 
by we ight. 
Tables 17 a nd 13 show the principal results of this experimental stud y, 
Specifi c g rav ity of the tota l r aw ma teria l ta r obta in ed by scm icoking of 
oi l shale in the UTT re to rt was above LO, H owe ver, only the tars with specific 
;z ravity of 0,30-0,01 were a Jlowed to en te r th e p yr o lyse r. The remaining 
Iwa vy tars, accounting fo r 25 percent of the total were excl uded from the 
pyro lys is by mea ns of a p reliminary condensatio n, T h is fact must be kept in 
mind when we compare the y ields of gas and unsa tura ted h yd rocarbons ( in 
kg: per ton of o il shale) o btained under gas regime and in the m ulti-s tage 
thermo-oxidi zing pyrolysis ( table J.B) . O f th e tota l lighte r ta rs used in th e 
pyrolys is, 40A5 	percen t had b oiling p oin ts b elow 200°C and 65 -75 percent 
helow 300°e. 
Opti mal reg ime of th ermo-ox idizi ng py rolys is for best yields of unsatu ­
ra ted hyd roca rbons was dete rnlined b y :Mi lk (1061, 1(63) in earlier experi­
ments, The tars used in these studies were in some insta nces a littl e b i t lighter 
( 
Gas regime 
I -s tage Multi·stage variant (oxidizing pyrolysis) 
Tar 
varianL 
regime 1* 2 3 4· 38 20 5 9 10 40 
T emperature, ·C 500 650 730 600 700 725 765 825 705 710 700 
Contact time, sec. 1.6 1.4 1.3 0.9 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.4 
Oxygen consumption 
per tar, rn" / t()" 80 80 92 84 80 no 140 192 
Cas consumption, 
percent of volume: 
CzH" 13·15 12.7 17.0 22.3 27.0 22.8 23.0 18.6 24.4 23.8 20.7 
C3HG 10-13 7.6 7.2 10.2 8.8 7.7 05.8 1.3 6.5 5.2 6.5 
With rise in temperature we 
and a much smaller increase in 
GOO °C the hydrogen concent ration 
exceeds 30 percen t. The cu rrespo 
am! 16.6 percent. CO~ conlent in 1 
even when oxygell consumption is 
Yield 
Ol efins per ton of 
oil shal e, kg: 
ethylene 
propylene 
butylene + c,; 
total olefins 













-Experiment identifications !lumbers. 
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(s.g. 0.8.5-0.88 ) and in others a little hea vier (s.g. 0.92-0.95) than lhose 
used in the experiments discussed here Is .~. 0.89-0.91 ) . But, in spite of 
these differences in specific gravities, the pyrolysis processes show the same 
general character. Some differences can he nOled , however. Thus, the yield 
of lotal gas and lower olefins: C~-C4' and the concentration of these olefins 
in the gas are 10-1.5 percent lower for tars with specific g ravity of 0.92·0.95 
than for tars with specific gravity of 0.89·0.9]. 
TABLE 17.- Gas characteristics 
ESTONIAN-RuSSIAN OIL SHALE 
done in experiment 40. 
C4HS 2.3 0.3 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.9 0.5 0.5 
(6-8 5.1 4.3
Co, 0.3 1.2 0.2 0.31 
:k C"H Ill 33-35 25.4· 28.5 .35.1 37.3 31.7 29.5 20.2 22.1 29.5 27.7 
CH4 15·20 21.0 20.0 30.0 29.2 20.0 24.1 20,4. 27.4. 28.3 22.2 
5-8 n.5 9.7 3.5 1.9 3.1 2.8 0.5 1.8 2.0 2.1C2HG 
C3HS 2·4 2.8 2.3 1.0 0..3 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.4 
C4 H lO 	 0.6 1.4 1.2 
[l·3 1.3 0.9C5 	 1 0.5 0.3 1.1 2.8 0.4· 0.4, 0.4 0.6 
22·32 36.6 32.9 35.0 31.7 25.5 31.0 22.7 29.9 30.7 25.3 :k C"H2,. +- 2 

Hz 
 10·15 19.2 20.2 5.9 12.9 12.0 16.0 32.7 14.1 14.4 11.7 
CO 8-10 8.6 7.3 12.7 11..3 14.1 16.8 16.6 17.0 19.1 21.2 
6.5 7.5 9.3 5.5 8.8 7.0 6.7 6.2 5.0 n.8 
5-7 3.7 3.7 2.0 1.3 7.9 0.7 1..3 0.7 1..3 2.3 
COz+HzS 2·3 
°z+Nz 
*Experiment identification numbers, 
The influence of temperature on the olefin content in the gas is shown in 
table 17 and on figure 24. This relationship has been determined for a regime 
with optimal oxygen consumption of 80·85 m" / ton of tar (fig. 26). At 680­
700°C and with contact time up to 1.5 sec the concentrations of ethylene and 
total olefins ill the pyrogas attain their maximum values of 27 and 37 percent, 
respectively. The contents of propylene, butylene, and amylene decrease with 
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With rise in temperature we also observe an increase in hydrogen content 
and a much smaller increa~e in ca rbon monoxide concentration. Thus, at 
600 °C the hydrogen concentration is less than 10 percent but at 825°C it 
exceed~ 30 percent. The corresponding values for carbon monoxide are 12.7 
and 16.6 percent. CO~ content in the pyrogas does not exceed 10·12 percent 
even when oxygen consumption is increased to 190 m3/ t of o il shale as was 
done in experiment 40. 
TAIJLE 18.-Olefin yield by weight 
Gas 
Tar regime Thermo·oxidizing pyrolysis (multi·stage) -------------------------------Yi eld regime 1* 2 3 4 38 20 5 9 10 40 
Olefins per ton of 
oil shal e, kg: 
et hylene 8·10 17.2 25.6 24.l 36.7 30.6 35. 1 32.9 31.9 30.2 24.9 
propylene 9·10 15.6 16.2 16.7 17.8 15.5 13.4 3 c.;:> 12.6 9.7 11.6 
hutylene + C :; 7·9 14. 1 12.8 5.8 5.0 3.1 2. 1 3.9 3.3 1.2 1.8 
tOlal olefins 23·25 46.8 53.6 46.6 59.5 49.2 50.6 40 .. 3 47 .8 41.1 37 .8 
Ga~ , 103f t 40 110 120 84. 105 104 118 137 101 98 93 
'Experiment iden lifica lions numbers . 





rl/;I!RE 24.-Relnlionship belween olefin content in gas and temperature of thermo· 
oxydizin g pyrolysis; percent of vo lume. (At oxygen consumption of 80· 
85 m"/ ton of tar.) 
t 
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The olefin concentration in the pyrogas is an important although not the 
only criterion for evaluating chemical elIectiveness of thermo.oxidizing 
pyrolysis. Another good indicator is the total olefin yield calculated per 
weight of dry oil shaJe. The maximum yield of 59.5 kg/t of oil shale is 
obtained at 700°e. Above that temperature the olefin production decreases 
amounting only to /10 kg/ t at 325 °C (fig. 25). This decrease is essentially 
due to the decomposition of higher members of the olefin series. Within the 
same temperature range (700·825 0C), the decomposition of ethylene is 
much more limited and its content decreases very little, from 36.7 to 32.9 
kg/ t. 
In general, higher concentrations of olefins in the ]lyrogas and higher 
total yields of ole fins are obtained by lhe thermal·oxidation pyrolysis rather 
than by the one·stage gas regime retorting. Conducted under optimal condi· 
tiolls (temperature 6g0·700°C; ox ygen consumption ~;o·D5 10·'/t; contact 
time UjJ to 1.5 sec I , thermo·oxidizing pyrolysis gives the following yielcls of 
main products: 
pyrogas: 105·110 m' / t oil shale 
totalolefins: 56·60 kg/t oil shale 
ethylene patl of total olefins: 2~;·;)O kg/ t 
propylene: ]5·18 
butylene: ~no 
olefin content in the pyrogas: up to '15·;}7 percent 
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FIGURE 25.- Relationship between olefin yield and temperature of pyrolysis at oxygen 
consumption of 80·85 m"lton of tar. 
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FIGURE 26.-ReJationship between olefin yield and oxygen consumption at temperature 
of 700°C. 
Thanks to the above experiments, [he role played by oxygen in the 
pyrolysis process is now also better understood. By sustaining combustion 
of a part of the vapor-gas products oxygen insures the temperature necessary 
fOf the pyrolysis. To a certain degree oxygen also acts as a catalyst promoting 
cracking of compounds in the vapor-gas mixture of oil shale tars. 
Direct chemical processing of organic malleI' in the oil shale 
In an effort to make oil-shale processing more cumpetitive, Estonian and 
Russian scientists are searching for radically new methods to replace or at 
least to supplement the costly thermal processing now in use_ Theoretical and 
experimental studies conducted by the Chemical Institute uf the Estonian 
Academy of Science shuwed that substantial part of organic matter present 
in the oil shale can be oxidized and then converted to a mixture of saturated 
dicarboxylic acids by a relatively simple process. These organic acids, with 
If-lO C atoms in their basic chain structure, can then be used as a valuable 
raw material for high-quality plasticizers, thermally stable plastics, tough 
synthetic foams and fibers_ 
The Chemical Institute developed fur this purpose a continuous multistage 
process of kerogen oxidation. Briefly described, this method consists of oxi­
dizing the enriched oil shale (80-90 percent kerogen) with weak RNO:; and 
atmospheric oxygen_ Only small increases of temperature and pressure are re­
quired. The yield of raw carboxylic acids amounts to 75-85 percent per 
Ilcight of the organic matter present in the treated oil shale_ Physical adsorp­
tion (chromatographic) methods are then used to extract from this mixture 
two fractions_ One fraction consists of butanedioic acid and the other of a 
; 
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mixture of pll re ca rboxy lic acids co n5isting of hexanedioic, octanedi oic, hep. 
tan edi oic and pentanedioic ac ids. Other orga nic acids suitabl e for fertili zer 
producti on as well as o ther chemical sy nthesis a re obt~ined as a by-prod uct. 
The a verage yield of thi s by-product amounts to 18 percent per weight of the 
kerogen present ill the processed oil shale (Kirret, 1970 ) . During 1968·69 
this process went th ro ugh pilot plant tests with ve ry good technologica l and 
econom ical results. More recent reports indica te that by this method it will be 
poss ible to p rod uce ra w materials fo r polymers "at a fraction of cost of ob· 
ta ining the sa me products from other (presuma bl y petroleum ) ra w material" 
i Sotsia li sticheskaia Ind ustriia, Jul y 12, 1970) . 
A diHerent var iant of ke roge n oxida tion by chemical rather tha n thermal 
method is also under study b y the Lenso vie t Chemical and Techn ological In · 
stitute in Len ing rad . In this varia nt the o rga nic matter of the enriched oil 
shale is trea ted with bases rather than acids and oxidized wi th a tmospheric 
oxygen, then neut ra li zed with ino rga ni c ac ids. At the time of las t repo rt this 
stud y has no t been suffi cie ntly adva nced in orde r to permit eco nomic eva lua· 
ti on of this method . 
PH OCESS ING OF OI L SHA LE TARS 
Extraction 0/ Tar Distillate / rom Heavy Oil Shale Tars and 
Residues by Colcing to OVlain. Electrode Coke 
In recent years Oil Shale Institute developed a new method of preparing 
medium tars, obta ined in semicoking of o il shale, fo r their di still a tion. This 
method consists of thermal settling and washing off of chlo rides. H owever, 
heavy ta rs with great amounts of impurit ies, until now, have been excl uded 
from processing. These tars were merely diluted with distillates, deca nted, 
and used as heavy o il sha le gas o il. T he resid uum , accumul ating in the de· 
ca nters, settling ta nks, a nd sumps, was used onl y in part at oil shale processing 
pla nts as an admi xture to raw oil shale burned in gas generators. The bulk 
of hea vy ta rs and residues was taken out to the d ump. H owever, g rea t de· 
mand for elect rode coke , whi ch has developed within the last few yea rs, 
crea ted possibilities fo r economic processing of heavy tars. From now on, the 
coking of these heavy residues obta ined in tar d istilla tion is to be a lso included 
in the oil shale p rocessing techn ology. 
In processing o il shale for ta r to be used as ra w materia l for electrode 
coke, the two most important objec ti ves a re to l imit the coke yield and the 
ash cOlltent in the ta r. Dependi ng on the techniqu e of o il shale processing 
under the ta r regime a nd on the type o f coking reg ime, the coke yield is 10-20 
percent per ta r. In order to meet the technica l requirements of electrode coke 
the ta r must no t conta in over 0.05 percent o f ash. However, these r equire­
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ments are difficult to sa tis fy, especially with employment of new UTT retorts 
using oil shale ash as solid heat exchanger and of reconstruc ted gas generators 
with higher throughput rates. Effective purification of tars from dust has 
therefore become very important. Several new processes and methods have 
been developed and are being introduced into commercial operation: 
a. 	 Reconstruction of condensing systems of gas generating plants to lower 
the yield of heav y tars, 
b. A method 	of processing o il shale in gas genera tors without the gener­
ati on of semico ke, This process lowers the ash content in the tar 
(Efimov, 1967), 
c, 	Centr ifug ing of tar to free it from dust impuriti es (Sheloumov and 
Kivimaa , 1962, 1966 , and Serebriannikov, 1962). H owever, o nly 
part of the tar can be prepared for di stillat ion by this meth od excluding 
the bulk of heavy impure tars and slurries, 
d, 	 Distillati on of impure tars and slurries from settlement tanks down to 
coke; with final coking at temperautres of 450-500°C. 
The distill a te yield from heav y tars can also be increased by reducing the 
coking time and by feeding superheated stea m o r gas into the coking unit. The 
introduction of steam or gas speeds up the evacuation of vapo r·gas mix ture 
(distillate) thus inhibiting the process of coke formation, 
In a laborator y study, Ioonas, Leeper and Serebriannikov (1965) coked 
impure tars by thi s method to extract ma ximum tar distilla te free of mechan­
ical impurities and to limit the losses due to excessive form ation of coke and 
gas, The apparatus used in this study was designed by the Bashkir Scientific 
Instittute and bad a vat volume of 3 liters, Steam or illuminating gas , the latter 
without preheating, were fed into the vat through an annular bubbler installed 
10 mm above the bottom of the vessel. Gas consumpti on was measured with 
gas meter and the qllantit y of steam was calculated from the volume of cap­
tured cond ensate , The tar load was 1.1·1.3 kg, occupying about 40 percent of 
the 	 vat volume, I-Ieavy tar from GGS-4- gas reto rt was used. In order to 
determine the influence of ca talytic action o f hig h ash impurity a separate 
coking experimen t was also ca rried out us ing filtered tar. The latter was 
obtained by dissolving tar in benzol (l: I by weight) and then runlling the 
so lution through filter paper. The residue on the filter paper was washed with 
benzol ancl dried. Filtrate was heated to 170°C to drive off the benzol. 
Mechanical impurities on the filter paper amounted to 3,1 percent of the tar 
hy weight. This quantity was somewhat more than the impurity content in 
the original tar. The difference was due to the difficulty of washing the sticky 
sediment off the filter. 
Table 19 shows the character of both the raw and filtered tars. 
•• 
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T ABLE 20.- Results of cokillgTABLE 19.-Cfwracter of heavy oil shale tar from CCS-4 
o __Raw heavy 
bJlO ~ '" 
~ 
tar from Filtered ~ '" '"'" c:~"'2::: .5t'::' 





~J) bD... .Sspecific g ravity, d!O 1.0295 1.0188 .:..;~..!t: E~~-'" -" s:: bO~ 0 2 ~ ~ 
E -0 (l) ~ Il,) uviscosity, cp at 80° C 5_24- 3.85 bO ~ ~~'" '" a " § E" '" 0 '" II:=:flash point, °C 145 61 '" " " c c. a s II ci. 
>-",,,, ;e ~~E starts boiling at °C 244. 95 " E .::! Q) ctI Q; v,§ E'" . ~ ~ (j) ~r.
fracti on boiling out by 200° C, 'io of volume 3 <! oj S~·x" c. '"OD ::J "'..0 '" '" '" x ~ ~ E260 2 6 ~ !-<'" -< 0' ~ 
280 6 8 
460 24{)2 No t filt ered None300 11 13 
492 170.320 22 21 3 
co ntent, '70 of we ight : 9 Filtered 488 175 
mechanical impurities 2.27 0.093 4-96 18010 

ash 1.14- 0.14' 

8 Not filtered S team 0.125 4-9'1. 190 
water 1.8 none 
7 0.282 492 180 
0.589 4-80 180"Increased ash content ma y be due to presence of soluble salts. 5 
0.742 485 185 7.66 
388 495 170 12.6Gas12 
581 4-90 190 10.311 
The appearance o f some light fra ction in the filtered tar is due to the 
presence of b enzol res idues. "Not determined. 
The results of co king experiments are shown in table 20. Yields of prod­
ucts are calculated for water-free tars. 
The co ke gas obtained differed very little {romHeavy tar from GGS--l. gas generators g ives large percentages (up to 
21.7 percent ) of coke. Compar ison of experiments 2 and 3 indicates that the aud had th e foll owing average composilion: 
amount of coke depends on the duratiolJ o f coking. By introducing gas or CO2 + H zS 5.6 percent 
steam the coke yield ca n be reduced m ore than twice while a t the same time 
CnHm 14.4 
increasing the amo unt o f di stilla te by 10-15 percent. In these processes the 
O2 1.8effect of gas and steam are similar. The y ield of coke gas decreases as the 
yield of coke itself dec reases. Si milar results were obtained in coking of Hz 8.6 
both the raw and the filtered tar. Somewhat lower coke yield (14.6 as aga inst Nz 5.5 
18.2 percent) for the fi ltered tar can be explained by the presence of benzol CO 4..5 
residu e and by the preliminary removal through filtering o f 2 percent of Cn H2 + 2 59.6 
mechanica l impurities. The la tter would have otherwise remained in the coke_ 
No analysis of coke gas was made for experiment
Character of products and by-products obtained in coking o f heavy tars 

was introduced into the vat.

is shown in tables 21, 22, and 23. 
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TABLE 20.-Results of coking of heavy tar 
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460 24{) 21.7 69.7 2.6 4.4 1.6 
492 170 13.2 74.6 2.1 3.7 1.4 
488 175 14.6 78.7 1.3 3.5 1.9 
4.96 180 13.9 78.7 1.4 3.6 2.4 
494 190 13.9 79.8 3.0 * 
492 130 lOA· 85.0 2.2 >!' 
480 180 8.9 86.2 :";: 2.0 " 
485 185 7.6 87.1 1.7 * 
495 170 12.6 81.2 1.0 2.5 2.7 
490 190 10.3 83.2 0.7 1.8 4.0 
' Not det ermined . 
The coke gas obtained differed very little from experiment to experiment 
and had the following average composition; 






CnHZ -I-2 59.6 
\u analysis of coke gas was made for experiments in which illuminating gas 
was introduced into the vat. 
0 
production of 
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% of volume Quantity'" 
E 	 of water,
:l 	 ~ ::: ::: >U 
~ 	 0 000.. 	 Q) ..s ., Experiment p /kg of Total ~ u 
~ '-' 	 c: '" ...ou ...ou ..auC 	 number dry tar'" c or >-. 	 ~ e ~ 0E 	 '0 C'" :lo gg-;::: %"'" ::; 0.. u 0 0 0 "'00",Vl '"0 ..c ...!!ll:'l ...!!lC() .!!',M 	 0_04·3 4.5.1u <J)0.. 	 ..c 2-300 	 '0 
w 
'" >< en '0 ;> '" r;:;'" !Xl 0 co '0 8 0_153 32.4!Xl""" 	 < 
<J) 
""" 
7 0_310 27.2 

2 0.954, 1.2 2_09 40 0.023 10 44- 70 5 0.617 16.2 

0.770 12.63 0.969 1.5 2.73 51 0_042 8 36 60 6 
9 0.979 1.6 2.28 27 0_043 11 40 67 Table 21 shows that as the yield of d 
10 0.978 1.7 2_20 25 0.0{l6 11 43 75 viscosity, and fla sh point also increase. 
8 0.992 3_0 3.311 53 0.012 5 35 59 	 late which boils out below 360e C 
7 	 1.002 W.'l, 5 .17 72 0.016 2 27 54. high viscosity and its specific grav ity a 

from the distillate only with difficulty. H
5 1.003 H.O 7_60 112 0.0.30 23 53 
lates with those obtained in
6 1.006 6.7 3 .11 116 0_011 20 50 
waler and subsequent repetition of the eli 
12 0_909 3.4 5.00 101 0.013 2 32 60 be difficult. The yield of benzine (gasoline 
11 0_098 2.9 5_55 100 0.026 1 28 58 pletely absent_ 
When steam is fed into the vat durin~ 
towards the end of the distillate separation. 
TABLE 22.--Character oj coke clifficulLy_ On the other hand, when the gas 
alld readily solidifying pitch-like product 
Ash ConlenL of very poorly in the bulk of the distillate_ 
Experiment con lent, volaLiles, Q,,, kcal/kg As table 22 shows, the coke obta ined if 
number percent percent ash con tent, relatively high heat of combu~ 
volatile components. This coke can be u~ 
2 6.36 12.2 8150 
without use of steam or gas had a heat of co 
3 8.32 8.35 7380 and when steam or gas were used - abou 
9 US 13.8 8692 latter has a higher carbon content. 
10 1.30 11.5 8582 	 Condensation of phenols with formalin \I 
8 	 9.39 9 .80 7570 con tent in the water. Condensed phenols w 
treated with bromine to determine the cor7 U.S 9.65 7380 
volatile components_5 12.5 11.3 7370 
Quantity of water obtained in this coki 
6 14.4. 10.9 7080 in the amount of steam introduced into the ' 
12 11.5 9_3 74.95 also an influence on the phenol concentral 
11 10_7 9.9 7500 steam phenol yield per tal' kept increasi ng, 
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TABLE 23.--Character 0/ water from coking process 
Phenols content in water, g/Iiter 
Quantity Quan tity of 
of water, Non- phenols in 
Experiment p/ kg of Total Volatile volatile water, g/kg 
number dry tar of dry tar 
2·3 0.043 45.1 0.51 4 1.7 1.94 
8 0.153 32.4 0 .39 27.8 4..95 
7 0.310 27.2 0.29 22.8 8 .43 
5 0.617 16.2 0 .23 16.4 10.0 
6 0.770 12.6 0.21 13.9 9.8 
Table 21 shows that as the yield of distillate increases its specific gra vity, 
viscosity, and fla sh point also increase. On the other hand , fraction of distil­
late which boils out below 360°C decreases. When the tar has a relatively 
high viscosity and its specific g ravity approaches 1.0 - the water sepa rates 
from the distillate only with difficulty. However, after mixing of these distil­
lates with those obtai ned in production of electrode coke, the separation of 
waler and subsequent repetition of the distillati on of the mixture should not 
be difficult. The yield of benzine (gasoline) fraction is small or even com­
pletely absent. 
When steam is fed into the vat during coking, a redd ish mist forms 
towards the end of the distillate separation. This mist condenses with great 
difficulty. On the other hand, when the gas is introd uced - a very viscous 
and readily so lidifyi ng pitch-like product forms. This product dissolves 
very poorly in the bulk of the distilla te. 
As table 22 shows, the coke obtained in coking of heavy ta rs has high 
ash con tent, relat ively high heat of comb ustion (Q,') and small content of 
volatile components. This coke can be used as fuel. The coke obtained 
without use of steam or gas had a heat of combusti on of abo ut 8700 kcal/kg, 
and when stea m or gas were used - about 84.00 kcal/ kg . Apparently the 
latter has a higher carbon content. 
Condensation of phenols with formalin was used to determine total phenol 
content in the water. Condensed phenols were then dis tilled with steam and 
lreated with bromine to determine the concentra tions of volatile and non­
volatile components. 
Quantity of water obtai ned in thi s coking process rose with the increase 
ill the amount of steam introduced into the va t. The amount of s team showed 
also an influence on the phenol co ncentrati on. With increasing amount of 
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same time showing a lower concentration in the water (~able 23). Analyses 
indicated that principally non-volatile phenols pass into the water (up to 98· 
09 percent) . 
The coking of slurries and residues in the vat showed that, depending on 
the scheme of condensation of the vapor gas mixture (distillate) and on the 
manner of collecting the slurries Isettling tanks, sumps), the recovery of 
tar distillate amounts to 23-·J7 percent per dry weight of the slurry. The coke 
left after coking of these slurries has high ash content, which of course keeps 
its heat of combustion very low 11800-5100 kcal / kg) alld makes its useful· 
ness very limited. 
Large quantities of distillate can be recovered by coking heavy tars pro· 
duced at oil shale processing plants. Assuming an average yield of 30 percent 
of the distillate per dry weight of heavy tar residues, the Siantsy Chemical 
Works alone could produce about 1500 tons of distillate annually. Inasmuch 
as the above study hy IO(lIlas, Leeper, and Serebriannikov demonstrated the 
feasibility of extracting impurity {ree tar distillate, it was decided to construct 
at Slantsy a pilot plant for coking of heavy tars and slurries. Because the 
quality of the coke byproduct to be obtained in this process is not important, 
the coking of heavy tars will be dOlle in a continuous-feecl apparatus em­
ploying a screw conveyor. Studies show that it will be more economical to 
use gas rather than steam. According to the plant design, this gas will be 
returned into the gas feeding system together with the gases generated ill the 
coking process. 
Direct-contact water coolers will be used instead of the surface type con­
densers generally employed at coking plants. An especially adapted gas col­
lection cycle will also be employed. These modifications will insure better 
extraction and utilization of phenols, offering at the same time several advan­
tages in coking of tars for electrode coke. Further extensive testing of these 
new systems is scheduled prior to construction of the pilot plant. 
Investigations on the feasibility of coking heavy fractions of oil shale tars 
to obtain electrode coke and other products were also carried out at the Kohtla 
Jarve Oil Shale Processing Works. These studies were started back in 1952 
by Kozhevnikov and were then continued by the Oil Shale Institute (Kozhev­
nikov, 1(60). In 1962, first large experimental batch of electrode coke }lad 
been obtained and was usecl for making graphitized electrodes. Industrial tests 
of these electrodes demonstrated that they have excellent properties and that 
in some respects they are superior to electrodes prepared from petroleum coke. 
To obtain additional data regarding the coking process, Vezenitsill , Eigi , 
Pune, and Kalberg (1965) carried out further coking experiments using the 
experimental vat apparatus of Kohtla Jarve Oil Shale Processing Works. 
Vezenitsin and coworkers coked the residues of atmospheric and atmospheric­
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vacuum distillation of oil shale 
(raw) tars from compartment 
gasoliue obtained in 
oxidized oil shale bitumen Itable 
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vacuum dist illati on of oil shale tars. For comparison they a lso coked to tal 
(raw) tars from co mpartment kilns, res idue from the pyrol ys is of gaseo us 
gasoline obtained III compartment kilns (so ·called hyd rau lic o il ) and the 
oxidized o il shale bitumen ( table 24 ). 
TAGLE 24.-Character of different tar products used in coking experiments 
Yield of raw materials 
from the tar, 
percent 100 74, 72 44.4, 35.2 69.5 
Density at 20°C 1.061 1.082 1.020 1.100 
Viscosity, cp at 80°C 1.6 5.5 5.4. 1.47 
Soften ing point, °C 47 35 45 
Begins to boil at °C 188 239 215 178 
Boi ls out by 250°C, 
% of volume 23 5 2 27 
280°C 32 ]2 6 40 
300°C 39 14­ 75 48 
320°C 4.6 23 10 52 
350°C 58 40 28 65 
Ash conten t 0.13 0.18 0.11 0.3 0.22 0.125 0.01 
Rela tively high ash content in the products of coking of compartment kiln 
tars is due to the fact th at no washing of the ta r was carr ied out p rior to the 
distil lation. On the other hand, the tar mixture obta ined in sem icoking of 
oil shale (80 percent gas genera to r and 20 percent tunnel oven tars ) has been 
wa,hed from salts and mechanical impurities witb subsequent se ttling. 
Figure 27 shows the schematic diagram of the experimen tal va t apparatus 
for coking. Depend ing on the type of material , the load of coking va t varied 
from 6 to 7 m Oj. H ea ting was turned on at the time of cha rging or immediately 
afterward and was regu lated by varying the supply of h ea ting gas into the 







FIGURE 27.-Schematic dia gram of vat installation for coking of oil shale lars. 
I-cokin g val; 2-separator; 3- tank for th e dislillate; 4-double pipe 
condenser; 5-emergency valve; 6-reservoir; 7-vapor pump. 
burner. The temperature of the liquid was brought up to 3S0°C at the rate 
of 20-2SoC per hour. At 3S0°C the distillate bega n to evolve vigorously. 
Above this level the rate of further temperature increase was reduced to 
lO·IS oC per hour. The heating in the interval 400-420°C was carried out 
with special care to avoid spattering and foaming of the highly viscous ma­
terial. Once the temperature in the vat reached 420-4·30°C the separation of 
liquid products came practically to an end and at the same time a sharp drop 
of temperature was noted in the vapor phase. On attaining 450°C, the newly 
formed coke was baked for two hours at that temperature, then the heating 
was terminated and the vat was left to cool by itself. After 8-12 hours steam 
was fed for one-half to one hour into the vat whereupon the hatch was opened. 
Figure 28 shows the temperature regime employed in the coking. 
During each experiment Vezenitsin and coworkers measured the level of 
the distillate in the reservo ir regularly every IS-30 minutes. The intensity of 
gas evolution was determined from the readings of differential manometer 
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FIGURE 28.-Temperature regime of coking. 
Temperature: I-in the furnace; 2-of material in the vat; 3-of vapor 
phase. 
and from the diagram installed along the path of the gas. 
The course of distillate separation expressed in percentages of the total 
distillate yield, and the intensity of gas evolution are shown on figures 29 
and 30. 
lt should be noted that the distillate separation terminates within a rela­
lively short temperautre range of approximately Lj,lO·430°C for all types of 
raw materials used in coking. As regards gas formation, maximum evolution 
takes place at higher temperatures in the case of residues from vacuum distilla­
lion of tars and of residue from pyrolysis of gaseous gasoline than in the case 
of residues from atmospheric distillation of tars. This is explained by the 
fact that the former are better prepared thermally. 
Judging from the time at which the gas starts to evolve, the processes of 
intensive decomposition of material in the vat begin when the temperatures 
in the vat exceed 350.370°(, The distillate which separates up to that point 
represents a product of simple distillation and its quantity depends on the 
fractional composition of the raw materiaL Above 350·370°C the coking 
. 
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FIGURE 29.-Yield of di stillate and intensity of gas evolution in coking of compart· 
ment kiln tar. 
Coking distil/ale: I- hydraulic oil; 2-residue of atmospheric distilla· 
tion; 3-residue of VaCUUm distillation. 
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FIGURE 30.-Yield of distillate and intensity of gas evolution in co king of residues 
from tars obtained by semi·coking. 
Coking distillate: I-residues of atrnospheric distillation; 2­ oxidized 
residue of atmospheric di stillation; 3-residue of 
vacuum distillation. 
Coking gas: 4--residue of atmospheric distillation; 
5-residue of vacuum distillation. 
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distillate still consists mainly of products of distillation. This is ev idenced by 
the grad ual increase of spec ifi c weight of the products. However, at that 
temperature the coking distillate a lso contains many products of decomposi­
tion , that is, fractions with low boiling point. This is illustrated by table 25 
wh ich gives the character of cokinp; distillate sampled at different temperature 
interva ls. With in crease in temperature in the vat the compos ition of nascent 
gas also changes. This relationsh ip between the compos ition and the tempera­
ture is shown 011 figure 31. With increase in temperature the conten t of 
acid ic components and unsaturated hydrocarbons in the gas goes down. At 
the same time the concentration of hydrogen noticeably increases, especially 
beginning with 420-4-3()OC at which point a decrease in methane co ncentration 
can be observed. The changes in gas composition observed during coking 
of petroleum residues run s a similar course (Krasiukov, 1960, 1963). 
TABLE 25.--Clwracler oj samples oj coking distillate oj the residue from 
vacuum distillal.ion of component kiln tar 
Sampling of distillate at Average 
temperature in vat, °C distillate 
below 380 380-420 420-450 sample 
Density, 20°C 1.000 1.039 1.100 1.035 
Viscosity, in cp at 50°C 1.47 2.75 5.5 2.M 
Beginning of boiling, °C 156 161 172 170 
Boils out below 200°C, % volume 18 6 5.5 8 
250°C 33 12 10 15_5 
300°C 60 20 15 29 
320°C 70 24, 17 35 
350°C 88 32 21 51 
It is interesting to note that the average composItIOn of coking gas de­
pends only to a relativel y small deg ree on the type of raw material used in 
coking. Table 26 shows that the gas obtained by coking of the residues from 
distillation of compartment kiln tars has practically the same compositi on as 
the gas genera ted frOIll residues of di stillation of the tars obtained by semi­
coking. However, th e gas obtain ed by coking of atmospheric residues of 
hoth tar-types contains more unsaturated hydrocarbons and less hydrogen 
than the gas from the resid ues of vacuum distillation. 
The yield of coke and co king distillates as well as their character are given 
in table 27_ 
I 
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FIGURe 31.- ComrMition of gas evolved in coki ng of resid ue from vac uum distijJation percent total co ked raw material 70.6 
of compartment ki ln tar. percent tota l tar 70.6 
Density at 20·C 
Viscosity, in cs at 80°C 
TABLE 26-Composition oj average samples oj cokt:ng gas oj different raw Boils out below 200 ' C, % vo lume 
300 ° materials 
34-0 ° 
Co ncentra tion, percent of vo lume 
CO~+ C"H Ill C O H2 CH4 
R aw Mate ria l +H~S 
Res idues of atmospheric di stilla tion: 
compartmen t kiln tar 7.0 10.4 6.8 4.4- 71.4 
tar of semicoking 7.6 12.9 5.1 7.3 67.1 
Residues of vacuum distillation: 
compartment kiln tar 4.0 8.0 3.9 15.5 68.6 
tar of semicoking 4.8 8.8 5.1 13.3 68.0 
The coke output obta ined from the frac ti on of compa rtment kiln tar is 
greater than th e output from co rresponding fraction s of tars of semicoking. 
This is apparentl y due to the fact that compartment kiln tars are better pre­
pared thermall y. For the same reason hydra ulic oil (tar) which represents a 
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p rodu ct of secondary thermal reaction 
yield. 
TABLE 27.-Yield and c/wracler of coke 
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product of secondary thermal reaction (pyrolysis) gives even higher coke 
yield. 
TABLE 27.-Yield and character of coke and coking distillates from different 
raw materials 
Compartment Tar of 
kiln tar semicoking 
... .;::" .;::" 
~ <l) ..c ..c " 
on <I> " '" 0 E '" ~ ";.:;1 0" E " E " E" 
" ;;; " '" :> ;;; " '" :> 3 '0" ~" ~" ~" ~" :.a 00 o 0 o 0 00 
v"';:: v";j Q.)'~2 " ~ -0 ~ " 
N "'" " '" " '" " '" " '" ~'"E 1s ]3 ~3 ]3 :-§ -0 
0 X ;>," on " on " on " onu ;:e'O ;:e'O ;:e'O ;:e'O 0 ::r: 
Coke yield: 
percent total coked raw material 20.2 25.9 40.2 21.3 31.4 32.4 24.8 
percent total tar 20.2 19.2 17.8 15.4 ILl 22.7 
Concentration, percent: 
volatile substances 6.8 7.0 5.4 6.8 6.5 7.0 7.1 
ash 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.54 0.7 0.62 0.05 
sulfur 0.40 0.42 0.49 0.44 0.46 0.48 0.21 
Yield of coking di stillates: 
percent total coked raw material 70.6 54.4 36.2 63 47 42.2 65.6 
percent total tar 70.6 40.2 16.0 45.1· 16.6 29.3 
Density at 20'C 1.044 1.035 0.970 0.946 0.957 1.029 
Viscosity, in cs at 80' C 4.6 3.9 5.6 3.3 3.5 3.5 
Boils oUI below 200 ' C, % volume none 8 10 14­ 14­ 8.0 
300' 32 30 36 47 43 70 
340' 52 51 57 61 67 78 
It should also be noted that the residues of deeper (vacuum) distillation 
of tars give - in terms of the initial tar quantity - smaller coke yield than 
the lighter residues. This call be explained by the fact that in vacuum dis­
tillation part of the fractions with high boiling points is also taken out from 
the tar. And it is this fraction which can give rise to coke during the coking 
process. When tbe raw material is subjected to preliminary oxidation before 
coking, then its coke yield considerably increases. 
The content of volatile compounds in the coke does not depend on the type 
of raw material but rather on the duration of baking process in the final stage 
uf coking. Sulfur content in the coke, on the other hand, is determined by 
the nature of oil shale tars. By comparison with norms for most makes of 
petroleum coke, which limit sulfur to Jess tban 1 percent, the coke obtained 
from oil shale tar has much smaller sulfur concentration. 
The ash content in the coke depends on two factors: 
- ---
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a. 	The degree o f remova l of mechani cal impurities and salts durin~ pre· 
liminal")' purifica tion of tar L1sed as raw ma te ri a l. 
h. 	 The yield o f coke from the raw material ta r. This is explained by the 
fac t that practi ca lly all of the ash present in the tar prior to distillation 
passes into th e coke. 
Using the data from tabk 27, we call thus calculate the permissible ash 
content in the raw material ta r obtained by serni coking before we distill it. 
The ash content no rm es tablished for petroieuill coke is 0.3 percent maximum. 
Therefore , in the case of cok ing of res idues from atmospheri c distillation, 
which have a coke y ield of 15.4 percent per tar used, we shall obtain a maxi· 
mum permissi ble ash conte nt in the raw mater ial tar of 0.0·J·6 percent. The 
corresponding fig ure fo r the residues of vac uum distillation, which ha ve a 
coke yield of 11.1 percent, is 0.033 percent. 
The shortcoming o f this methorl of inte rmittent cokin g in the vats is the 
lack of homogenei ty of the coke with rega rd 1·0 its co ntellt of volatile com­
ponents and ash (tab le 231 . It is seell that the co ntent of volatile components 
increases in th e upper coke la yers. whereas the co ntent of the ash becomes 
greater in the opposite di recti on . 
From table 27 it is seen Ihat Ihe coking rli s tilla tes have a cha racter istica lly 
hig h co ntent of fracti ons with low boilin g points tha t form during the coking 
process. Moreover, the cokin~ distill ates ohtained from heavie r tars contain 
more fraction s with low boi lin~ po int than the dislillaLes obtained by coking 
of lighte r raw lllater iai. 
TABLE 28.- Clwmclcr oj coke sampled al differellt [lICl ces a/oHf:!, Ihe hei(.!.llt ClOri 
lell{;lh oj coke cake ill t.he val 
COlltent in coke, percent 
Volati le 
Place of sa mpling Ash componenLs Sulfur 
Profile I , 1.5 In below Ih e lid of vaL: 
5 cm from bottom of vat 0.6 5 .7 0.431 
15 cm U.S 8.5 '~ 0.423 
35 	cm OA4 13.3 0 .488 
Profile II, 1.5 m from rear wall of vat: 
5 em from bott om of vat 0.62 4.. 8 OA.35 
15 cm 0.S5 6.93 0.:123 
35 	em OA8 9.7 0.4,65 
Average sample from vaL O.S ·J 6° 0.442· . 0 
The princi pal co nclusions drawn f ro m Lhis stud y b y Vezenitsin and co. 
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workers can be summarized as follows: 
1. 	 Coke yield from the residues obtained In distilling tars during high 
temperature (compartment kiln) retorting of oil shale is approximately 
20 percent greater than from the corresponding tar fractions obtained 
in low temperature retorting. 
2. 	 Coke yield from the residues of vacuum distillatiou, calculated as per· 
centage of raw material tar, is 25·30 percent smaller than that obtained 
from the residues of atmospheric distillation, 
:3. 	 Coke yield from the oxidized residues (obtained IJ) distillation of tar 
by semicoking) 1S approximately 30 percent greater than that from 
unoxidized res idue . 
4-. The content of volatile components in the coke is about 7 percent on 
the average, but it varies from 4 to 13 percellt depending on position 
of the layer of the coke cake. 
Composilion 0/ Coking Distillates 0/ Different Oil Shale Tars 
Khallik, Purre, Vezenitsin, Rnd Eigi (l<J65) made a detailed study of 
properties Rnd composition of different coke distillates in order to determine 
their possible utilization and means of further processing. This study was 
closely relRted to the just described work of Vezenilsin, figi, Purre, and 
Kalberg (1065); in fact , the same experimental VRt appamtus was used for 
coking in both ill stances. 
Khallik and coworkers coked residues from: 
(1) atmospheric distillation of compartment kiln tars, 
(2) atmospheric distillation of tars of semicoking, 
(3) atmospheric·vacuum distillation of tars of semicoking, and 
(4,) oxidized bitumen. 
The last residue was obtained by air oxidation of the residue from atmospheric 
distillation of tars of semi coking. 
The character of the residues of atmospheric distillation (1 and 2) is 
shown in table 29. The remaining two types of residues (3 and 4,) represented 
heavier fractions of oil shale tars. Residue (3) had the softening point of 
35°C and showed rli~tillate yield of 35.3 percent per tar used, residue (4)­
a softening point of 45°C and distillate yield of about 70 percent. 
Table 30 shows the character and yield of di stillates from the four types 
of coked material. 
Group chemical compositioll of coking distillates was determined by using 
a method developed earlier by Klesment and Khallik (1963) in their studies 
uf oil shale tars. 
For chTomatographic analysis, the coking distillates were rectified to 
fractions with narrow boiling ranges in a laboratory column with separating 
, 
) 
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ability of 10 theo reti cal tra ys . The fractions with bo iling point below 200°C 
were removed at a tmospheric pressure, a nd th ose with boiling points above 
200 °C - in the vacuum with a residual pressure of 5 -6 mm H g co lumn. 
Rectification curves and the charac ter of fract ions with narrow boiling 
range are shown on fig ures 32-35. 
TA BL E 29.-Cltaracter 0/ the residues 0/ atmospheric distiLlaLion 0/ tars 
Distill a ti on Distillation 
residue of residue of 
compartment semicoked 
kiln ta r (l) tars (2) 
Density a t 20°C 1.082 1.020 
Kinematic viscos ity, in cs at BO°C 40 39 
Frac ti onal compositi on, pe rcent vo lume : 
boils out below 	250°C 5 2 
280 12 6 
300 14 8 
320 23 10 
Yield per raw ma terial tar, percent 74, 	 72 
Precipita ti on of great qua ntiti es of crystals was observed in fra cti ons with 
boiling range 190 -2 1O°C alld 296-3JO°C during their sepa ration from the 
cok ing d istill a te obta ined from residues o f atmospheri c distilla tion of com· 
partment kiln tars. These a re the crysta ls of naphthalene and anthracene; 
their fo rmation has been observed also durin g the rectification of compart· 
ment kiln tar. 
Two layers alwa ys formed during the rectificati on of distillates of the 
different types of res idues obtained during semicoking of ta rs in their frac tions 
having boiling range of 230-290 °C. The lower layer represented 10-30 per · 
cent of the co rrespondin g fractions and conta ined 10-15 percent of the hy· 
droxyl group. On figures 33 and 35 the OH group part in the lower la yer is 
marked by shading . The above co ncenlration of the hydroxyl group serves 
as evidence that the lower la yer co nsists ma inly of phenols. From 50 to 70 
percent of to tal phenols of a given fraction are fo und in the lower layer. 
Klesment a nd K hallik (1963) also obse rved s imila r phenomenon of stratifica· 
tion of frac ti ons with na rrow boiling ra nge during the distillation of raw 
tars obta ined by semicoking. 
Obtained fractions with narrow boiling range were first trea ted with 10 
percent solution of ca ustic soda to remove the phenols, and then they were 
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subjected to chromatography. Displacement chromatography on silica gel 
(trademark KSK*) in column with water lining was used for fractions below 
200°C, and gradient elution on silica gel (trademark KSM size 0.08-0.25 mm) 
- for fractions above 200°C. In the first instance methanol was used as the 
displacer, and in the second - petroleum ester, benzol, acetone, and their 
mixtures served as eluents. 
TABLE 30.--CharacLer and yield 0/ distillates obtained by coking 0/ the 
different residues 
Density at 20°C 
Refraction coefficient, r~ 
Kinematic viscosity, cs: 
at 50°C 
at 80°C 




Fractional composition, percent volume: 






Distillate yield per coked 
raw material, percent 





















































63 47 42.2 
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FIGURE 32.-ReClincalion cu rvc and c ilaro cler of fraclion of di slillate obtain ed by 
coking: of residu e from a lmos pher ic di s lill a lion of compa rlment kiln lar. 
The determinations of group composltlOn of the distillates are g iven 111 
tahle 31 for fra ctions below 200, 200-:'l00, 300-300, and above 3<)0 °C. 
It is sig nificant that in the coki ng di~tillates there appear fra cti ons with 
low boiling points which are absent ill the residues used as raw materi al in 
the coking. Furthe rmo re, the co ntent of fraction s with low boiling points 
I below 200° C I is comiderably greater in the coking distillates of heavy raw 
materials than in the distillates of the li ght ones. However, the quantity of 
low boiling point fraction, calculated per originD I tar , is approximately the 
sa me for all distillates. This indicates th at the low boiling point frac tion first 
forms as a result of th e decomposition of fractions with high boiling points 
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FIGURE 33.-Rectification curve and character of fraction of distillat e obtained by 
cok ing of re,idue from Ji5tillation of lars obtained by semi·cokiug;. 
during the coking process itself. 
The content of aliphatic h);drocarbons in the distillate obtained by coking 
of atmospheric residues from compartment kiln tar is very small. In the 
distillates of r es idues of tars obtained by semicoking, aliphatic hydroca rbons 
dominate up to 270·280°C. Above that temperature aromatic hydrocarbons 
and oxygen compounds predominate. 
Studies showed that the disti llates obtained by coking of the different 
residues differ very little in chemical group composition from the correspond· 
ing fractions of raw oil shale tan'. If we compare the group composition of 
these tars with the group composition of distillates obtained by coking, we 
will find only a small difference between the two. Coking distillates have a 
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FIC UHE 34·.- Rect ifica tion c urve a nd character of fraction of distill a te obtained by 
cokin g of residue from atmopheri c-v3cuum dis tillation of tars ob tained 
by semi -cok in g_ 
somewhat smaller content of o lefins and neutral oxygen compounds, on one 
hand , and a g reater concentration of paraffins, naphthenes and phenols, on the 
other. This leads to the conclusion that it is possible to process the coking 
distillates toge th er with the r aw material tars_ 
The bes t way to extract additional quantities of water-soluble phenols 
would be to add the coking distill ates to the mixture of tars to be coked 
before the distill ates are washed a t the tal' preparation plant. If the wa ter 
washing o f the distillates obtained by coking of the residues is first ca rried 
out at the coking plant during the condensa tion of the distillates, th en these 
distillates ca n be added to the mixture of raw ma teri al tars directly before 
the tars undergo distillation . 
The necessity of distillating the liquid distill ate of coking is due to the 
fa ct that the liquid distillate contains g reat amounts of low boiling fra cti ons_ 
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FIGUI1E 35.-Rectification c un'e and character of fraction o f distillat e ob tai ned by 
co kin g o f oxidized bilumen. 
This makes it unsuitable for direct use as fuel oil and in preparation of oil 
for crosstie impregna ti on, Moreover , by distillating the liquid fraction of 
coking, the total phenol yield from oil shale tars is increased. For example, 
the coking distillate obtained from the residue of atmospheric-vacuum distilla­
tion of tars produced in semicoking contai ns about 0.2-0.25 percent (per tar) 
of phenols with boiling points belolV 280°C. 
By distilling the liquid fracti ons of coking distillates it is also possible to 
ubtain additional quantities of heavy residue and thus to increase the raw 
material ava ilable for coking. 
Investiga tions cond ucted by the Oil Shale Inst itute in 1963 showed that 
Ihe coking distillates possess good ant iseptic properties, Minimum limiting 
doses for protection of wood against fungus (Caniophora cerebella) have been 
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determined by the "earth + wood" method for the coking distillate (minus 
benzene) obtained from residue of atmospheric-vacuum distillation of tars 
produced by semicoking. This dose had a value of 7 percent, which shows 
the possibility of utilizing coking distillates (after removal of benzene ) as a 
full value component for preparation of antiseptic oil shale oils. Apparently 
even the removal of phenols from these coking distillates does not diminish 
their fungicide properties (Shaltyko, 1964). 
CHROMATOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES IN OIL SHALE PROCESSING 
Determining the Composition of Gaseous Gasoline Directly 
From the Sample of Oil Shale Gas 
Until now the separation of gaseous gasoline for the purpose of determin­
ing its content in the vapor-gas mixture and the analysis of this separated 
gasoline to determine what liquid hydrocarbons were present in it constituted 
two independent analytical processes. Simultaneous execution of these two 
processes was not possible because of (1) very small concentrations of gaseous 
gasoline in the original gas, and (2) the lack of sufficiently sensitive methods 
for determining the individual components of the gaseous gasoline. 
Coal absorption and 'freezing out' are the two most widely used methods 
for separation and quantitative determination of gaseous gasoline_ To analyze 
this gasoline either the rectification method is used, for approximate analysis, 
or the gas-liquid chromatographic method. The latter is now becoming more 
and more widely applied. 
Both the coal absorption and the freezing out methods are very cumber­
some, requiring passage of tens of liters of gas during the separation of 
gaseous gasoline. Both methods involve also the second step of determination, 
namely the desorption with condensation or rectification , requiring cumber­
some apparatuses as well as great expenditures of time and skilled labor. 
Moreover, collected samples of gaseous gasoline sometimes cannot be 
immediately analyzed. They may have to be stored for months, often under 
improper conditions. This may lead to irreversible secondary changes in gas 
composition due to evaporation , polymerization, or oxidation. 
Because of the amount of work required , the above two determinations 
are very seldom carried out. Yet the systematic control of the content and 
composition of gaseo us gasoline in the gas obtained by semicoking of oil shale 
is often as important as the analysis of the gas itself. 
Lille (1963) conducted studies on determining the content of gaseous 
gasol ine in the gas from compartment kilns, using chromatographic methods. 
In the study descl'ibed here, Aranovich and Nudelstrekher (1966) investi­
t 
: 
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gated the possibility of using the chromatograph KhT-2M~' for that purpose. 
This particular type of chromatograph is equipped with a detector of thermo· 
chemical type. Since the sensitivity of this detector was several times greater 
than that of the katharometers, these two investi~ators hoped to be able to 
make direct determinations of higher hydrocarbons in the gas sample. How· 
ever, neither the column nor the detector were thermostated at higher temper­
atures, a provision which is necessary in the majority of cases of gas-liquid 
chromatography. AdsolVtion chromatography, on the other hand, is not suit· 
able for making analysis of higher hydrocarbons. 
The situation improved fundamentally with construction of a column 
employing acetonylacetone as the separating liquid. Acetonylacetone permits 
the conduct of chromatography at room temperature, partitioning at the same 
time up to 00 percent of the individual components present in the gaseous 
gasoline from oil shale processing. Column of this type was set up and tested 
on the gas obtained during semicoking of oil shale in the UTT-SOO retort at the 
Kiviyli Oil Shale Processing Works. The content of gaseous gasoline in the 
gas amounted to 250-300 g/m". The column had the following specifications: 
length - 6 m; internal diameter - 4 mm; solid mobile phase - HCI 
treated diatomaceous earth of 0.25-0.5 mm grain size. The column consisted 
of four U-shaped glass tube segments connected by capillary arcs. Air was 
used as carrier gas and its consumption in the analysis amounted to about 
55 ml/min. At the maximum sensitivity of the gaging bridge of the instru­
ment, it was sufficient to introduce into the column a quantity of 1.0-1.5 ml 
of raw gas from the UTT-500 in order to obtain a very satisfactory chromato­
gram (fig. 36) . 
The identification of peaks on the chromatogram has been made, in part, 
by using pure substances and , in part, by comparison with similar chroma­
tograms obtained on the chromatogram of UKh-l type .. " Until now the peak 
following n-hexane has not been given a well-defined jnterpretation. When 
pure substances are introduced into the gas sample, both isopreme and 
cyclopentane are observed leaving at this point. It is, of course, possible that 
both of them form a single peak. 
Although the chromatograms obtained with the KhT-2M give very satis­
factory qualitative determinations of gaseous gasoline, their quantitative inter­
pretations are more complicated. When katharometer is used as the sensing 
device, and a gas with high thermal conductivity such as hydrogen or helium 
as the carrier, then the areas under the peaks on the chromatograms are more 
or less related to the weight content of the components . This same relation­
ship however, cannot be asserted for the chromatograms obtained with a 
thermochemical detector. 
':' Soviet trademark. 
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FIGU RE 36.-Typical partition chromatogram for gaseous gasoline : I- n.hp-ptane; 2­
cyclohexane; 3-cis-pentadiene· l. 3; 4-trans-penladiene-l. 3 ; 5­
hcxene-2; 6-hexene-l; 7-izoprene (?); 8-cyc!opentene (?) ; 9­
n-hexane; IO- cyclopenlane; 11-2-melhyl butene·2; I2-cis·pentclIe-2; 
I3-trans- pent ene·2; I4----methyl-butene-l; IS-penlene·l; I6-bula­
dicne-I, 3; 17- n·pentane ; 18-cis·butene·2 ; 19-trans,bulen e-2; 20-­
methyl .propene ; 21-delec tor turn ed off to avoid overloading; 22-run· 
ning of sample. 
In this case the problem could be solved only by calibrating the apparatus 
using either pure substances or a hydrocarbon mixture of known composition. 
Because it is practically impossible to obtain in pure state all hydrocarbons 
that make up the gaseo us gasoline, Aranovich and Nudelstrekher used gaseous 
gasoline itself as the calibrating mixture. For this purpose the same gaseous 
gasoline which was sampled for the test run under equilibrium conditions 
(test No. 41) was also sampled for analysis on chromatographs KhT-2M and 
UKh-l. A katharometric detector was used with the UKh-l. The results 
obtained with chromatog raph UKh-1 were taken to be correct and were then 
compared with the results obtained with KhT-2M (table 32). In both in­
stances the concentrations of components were taken to be proportional to 
the areas under the peaks on the chromatograms. 
The examination of table 32 leads to the conclusion that the unknown 
units of concentration of gaseous gasoline components, which were found from 
the relationship of the peaks obtained on KhT-2lVI, are best interpreted to be 
volume concentrations. 
This newly developed method of control of the gaseous gasoline com­
pusition by means of direct chromatographic analysis of raw gas samples 
needs further improvements to make it more accurate. Present range of 
error is ::'::10-20 percent relative; however, it can be reduced by carrying 
uut greater number of calibrations and by introduction of corrective co­
efficients. 
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TABLE 32.--Composilion 0/ gaseous gasoline obtained in semicokillg 0/ oil 
sluLle on UTT-SOO. Chromatographs UKh-l and KhT-2M used in the analysis 
Composition 
Chromatograph Chromatograph KhT-2M 
UKh-1. Percent Percent 
of volume of weight" 
Percent of weight (actual) (calculated) 
Propylene 0.05 
n-Butene 2.85 1.0(> 1.5 
Iso-butylene 2.8 3.7 2.9 
Trans-butylene-2 0.5 0.8 0.6 
Cis-butene-2 2.2 2.3 1.8 
n-Pentane 1.65 2.5 1.9 
Divinyl 10.7 8.1 3.0 
Pentene-l 0.75 1.7 1.2 
2-Methylbutene-l 15.6 13.9 13.5 
Trans-pentene-2 3_15 1.8 1.7 
Cis-pentene-2 6.75 6.8 6.5 
2-Methylbutene-2 2.85 3.6 3.5 
n-Hexane 1.35 2.4- 2.3 
C yclopentene (?) 5.2 3.7 4,.4. 
Hexene-l 5_95 5.1 4·.8 
Hexene-2 7.5 12.0 14,.0 
Trans-piperylene 2.05 2.0 2.6 
Cis-piperylene 5.4 5.8 5.5 
n-Heptane 2.4. 3.8 3.5 
Cyclohexane 2.55 3.1 4.3 
Heptene-l 0.4- 0.3 0.3 
Heptene-2 1.7 1.1 1.5 
Unknowns 0.4. 
Acetone 2.95 1.7 1.7 
Benzene 4-.45 
Toluene 6.7 12.0 12.0 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 
"'Assuming that the volume percentages have been determined. 
Determining the Naphthalene Content in Oil Shale 
Tars by Gas Chromatography 
Naphthalene content in the oil shale tar is indicative of a number of 
things: (l) degree of pyrolysis of tar vapors during thermal decomposition 
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of oil shale, (2) suitability of the naphthalene·containing fraction as raw 
material for the organic synthesis, and (:3) the antiseptic properties of the tar. 
Unfortunately, chemical methods of naphthalene determination are time con· 
suming and inaccurate. Kundel and Lille (1965) developed, therefore, a gas 
chromatographic method of determination, by which comparison is both 
easier and more accurate. 
In making gas chromatographic analysis of complex mixtures the most 
difficult task is the preliminary separation of the mixture into more homo· 
geneous groups of substances. This difficulty has been overcome by employ. 
ment of multi·stage chromatographs and separation phases with high sensitivi· 
ties. 
In their work, Kundel and Litle used an experimental two·stage chromato· 
graph. The detector's sensitivity for n.heptane was 1.6 x 10-' millimole/cm3• 
The chromatograph did not allow prolonged work with sbifting of tbe columns 
at high temperature. For this reason it became necessary to include distillation 
as the preliminary step. By distilling the tar, Kundel and LiJle first separated 
suitable fractions for the chromatographic analysis. Polyglycol 4.,000, charac· 
terized by high selectivity for compounds containing mobile systems of 
IT·electrons, was used as the separating phase (Hrivnac, Janak, 1(60). The 
selectivity of polyglycol was checked by determining corresponding retention 
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The cou rse of the determination process was as follows: From the total 
tar the fraction] 90-2.)0 °C was distilled in the column with 10 theoretical 
trays under atmospheric pressure. The naphthalene was then determined 
chromatographically without prel iminary removal of phenols from this frac­
tion_ The chromatography was carried out under the following conditions: 
quantity oi polyglycol on the diatomite - 30 percent, 
column length and diameter - :3 m and 6 mm, respectively, 
temperature of the column - 130°C 
detector current - 200 m amper 
velocity of diagram tape - 60 mm/hl'. 
All peaks, summarily, up to naphthalene were cut out from the diagram. 
Cut-out peaks were weighted and the content of naphthalene and higher 
naphthalene hydrocarbons was calculated as percentage of weight. The co­
efficients of sensitivity were not used. Some chromatograms are shown on 
figures 37 and 33. 
The disregarding of sensitivity coefficients in such complex mixture COIl­
taining hydrocarbons of different grouJls as well as oxygen compounds was 
justified experimentally by addition of a precisely measured quantity of 
naphthalene to the fraction ullCler analysis. Naphthalene concentration was 
determined by the above described gas chromatographic method both before 
and after addition of the pure naphthalene_ The respective errors of determi­
nation were less than 3 percent. 
The decomposition of hydrocarbons of other groups and of oxygen com­
pounds was also checked on the chromatograph_ To this end some fractions 
with boiling points between 190-230°(, that were separated from the total 
(gross) tar, were freed of phenols and then separated by liquid phase chroma­
tography on the silica gel into saturated, unsaturated, and aromatic hydro­
carbons and oxygen compounds. Petroleum ether, benzol, and acetone were 
employed as eluents (mobile liquid phase) _ Gas chromatographic analysis 
of obtained groups showed that in the tar of the compartment kilns naphtha­
lene hydrocarbons separate very well from other groups of compounds_ In 
other tars naphthalene is found above the ' tail' of oxygen compounds; how­
ever this does not interfere with its determination. The peaks beyond the 
naphthalene were not identi fied in this work. They probably contain also 
higher naphthalene hydrocarbons_ Under the described conditions of chroma­
tographic analysis phenols are, to all ends and purposes, retained irretrievably 
in the column. This is explained by the formation of bonds between hydrogen 
atoms of the hydroxyl group of the phenols with oxygen of the ester of the 
polyglycol (Adlard, 1961). 
In the course of development of the above described method Kundel and 
Lille determined naphthalene content in 11 tar samples taken from different 
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FIGU RE 37.-Chromalograms o[ naphthalene content determination. 
A-fraction I90·230°C [rom the lor of co mpartment kilns; 
!l- [racl;on 210·230°C from the tal' of tun nel kiln s ' 
I-aliphatic hydroca rhons, alky l benzols, and ()xyge~ compound s; 
2-naphthalene; 
3-higher naphthalene Ilydrocarbons. 
relorts of Kohtla Jarve Oil Shale Processing Works ( tabl es 33 and 34). 
The naphthaleJle con tent in oi l shale lars from gas retorts and tunnel 
ovens is insignificant. For this reason until now no specia l dete rminati on of 
the naphthalene were made, although n aphthalene as such was identi fi ed ill 
I 
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flc un E 38.-CIHonlJto~rams of naphthal,·n e cOllt,·nt de tenn in,'lion. 
A~ fra c tion 210-230°C frolll th e I.r of Ga s Ceneralor Planl No.5; 
f) - fracti on 200-230°C fruln the tar (I f experimental p;as generator; 
l - aliphatic hyd rocarbun s. <llkyl IJcnzol s, and oxygen compounds; 
2- ,,,, pht ltalcne; 
3- hif!:lwr naphthalene hydrocarhons. 
both tars (E izen , I ')611_ I II the five tar sa mples of gas retort GGS-5 which 
were analyzed in this study the naphthalene content did not exceed 0.20 
percent. 
In the tar from compa1tment kilns the content of naphthalene fluctuates 
between 1 percent and 17 percent, depending on the regime of retorting 
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(Shapiro, 1962). 
percen t (Basnev, 1964-). 
and Lille in the above described 
TABLE 33 
Under the reg' 
The 
Sample 
number Retort and date 
Tunnel ovens: 
1 4 / 3/1963 
2 6/15/1963 
3 Gas generator 7, GGS·5 
3/7·13/ 1963 
4 Gas generators GGS·5 
4/13·16/1963 
5 Experimental gas 
generator 
3/1/1963 
Gas generator GGS.5 ·z· 
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(Shapiro, 1962). Under the regimes currently employed it amounts to 2-8 
percent (Basnev, 1964.), The figures agree with those obtained by Kundel 
and Lille in the above described study. 
TABLE 33.-Character of samples of the total tars 
At temperature °C 
Sample Specific boils out, percent of volume 
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*Retort with cross flow of heat exchanger. 
/Not determined. 
Potential Solid Absorbers of Sulfa-Organic Compounds for 
Purification of Oil Shale Gas 
To convert hydrocarbon gases for industrial use, including organic syu­
thesis, it is necessary to remove sulfa·organic compounds down to maximum 
permissible concentrations of 2-3 mg/m" (Leibush, 1956). Petukhov (1964) 
carried out studies on preparation of oil shale gas obtained from compartment 
kilns for conversion. He employed oil absorption lIlethods to recover gaseous 
gasoline down to residual concentration of 1 g of gaseous gasoline per 111'" of 
oil shale gas. By this method Petukhov attained the reduction of sulfa-organic 
compounds in the oil shale gas down to residual concentrations of 75 mg/m". 
loonas (1964), employing catalytic purification of oil shale gas, brought the 
- - ---- -----
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residual concentration of sulfa-organic compounds down to 20-30 mg/m". He 
also showed that in purifying the gas it is possible to employ pyrite cinders, 
instead of the hitherto used industrial catalyst, trademark 481-Si! 
TABLE 34,_-Naplzthalene conlent in the lar 0/ different oil slwIe reLOrls 
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ .0 • 
Naphthale ne quantity in 
fracliun , percent weighl 
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Volume velocity of gas, 
m'/ (m") X hr 
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the gas, mm of Hg column 
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m"/ (m3 ) X hr 
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into the reactor 








Lille, Kundel, and Murd (1065) carried out comparisons of catalytic 
and absorptive properties of various materials with regard to carbonyl sulfide, 
carbon bisulfide, and thiophene in order to select the best absorber. 
For quick and best possible comparison of catalytic and absorptive proper­
ties, Lille and coworkers developed a gas chromatographic method_ They 
used gas chromatographic microreactor (microcolumn) No.1 with hydrogen 
as carrier gas to determine the degree and direction of conversion of sulfa­
organic compounds_ Conditions of absorption of sulfa-organic compounds 
*Russian trademark. 
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in the column are shown in table 35. For comparison the table also shows 
the limiting conditions used in industrial operations of gas purification em­
ploying solid absorbers (Koul, Rizenfeld, 1962; Zelvenskii, 1963). 
The quantity of absorber in the microcolumn No. 1 used by Lille and 
coworkers was 7 mt ClJromatograph trademark KhL-3 with a 2 m long 
column packed with silica gel, trademark ASK, were used. Samples were 
introduced into the microreactor by means of a calibrated microinjector or 
by a gas pipette of the instrument itself. Absorber's capacity was determined 
by carrying out frontal analysis of carbon bisulfide mixed with hydrogen or 
nitrogen carrier gas in the microreactor No.2 (see table 35). 
TABLE 35,-Condilions of absorptioTi of sulfa-organic compounds 
Microreactor Microreactor Illdustrial 
#1 #2 conditions 
Volume velocity of gas, 
m"/(m') xhr 4,30 (1800) 1500 200-4000 
Partial pressure of 
sulfa.Qt·g. compounds in 
the gas, mm of Hg column up to 7 5 up to 0.05 
Volume velocity of 
sulfa,O\·g. compounds, 
m"/ (mCl ) X hr 
up to 430 
(1800) 
20 up to 0.2 
Temperature, °C 20-450 200-450 200-4,50 
Character of entry of 
sulfa.Ol·g. compounds 




Gas interferometer, trademark ITR-l, with sensitivity of 0.035 x 10-1; 
units of refraction per one scale division, was used as detector. According to 
the refraction numbers, this interferometer has a selective sensitivity with 
respect to carbon bisulfide and tbe passage of tbis gas through the absorber 
layer is distinctly registered in degrees. The slope of these degrees gives the 
measure of velocity at which tbe absorption takes place. 011 leaving the inter· 
ferometer tbe gas was run through a bubbler with cadmium acetate solution 
to determine H"S passage. TIle velocities of hydrogen alld nitrogen carrier 
gases amounted to 100 ml/min. 
The absorbers with grain size of 0.25·0.50 mm were used in all instances. 
This size fraction was obtained by granulation of primary material or by 
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converting it to tablet form, as indic.,ated in each case. Specific surfaces 01 
absorbers were determined by a gas chromatographic method according to 
Lille and Kundel (1965). 
Both microreactors No.1 and No.2 were made of quartz and were heated 
in a metallic bath. 
Lille and coworkers found, in this study, that a number of reactions may 
take place in the process of absorption of sulfa·organic compounds by solid 
absorbers. Some of these reactions are: (l) direct reaction of sulfa·organic 
compounds with the absorber resulting in formation of sulfides; (2) hydro. 
genation and hydrolysis; (3) secondary reactions giving rise to native sulfur 
and its subsequent conversion to HzS. 
In general, the absorption process is very complex and consists of a series 
of subsequent and parallel reactions. For this reason it cannot be described 
by a single chemical equation. 
The character of action of the different absorbers studied by Lille and 
coworkers is indicated by the degree of conversion of carbon bisulfide and 
carbonyl sulfide. The degree of conversion was calculated according to the 
scheme shown below and was based on the composition of gas leaving the 
microcolumn. 
following S following S 
Cs.)- ~ 2COS COS ~ H2S 
1 Y2 CS22 cos fO~~ing C 2H S I following C CS2 +CO 
cO2 CO2 
Figures 39·54 show the principal results of these experiments. Broken 
lines show the degree of conversion following S. The passage of HzS and 
native S is indicated on the discharge curves of the interferometer by an 
arrow. In the case of native sulfur, the letter S is written above the arrow. 
Sulfur has sublimated on leaving the reactor. 
Manganese ore (figs. 39·'J.2). Experiments were conducted at the Rustav 
Nitrogen.Fertilizer Plant on the purification of coke gas with manganese ore 
used as absorber. Under industrial conditions sulfur absorptive capacity of 
the ore amounted to 15 percent. In their experiments Lille and coworkers 
used I sort ore (36·90 percent MnO~) from the Chiatur manganese deposit. 
MnOz was reduced to MnO in hydrogen stream at c}50 °C for 2 hours. Specific 
surface of reduced ore amou nted to 7 .25 m~ / g. 
Intensive absorption of COS and H~S by the manganese ore begins above 
200°C. At the temperature of 200·400°C, the absorption is accompanied by 
formation of CO2, and above 400 °C, by formation of CO. Experiments with 
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FIGURE 4O.-Conversion of carbon disul fide on manganese ore at 400 °C. 
manganese ore presaturated with CS~ showed the product of reaction to be 
also H~S; however the latter is absorbed before leaving the reactor. In the 
hydrogen stream, the quantity of absorbed CS~ increases from 10.3 at 34,0 
to 36.3 percent at 400°C. Simultaneously the rate of absorption also in­
creases. The absorptive capacity in the nitrogen stream is only 25 percent 
luwer than in the hydrogen stream . 'When nitrogen is used , native sulfur 
forms 011 leaving the reactor. When nitrogen is used as carrier gas, the rate 
or absorption is much lower than in the case of hydrogen. Apparently in 






















10 20 30 1;0 50 6'0------;0 MIN 
FIGURE 41.-S-absorpt ive ca paci ty of man ganese ore ( in quantity of 3g) in hyd rogen 
s lrealll. 
10 20 M 60 80 100 MIN 
FIGURE 42,-S·ahsorp rive ca pa city of man ganese ore (in quantity of 1.5g) in nit rogen 
stream. 
absorption of sulfa -organi c compounds by manganese ore, the hydrogena tion 
reactions do not play such a dominant role as was ea rlier reported (Chag' 
unava, 1955), Obviously He,S forms due La reaction of hydrogen with the 
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native sulfur. 
At 20°, theophene fed into the microreactor No.1 is completely absorbed 
by the MnO. At 100-400°C, theophene passes through the MnO layer without 
any changes. Decomposition products in quantity of up to 0.5 percent of the 
original quantity of theophene were recorded at temperatures above 4,00 °e. 
Calcium oxide (figs. 43-44). Calcium oxide of the trademark "chda" 
was used. Oxide was converted to tablet form by preparation of paste with 
water. Tablets were dried at 120°C and roasted at 450 or 800°C (in experi­
ments shown on fig. 4·3 roasting was omitted). Specific surface of both 
forms of the oxide was respectively 33.5 and 5.78 m 2/ g. 
/00 - ...~......... 
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FICURE 43.-Carbon bisulfide conversion on calcium oxide. 
Intensive conversion of CS~ and COS on calcium oxide begins at temper­
atUl'es above 200°e. Decomposing carbon bisulfide gives rise to carbonyl 
sulfide. Above 300°C all conversion products are fully absorbed. 
Sulfur-absorptive capacity of calcium oxide strongly depends on the 
temperature at which the absorber is obtained. Calcium oxide produced by 
the decomposition of the hydrate at 'J.50°C has an absorptive capacity of up 
to 23 percent, which is acceptable for industrial absorbers. On the other 
hand, the oxide calcinated at 800°C has very low absorptive capacity for 
sulfur. According to Zelvenskii (1963) the same relationship between the 
absorber's activity and the temperature at which it has been obtained was 
also observed for zinc oxide. Lille and coworkers confirmed this fact in their 
own studies of zinc oxide (fig. 4.5). In the nitrogen stream, the absorptive 
capacity of calcium oxide is higher than in the hydrogen stream; and ele­
mentary sulfur forms on leaving the reactor. At 440 °C, calcium oxide absorbs 
thiophene only in negligibly small quantities. 
Some experiments were also carried out with dolomite calcinated at 
850°C. The results were similar to those obtained with calcium oxide roasted 
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10 20 .30 M 50 50 MIN 
FIGURE 44.-S·absorpl ive ca pacil)' of ca lciulll oxide in s lrea lll of hydrogen (1 ,2,3,5) 
and nilrogen (4,6) . Nitrogen veloci lY 50 ml / min. Calcium oxide ob­
tain ed by healing of calcium hydroxide at 450°C (2,5,6), 6,S0 °C (1), 
and 800°C (3,4.). QuantilY of calc ium oxide l.Sg, 
at 800°C. 
Magnesium and aluminum oxides (figs. 46 and 47). Magnesium oxide, 
trademark "ch" and aluminum oxide, trademark "chi" with addition (30 
percent) of magnesium oxide were used. Both absorbers were converted by 
hand to tablels. Sulfur.absorptive capacities of both oxides were very low, 
poss ibly because both absorbers were calcinatecl at high temperature during 
their preparation. H"S, CO", and CO, all passed through the layer of oxides 
without being absorbed. Magnesium oxide as well as aluminum oxide may 
find applicat ion during the first stage of purifica tion from sulfur as sub· 
stances converting CS~ and COS into an easily removable H 2S, The efficiency 
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FIGURE 45.-S-absorptive capacity of zinc oxide in hydrogen stream. 
1,2-quantilY of oxide 4.0 and 2.0 g, respectively; oxide employed in 
form of agent, trademark "eh" j 
2-quantity of oxide 1.0 g. oxide obtained by action of sodium carbonate 
solution on zinc sulfate solution with subsequent decomposition of 
obtained zinc carbonate at 450'C. 
of both materials did not suffer after CS2 was run through in quantities above 
50 percellt of the absorber's weight. In the nitrogen stream, formation of 
native sulfur was also noted. 
Oil shale ash (figs. 48 and 49). This absorber was obtained by calcinat­
ing ash from gas retorts at 800·350°C. Its specific surface was 2.54. m'/ g. 
Dodel' conditions of microcolumn No.1 carbonyl sulfide does not convert 
completely even at 500°C. The conversion products leaving the reactor are 
CO~, CO, CS~, and H 2S. Absorptive capacity of the ash is very low; however 
it can be increased by treating it with water and then calcinating it at temper· 
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FIGUnE 47.-S-absorptive capacity of magnesium oxide (1,2,4) and of mixture of 
aluminum and magnesium oxides (3). In experiment (4) CO and H2S2 
were absorbed on ascarite before passing the gas through detector. 
Quantity of oxide 1.5g. 
















































FIGUnE 49.-S-absorptive capacity of 
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FIcunE 49.-S·absorptive capacity of oil shale ash in stream of hydrogen (l) and 
nitrogen (2). Nitrogen velocity 50 mllmin. Quantity of ash 1.5 g. 
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atures of up to 450°C. 
Pyrite cinders (figs. 50 to S2) . For these experiments Lille and coworkers 
used pyrite cinders taken from the Maardu Oil Shale Processing Works. Ac· 
cording to the laboratory data provided by Maardu Plant these cinders contain 
2S percent of constituents (quartz sand), which are insoluble in aqua regia. 
They have a total iron content of 50 percent, of which 10 percent is bivalent 
iron. Specific surface is 0.91 m2 / g. 
The initial temperature and the degree of conversion of sulfa-organic 
compounds on pyrite cinder depend in turn, on the degree of reduction of the 
absorber. Without preliminary reduction of the cinder, complete conversion 
of COS and CS2 takes place at 400°C. After the reduction of three-valent 
iron to two-valent, complete conversion takes place at 200°C. This increase 
of absorptive activity cannot be explained by formation of iron sulfide on the 
surface of the cinder because iron sulfide also forms on the surface of the 
cinder when pure hydrogen is run through the absorber. After the reduction 
of the cinder, its action shows very little dependence on the quantity of COS 
run through the absorber. This, of course, does not apply once the saturation 
of the absorber has been reached. 
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FIGURE SO.-Carbon bisulfide conversion on pyrite cinders. 
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FJCU~E 51.--Cal'bonyJ sulf1de CO l v < ..1 CI..JOn 011 pynte Cinders at 460°C. 
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FIGURE 52.-S·absorptive capacity of pyrite cinde' .nitl'ooen (3) In .' IS III s tream of hydrooen (124) d~ . experiment (4) cind . ~., an 
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However, this is not the case with conversion of CS2 • This shows that in the 
absorption of sulfa·organic compounds by iron oxide the oxygen of the oxide 
does not participate in the reaction and as a result no iron sulfide is formed. 
This characteristic distinguishes iron oxide from all other investigated abo 
sorbers. 
Under the conditions of microreactor No.1, at 4,30°C, 77 percent of the 
thiophene run through the column is absorbed without formation of gaseous 
products. 
Maximum absorptive capacity for CS~ is altained at 450°C, amounting 
to about 10 percent. Under the same experimental conditions sulfur absorplive 
capacity of the cinder, converted lo tablets with addition of liquid glass, is 
approximately three times lower. Sulfur·absorptive capacities of the cinder 
in the nitrogen stream and in the hydrogen stream do not differ much. The 
absorption of CS2 in nitrogen stream is accompanied by separation of native 
sulfur. 
Pyrite cinder can be easily regenerated by blowing air through the reactor 
at 800°C. 
Experimeras in Suspended Layer of Pyrite Cinder 
Comparative experimenls have shown pyrite cinders to be the most promis. 
ing 10calJy available material for the purification of gas from sulfa-organic 
compounds without the removal of CO~ gas. As the earlier quoted figures of 
Ioonas (1961,) show, pyrite cinders in lablet form , under conditions of 
stationary layer and al volume velocity of 400 hr-', purify fuel gas down to 
a residual S concentralion of 20·30 mg/m". 
Under the conditions of su~pended layer physical and chemical processes 
take place with greater intensity. Recently in England a process has been 
developed for the purificalion of coke gas from H 2S and sulfa-organic com­
pounds in the suspended layer of iron oxide at 400° C (Reeve, 1958). Lille 
and coworkers conducted experiments to determine the feasibility of employ­
ing similar methods for the purification of oil shale gas down to the residual 
concentration of H~S - 20 mg/Ill" and sulfa-organic compounds 20·30 
mg/ m", which corresponds to the degree of purification of 99.8 and 90 per­
cent, respectively. 
The experiments were conducted in a heat resistant tube with a diameter 
of 31 mm. The air or fuel gas was fed into the tube by a pump. Pure H:!S 
from Kipp apparatus was added to the fuel gas. The content of H~S in the 
gas was determined in the form of cadmium sulfide and sulfa-organic com­
pounds by the lamp method (Blazhenova, 1954,). Pyrite cinders with grain 
size of 0.075-0.25 and 0.25-0.50 mm were used. Character of the dynamic 
regime of the gas in the reactor is shown on figure 53. 
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FICURE 53.-Relal ionship between resistance of pyrite cinder layer (grain size 0,075­
0.25 mm) and air stream velocity. Heighl of layer 200 mm. 
Sulfur-absorptive capacity of the fraction 0.075-0.25 mm with stationary 
layer at velocities uf 30 mm/sec in the stream of pure IhS, amounted to 
31-34 percent for the unreduced fraction, and 50 percent for the reduced. 
Under conditions of suspended layer, with the height of 200 mm in the state 
of rest, the sulfur absorptive capacity prior to the passage of H 2S amounts 
to 10 percent (fig. 54,). According to the data of earlier quoted sources, such 
concentration of sulfur in the used up cinders warrants the use of a regener­
ator. The gas obtained prior to running (passage) of H 1 S has H 2S concen­
tration of less than 20 mg/ m:<, that of sulfa-organic compounds 15-25 mg/ m", 
and that of diolefins 0.06 percent of the volume. The rate of volume flow was 
1300 hr-" e.g., it was three times higher than in the stationary layer. With 
HzS concentration above 20 g/m" in the gas the content of the sulfa-organic 
compounds in the outlet gas increases several times_ 
Using a 100 mm layer it was possible to attain a degree of gas purification 
of up to 86 percent. In order to obtain results shown on flo'ure 54 under o ' 
industrial conditions, it is necessary to use a layer somewhat more than 200 
mm in height. 
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FIGOnE S4·.--Rcs ult s of purifyin;! tlt e ~a s of compartment kilns from H.,S and sulfa· 
org~nit com po unds in suspended la ye r of pyrile c inders. I~ilial coneen· 
Iration of H.,S and s tllfa ·org,wic com pounds ill i!8S was 13. 100. and 
1IiO mg/n l", ~o rrcspondin f! l y; temperature 4.50°C ; he ight of layer 200 
I\llll , volumelric ve loc il Y of ~as 1300 "r-1 and line~r velocity of gas 
0.067 nl /sec at 20°C. 
of the reactor reached] 0 percent. The employment of 0.25-0_50 rmn fraction 
results in lower losses and makes it poss ible to increase the rat!e of volume 
flow to 2600 hr- '. However, at these rates tIle absorptive capacity of the 
cinder for sulfur sharply decreases amollntin~ only to .3 percellt before the 
passage of HcS with the layer he i~ht of 200 mm. Furthermore, with initial 
HcS concentrations of 6 and 12 g/ ny'i the gas was not purified of the sulfa ­
orgilnic co mpounds. ]n order to ilttain the sulfur-a bsorptive capacity of 10 
percent it is necessary to in crease 3-4. times the height of the absorber's la ye r. 
This, howeve r, gives rise to layer res istance which amounts to more than 
1,000 mm of water column_ For this reaso n, it is more practi cal to use the 
cinder fracti on 0.075-0.25 mm milking necessa ry prov isions for the recovery 
of particles carried away with the gas and for their return to the suspended 
layer. 
Comparison of the results shows that of all investigated materials, zinc 
ox ide and manganese ore have the best absorptive properties for COS and 
CS"_ Of the locally available materials pyrite ci nd ers of Maardu Works are 
best for purifying gas from sulfa-organic compounds ( including thiophene ) 
without removal of the ca rbon diox ide_ Fuel gas can be purified in the 
suspended layer of pyrite cind ers, with the height of the la yer at 200 mm and 
the rate of volume flow at 1300 hr-" down to the residual content of sulfa­
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organic compounds of 20-25 mg/m3 and diolefin concentrations of 0.06 per­
cent of the volume. Under the same conditions the unpurified gas of com­
partment kilns can be purified to the res idual H"S concentration of 20 
mg/m3• The degree of gas purification from sulfa-organic compounds and 
diolefins remains the same as in the case of the fuel gas. 
OIL SHALE PHENOLS 
Relationship Between. Regime of Retorting and the Yields of 
Light Tar Phenols 
Phenols have many industrial applications and are therefore considered 
an important product in energy-chemical processing of the oil shale. Consid­
erable amount of research work of the Oil Shale Institute is devoted to the 
problem of developing methods of phenol recovery during oil shale processing, 
and their subsequent preparation for industrial use. 
In connection with the introduction of new retort design (UTI) and re­
construction of older gas retorts the Oil Shale Institute studi ed the inAuence 
which design aile! operating reg imes of retorts have on y ield of light tar 
phenols (with boilillg point below 300 °C) (Aarna and Efimov, 1965 ) . Prior 
to this study no reliable inform<ltion was availilble regarding this particular 
problem, although some pertinen t data can be found in ea rlier phenol related 
studi es (Kozhevnikov , 1960; Raudsepp ilnd Khydreiarv, 1960; Raudsepp 
and Kestner, 1962; and Semenov, 1(61). Several years back Aarna and 
Melder ( 1958, 1(60) showed that complex molecules of oil shale phenols 
break down into lighter phenols with increase in the temperilture and time of 
retorting. Bezmozgin (1963) demonstrated that coking and pyrolys is of oil 
shale tars give rise to additional quantities of light phenols. 
III the aforementioned stud y of the Oil Shale Inst itute Aarnil and Efimov 
(1965) conducted experiments in which representative sa mpl es of gross tars 
were taken from different types of retorting units of Kohtla larve and Kiviyli 
plants. A broad diesel fraction (up to 325 °C) was obtained from the tar by 
vacuum distillation. The 200-325 °C fraction was obtilined at res idual pressure 
of 30 mm H g column. Phenols were then extra cted with a 10 percent alkali 
solution. Phenolates were decomposed with a 20 percent H 2SOJ solution. 
Separated phenols were then extracted with benzol and run through vacuum 
distillation at 30 mm Hg column of residual pressure. 
The above method , just like other known methods, has certain sho rtcom­
ings and g ives somewhat lower values. However beca use of its uniform 
applicatiolJ in all tests it was poss ible to compare results between different 
types of retortin g units operating at different regimes. Detailed data for each 
of the 19 retorts belonging to 7 different retort types are g iven in tables 36, 
37, 38, and 39_ 
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Table 36 shows only a slight difference of li ght phenol contents in tars 
obtained from tunnel ovens Nos. 2 and 3. The average value is 1.54 percent 
of light phenols per unit weight of th e tar. 
The average tar yield expressed as percent weight of retorted shale was 
18.9. The content of light phenols in the tal', rich in light fraction, obtained 
from horizontal rotary retorts is much lower (0.95 percent) than it is in the 
tunnel oven tars ( 1.55). This is probab ly due to the fact that in the rotary 
retorts the vapor-gas mixture is evacuated rig ht away throug h a central 
internal gas drain pipe (Ozerov, 1959 ). The use of this retort type for 
processing of oil shale has been discontinued in 1961. 
Table 37 shows results of stud y of tars from compartment retorts at 
Kohtla Jarve. Obtained figures show a high con tent of light phenols (3.9 per· 
cent pel' unit weight of the tar ) . 
The average total phenol content per unit weight of the broad diesel 
fraction was 17.0 percent for the compartment retorts as against !J.6 percent 
for the tars from tunnel ovens at Kiviyli, and 5.7 percent for the horizontal 
rotary retort at Kohtla ]arve. Furthermore, the content of light phenols in 
tars from these compartment retorts noticeably increases with temperature of 
retorting. However, the yield of light phenols - expressed as percent of the 
organic matter content of retorted shale - remains insignificant because of 
the low tar recovery itself. Thus the average yield of tar, in weight percent 
of the retorted shale, was only 6.1. 
Table 38 shows results of tar and phenol recoveries from oil shale pro· 
cessed at Kivi yli in retorts usin g so lid heat exchanger (UTI) . Tar recoveries 
are somewhat higher than in tunnel ovens and they have higher content of 
light phenols. 
The concentration of light phenols in tars from gas generators (GGS) 
varies within large limits (table 39). This is due to different structural and 
technolog ica l characteristics of these generators. Specifically, retorts in which 
both the duration of contact of the vapor-gas mixture with heated layers of 
oil shale and the temperature of the shale are higher - also show higher con­
centrations of light phenols in the tar. Particularl y pronounced is the influence 
of con tact time (fig. 55). 
Inasmuch as increased shale throughput rate in gas generators requ ires a 
red uction in the contact time, it must therefore lead to a decrease of light 
phenols in the tar. This is true not only of gas generators but of all other 
oil shale processing retorts. 
At the same throughput rates, gas generators with cross flow of heat ex­
changer (gas) ge t 20-25 percent hig her yields of light phenols than do gen­
erators with central injection of the heat exchanger (table 39). This is be­
cause the cross flow allows somewhat longer contact time, thus securing a 
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TABLE 36.-Relotwnship 
Moislure con tent of o.sh. feed, 
Organic subslance conlenl per dr)' 
weight of o.sh., percenl 
O.sh. lhroughput, l / 24. hrs. 
Tech'lica l yield of lar per dry 
o.sh., percenl 
Temp. o f vapor-gas mixture leaving 
retort, °C 
Final lemp. of cooling o[ vapor·gas 
mixlure in condenser sySlem. 'C 
Specific gravily of lar at 20 ' C 
Fraclional composilion of lar, 
percen l vol ume 
Beginning of boilin g, °c 
Boils oUl by 200 ' C 

Boils oUl by 250'C 

Boils OUl by 3OO' C 

Conlcnl of lOla l (undifferentiated) 
phe.lOls in tar, percent of weight 
Yield of broad diesel fraction boiling 
out by 325' C, in percent lOlal 
weight of lar 
Conlent of lOlal phenols in broad 
diesel fraclion , percenl of weighl 
Fractional composition of phenols, ' . 
10% of volume boiling oUl 
20'10 of volume boiling OUl 
30% o[ volume boiling oUl 
Boiling OUl by 3OO ' C, 
percenl o[ weighl 
Specific gravilY of phenols (measurf 
al 20 ' C) wilh low boiling poinls 
Yield of phenols wilh low boiling 
poinls calculaled per lar, 
percent of weight 
Yield of phenols with low boiling 
poinls calculaled per organic sub, 
conlenl of processed o.sh., kgl l 
Con lent of phenols wilh low boiling 
poinls in daily (24 hrs) lar OUlpl 
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TABLE 36.-Relationship between regime of retorting and phenol yield in 
different retort types 
KIVIYLI WORKS KOHTLA JARVE 
WORKS 
Tunnel Tunnel Tunnel Horizontal 
oven #2 oven #3 ovens rotary 
retorts 
Dat e of tar sampling 
May May April Decembe r 
1960 1960 1960 1960 
Moisture content of o.sh. feed, percent 
Organic substance content per dry 
weight of o.sh., percent 
O.sh. throughput, t/24 hTs. 
Technical yield of tar per dry 
o.sh., percent 
Temp. of vapor·gas mixture leavi ng 
retort, °C 
Final temp. of cooling of vapor·gas 
mixture in condenser system, °C 
Speci~c gravity of tar at 20 °C 
Fractional composition of tar, 
percent volume 

Beginning of boiling, °C 

Boi ls out by 200 °C 

Boils out by 250 °C 

Boils Ollt by 300°C 

Content of total (undifferentiated) 
phenols in tar, percent of weight 
Yield of broad diesel fraction boiling 
out by 325°C, in percent lotal 
weight of tar 
Content of total phenols in broad 
diesel fract ion, percent of weight 
Fractional composition of phenols, °C 
10% of volum e boilin g out 
20% of volume boilin g out 
30% of volume hoiling out 
Boiling out by 300 ·C, 
percent of weight 
Specific gravity of phenols (measured 
at 20°C) with low boiling points 
Yield of phenols with low boiling 
points ca lculated per tar, 
percent of weight 
Yield of phenols with low boiling 
points calculated per organic substance 
content of processed o.sh., kg/t 
Content of phenols with low boiling 
points in daily (24 hrs) tar output 
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TABLE 37.-Relatwllship between regime of retorting and yield of light 
phenols in compartment kilns of Ko/ula ]arve Works 
Vapor.gas mixture removal from retort 
At top At bottom 
Banks of tes ted co rnparlment kilns 

11·12 1·12 11·12 7·B 7 

Date of sampling 

Jun. B·17 Mar. 12 OCl. 4. 0('t.4 Apr. Jl 

1964- 1964 1960 " 1960 1960'· 

Moisture content in shale, pe rcent B.l 8.6 B.8 B.B 8.8 
Organic maller co ntent calculatcd 
as percent of dry weight o.sh .. 
percent .36.3 34.7 34.4- 34.4. 34.4 

O.sh. throughpllt of the retOrl , 

t/24 hr". 14.9 16.1 14.2 17.5 16.5 

Avg. temp. in hea led partil ions 

of cornparlment kiln. °C 1293 1220 1215 1275 1230 

Technical yield of lar per dry 
oil shale, percent 
Finall emp. of cooling of vapor·gas 
mixture in condensing; ~yslem. 0(: 
Specific grav ity of lar al 20°C 
Fractional. composilion of la ... 
perccnt volume 
Beginning of boiling. °C 
Fraction boiling out by 200°C 
Fraclion boiling; oul by 25()"C 
Fraclion hoilin g Ollt hy 300°C 
Content of 10lal I undifferenlialcd) 
phenol s in lar, percent of wI. 
Yield of broad di e,;eI. frael ill n 
boiling out by 325°C, pcrcenl of 
tolal weight of primary lar 
Conl ent of lotal phenols in broad 
diesel fracl ion , pe rcent of wI. 
Fraclional composition of 
phenol s, °C 

10% of vol. boilin g out 

20% of vol. boiling oul 

30% of vol. boilin g oul 

40% of vol. boilin g out 

50% of vol. boiling out 

60% of vol. boiling out 

boiling out by 300°C, 

percent wI. 
Specific gravi ly of phenol s (at 
20°C) will. low boilin g points 
Yield of phenol s wilh low boiling 
points calculated per lar, 
percent wt. 
Yield of ph enols with low boiling 
points calculated per organic 
substance content of processed 
o.sh., kg/t 
Content of phenols with low 
boiling point s in daily OUIPLlt 



















































































































































ESTONIAN.RuSSIAN OIL SHALE 
TAIlLE 33.-Relationship between reg 
in retorts usinr; solid heat 
Moi stllrC content of o.sh. feed, percent 
Organic subs tan ce con lent per dry wI. 
of o.sb., pe rcent 
O.sh. throughput, t/24 hI'S. 
Technical y ield of tar per dry 
o.sh., percent 
T emp. of vapor·gas mixture 
lea ving retorl , ° C 
Final temp. of cooling of vapor·gas 

mixture in condense r system, °C 

Specific l!,rav ity of lar at 20 ' C 
Fractional composition of lar, 
pe rcent volume 
Beginning of boiling, °C 6~ 
Boils out by 200 ° C 2( 
Boils out by 250 ° C 3[ 
Boils o ut by 300°C 5( 
Content of total (undifIe rcnlialed) 
phenols in la r, percent of weight l ' 
Yield of broad diesel fra clion boil· 
ing out by 325°C, in percent of 
tolal weight of lar 4: 
Content of total phenols in broad 

diesel fraction, percent o f wei ght 

Fractional composi lion of phenols, °C 

10% of volume bo ilin g out 21' 

20% of volullle boiling out 24 

300/0 of volume boilin g out 26 

40% of volume boiling oul 28 

50% of volume boiling out 29 

Boiling out by 300°C, 

percent of weight 6 

Specific grav ity of phenols ( measured 

at 20°C ) with low boiling points 

Yield of phenol s with low boiling 

points ca lculated per la r, 

percent of wei ght 

Yield of phenols with low boiling 

points calculated per organic sub· 





Content of phenol s with low boiling 

points in daily (24 hrs) tar 

output of retort, tons 

"Stone work of semi·acidic refraClory; in other experim ents-stone work of Oinas 
refractory bricks (sil ica refractory bricks). 
,,.Acco rding to data of Shevkunov (1962). 
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TA BLE 38.-Relatiollship between regime of retor,ill {!, alld yield of light phenols p;im.~ of relortin{!. and yield of li{!. l11 
in retorts usin{!. solid heat exchanger (UTT) of Kiviyli Works
In s of Koht/a Jarve Works 
lapor.2as mix lure removal from relort 
At bottom .p . 
Banks of IPs(pd compartm ent kIlns 
71.12 11 ·12 7·8 
Date of samplinp; 
OCI.4 Apr. 11Mar. 12 Ocl. 417 1960**1 QfiO~ 19601964 
8.88.88.8 8.6 
34-.434.434.434.7 
16.5 17.514.2 16.1 




1.1020 1.1043 1.0738 1.0676·296 







280 235 28ii28528<) 288298296 293 
81.670.047.560.75 
1.0724 1.0725 1.06491.0903 
4.774.50 3.42 3.26 
7.4-56.906.106.4 
0.039 0.0330.0270.033 
. tone work o f Dinas other cxpen ments- S 
). 
Moisture co nl ent of o.sh . feed, percent 
Organ ic substance con tent per dry wI. 
of o.sh., percen t 
O.sh. throughput , t/24 hrs. 
Technica l yield of tar per dry 
o.sh., percent 
Tem p. of vapor·gas mixture 
leaving retort, °C 
Final temp. of coolin g of vapor·gas 
mixture in co nd enser system, °C 
Specific gravity of tur ut 20° C 
Fractional composition of la r, 
percent vol ume 

Beginning of boiling, °C 

Boils ou t by 200'C 

Boils ou t by 250 'C 

Boils ou t by 300'C 

Conl ent of total ( undifferentiated) 
pilenols in tar, percent of weight 
Yield of broad diesel fra c tion boil· 
ing out by 325'C, in percent of 
total weight of tar 
Co nten t of total phenols in broa d 
diesel fra c tion, percent of weight 
Fractional composition of pllenols, 'C 
10% of volume boiling out 
20% of volume boilin g out 
30% of vol ume boiling out 
40% of vo lum e boil in g out 
50% of vo lume boiling out 
Boiliog out by 300°C, 
percent of weight 
SVecili.c g rav it y of phenol s ( measured 
at 20°C) with low bo iling points 
Yield of phenols wi tlt low boiling 
points ca lcu lated per tar, 
percent of weight 
Yield of phenols with low boi lin g 

points calculated per orga nic sub· 





Con tent of phenols with low boiling 

points in daily (24 1m) ta r 





































Dale of lar sa mpling 
Nov. Mar. April 
11·19 1963 17 19M 22·251964­
17.6 13.6 12.0 
32.0 32.8 31.0 
460 525 491. 
17.2 17.6 16.0 
485 470 528 
25 28 22 
0.9685 0.9670 0.%60 
80 69 71 
20 20 29 
31 29 40 
43 4.0 52 
15.5 13.5 13.0 
44.0 11.04 47.74 
8.90 10.71 7.68 
235 217 224. 
274­ 278 253 
286 287 282 
294 291 291 
297 
62.0 60.9 69.4· 
1.0837 1.0321 1.0727 
2.42 2.68 2.55 
13.0 14.4 13.2 
1.58 2.14 1.76 
' 
---- - --
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Yield of light 
phenols per 
oruanic In:l tter 
of retortcd 
silale , kg/ t 
Duration of 
conto.ct of gR.S ­
V .':tDor mi xtW'e 
Hi ·th h€la ted 
layers of oil 
~hflle in zone 
of semi - coking, 
sec 
Approximate
a ve r age temp. 
of gas -vapor 












4 00 I, D 
ABC .: P G 
Generator 
A # (3 wi th centrol injection of .heat excllanger ; 
B tr 'fsekh ll with centra l injection of heat exchR nge r; 
C rr Tsekh" 
D /I 7 with transverse stl~cam o f heat ()xchonger; 
E II 7 
F # 7 
G II 7 
Sampled 
Jul. 22- 21" 1960 
Apr. 1 3-1 6 . 1 963 
Sep. 25 - 30, 1963 
May 1 2 - 1!1 . 1 960 
Mar. 22 - 28 , 1 962 
Apr. 1 8 - 24 . 1%2 
Oct . 3-5 . 1 961 
FICURE 55.-Rela lionship between yield of li ght phenols and technological parameters 
o f gas genera lors. 
more even distribution of heat exchanger throughout the shale cha rge than 
is the case with central inj ection systems. 
Two things must be remembered in evaluating the data obtained for the 
effect of contact time of vapor·gas mixture with the heated layers of shale. 
First of all, [he data are calculated for the total volume of the shaft and not 
just for that part which is filled with o il sha le during semi coking. Secondly, 
a uniform distribution of heat exchanger throug hout the shaft is assumed. 
This is referred to as the effec ti ve temperature of retor ting. But in reality the 
con tac t time should be calculated 1I0 t for the entire shaft but only for that 
pa rt of its tota l volume in which semicoking process takes place. For this 
reason the actual contact ti me will always be below the expected (assumed) 
values which are calculated for the tota l shaft volume. This difference between 
the assumed and the actual contact time will be grea ter when the distribution 
of heat exchanger in the shale load is less uniform. 
This is why of the two generators having different construction but the 
ESTONIAN·RuSSIAN OIL SHALE 
TABLE 39.-lnfluence of ilze 
of gas generators on yield of 




_ _ __1%0. __ 
'.1.2 
Orl:;.anic ~ ub SI;H\C~' con l c flt pc r rtf")' 
"'ci,l!ll\ of o.~h .. p<.'r~t'nl 
M" i ~lu re COllI e!! ! ill ~h .. p~rl':.l"n ! 
.13.9 
O.~I ,. li.nw:;hpul, 1/24 1.1$. I 'D 
Techn icJ I richl of 1.lf 
pa Jr)' o,~h . , pt rCent ] 'j.3O 
Tl"Hlp.oC 
o f hC~ 1 c~c h .lI'~er in ftlmJ.ct' 720 

of \'''' p')r-p''' mix[Un; ill :':;1:' Jr:lin 207 

01 \al,.. r · ~.I '" ;.!IN runnin;; throu::;1t 

con(It· II s.in~ app:.ar.. h I1 
 52 
(OIl\:\C\ lilll" uf v:lpDr- . ,I'; Olisturc 
in ',,)!"Ie 01 ~cmic tl kill t:: , H't ~I,(' 
\ .001 

Fr.l{" l ioH.d \"Q1I11'1,I5ilil,lll n f \ar, pe rc t'lIl \ .... 1. 

Spt'(' inl' t;r;t\' i1 r " f I.lf ;'( 2O · C 
6q ! inn iH:; of huilin:::. ~ C 205 
lJoil ,; v UI lor 2oo"c 
Uoi/" uu r \'r 2;>0" ( 8 
Boils [luI hr 300" (: 21 
Con lcnl of \oral I IIIIJ ilTerc! fl t iatC"d I 

I)\l l·no l .. ;11 IJ r , perC..: Il! o f wt:i~h! 28.' 

Yu!l!! (I f Lru.IJ J i l·.~rt IraCl iufi b" il;,, !,:: 

out hy 325" ( in 1" '1(' .... .,1 "f uua! 

..... ei;..:.l. [ (If [:,r 
 11.1<1 

Contrnl of [0[,,1 "hcfI"r , i .. l, n...IJ 

di('~d {r.IC"lion. !J<'tC"cnt 1)/ \.\ cichl 
 15.M 
Fr .,d ion . .r "" ' II I""llioll ,)1 I'tl\' nol ~ . · C 

10'1(· ,, / V,,[II III ~ hoil:. :'W.I)" 
 210 

207£1 o f V(, tUnlr lo ui l ~ ......:Iy 270 

,'JO'/o 1.> 1 \()tunll hoil!> :0'.1)' 2'11 

40';<.. (of I"(,IU!II<' I,,,i!';' ,IW.I)' 

!loili" g, !lU I t,y 300 ~ <':' 

l'i~ r<'I'nl of w(';bl,1 
 5l.i 

S"..:dhl' :'!r.I\·;t}" 1111'1, ('1101;; (fI... .. ~ urect 

;11 20 ~ C. willI low Lui"n,.: 1101111'; 
 \.0568 

YiclJ of p l ll'llOb with luw hoili n;:: 

IlQi ll' >! ca\l'Id .• tcd p..:r t;.r. 

I'(' r<"t' nl uf \.\"1"1;':\1' 
 1.81 
'idd tlf plll·flUl;. \'\'1111 \'1\.\' Voilill~ l oOiul ~ 

l·.dc u/;"Icli per n r~..n;c ~ lIb!-l ;,n("l; t on lcnl 

9.05 
Conlt' lll til pilen"h w;lh \.. \.\' \'oi/u1t: poillt" 

in d ... iy ( 2--4- hr.. . 1M 111.111'111 o f 

rdu r/' lOll!> 

o f PW('I' ''>OI'ct .,5; \1 .. \.. :,:. / 1 
0.37 




























• Wid", 01 nm'l);l rtnl{°rLl (,{ :ocHlicv\'; in j!. =2.1) m 
.' \Yidlh. of cvlll~jr l llll'ni of !> (,lll iCO\"Ul b ::. 3.7 01 
same assumed contac t time the genl 
distributi on of heat exchanger will g 
tar. 
Some phenols of low boiling po 
genera tor tars are carried away with 
by the condenser. I n order to det, 
Efimov studied co ndensing systems ( 
Table 4,0 shows that a considerable { 
indeed escape with generator gas. 01 
light phenols is ins ignifica nt. 
The forego ing studies thus show 
---
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TABLE 39.-1nfluence of the regime of retorting and the type of construction 
of gas generators on yield of light phenols (at Kohtla larve Works) 
E F G 
lea t e xCi1!U1ger ; 
of heat exchanger ; 
'Leat exchonger; 
MOI~lurc contCll1 ins!... pcr~cnt 
Or~!\n!c subs!alll':C ef)u t t:nl per dry 
weight of (J. sh .. pern-nl 
O.~h. thrOUJ:;!I PU t, t /2'~ hp;. 
TcchniC:l\ )"iclJ vf I.lr 
per dry OJ. ,, ), . p,' r cCIl ! 
T"mp. ·C 
01 heal -';.'lc hal1(;cr ill lurn;u:::c 
of 1;'II.lQr·:,;a'S mixture in :;;'$ Jr:Jin 
of \.qMJr·:,:J...... II<;r runuin;;: lI,r"u;:::h 
nmilcll )' in:;( apparatus 
Conl"el ,illl'~ of \';lpor·;;.:I:> IllixI ur(,' 
S I :ll'~i~,?~ l ~r~~' i :;:l~it~,~;:~' 2O:C 
rrJeli"Il.l1 co tnplJ~i' ivu ()f ';) r. pern'!)! \·vl. 
U,·;.:illnin~ 01 u(,ili ng, "c 
B.. ,il s OU I I>r 2fI0 4 C 
1Jo11'l' oul by 2.)0·(: 
&;I ~ uul hI' 300 · C 
("nll'"l of IVla( ( I1ndifTcrt.:I1!J;,ledt 
plwllol,:; in I,t r. !lnc~' 111 Qf weit:ltt 
Yield OJ{ II roa J di l:~.·J fraelinll lJOdill::":
Sampled 
Jul. 22-?J. , 1960 OUI hy 325"(: ill [lerl'l'nl of lOla] 
'" l" i~hl "f la r 
(;u"'''''H " f Iv l;1I pilt'n"t" in !,rl)aJ 
Apr. 13-1 6 , 1963 
Sep. 25-30, 1963 Ji,. ... d fr,w,i oll . pnCt'lIt 0/ "'·t·ighr
M"y 1 2-1 n, 1960 Fr;.e,io/l.d rO!lIlI<)~i l lOn o f phr'nv l." ~C 
10',i, 1>1 \OJtWtlt' u.., l),.. .IW1I)' 
20% of \"l ull,," b()il~ ;'W,lr 
H~r. 22- 28 , 1962 
Apr . 1 8-24, 1962 
30% of \"tUIlh" l}( ,i l$ ,I" ',),
Oc t. 3-5, 1961 ,K)% v( . oluuI<,: ],()il~ ,lw ay 
l3oilill:; ou t by :hlO~C. 
pnn'nl of w{'il,:hl 
~p(,lI /i(' ;1 !J.\1I~ " I pJl t'IHll~ / " )l';I~u ro.:J 
aI2O°<": ' wilh Ivw Loilin:; p(HnB 
\" i" IJ o f I!/WII II]:;' with low u"ir, n~ 
r ~, i u!.~ c.lir.ulJ. led !Jl'r 1,lf, 
W'" l j" '1l1 tlf wd~It'light phenols and technological parameters 't i.·lIl ,,/ ;:1."1101 > "'i1l1 Ivw Lo din;.:: rl\!inl) 
(·.llcntaLn ljJt.: f '.I!'",,\n i, ~ ~ \l h) L JIlC{' CIIll!l"III 
OJ! rrv'· ' ''~l..d v."h .. k~/ L 
ure 
((In"':'" "f pl l t'nol~ wi ti l Inw uOIJill1; !JOiIlL~ 
in u;jilr 12·' hr~' l.1f IJuljJut of throughout the shale charge than f(':L"fl. I" n., 




l.a:; ,ltcne rators with iJ~~~d~ctiv n oi ht ;l t clI ch:tnSf>f GGS·5 
Ccntr.l! Cro~~ ( trlln~\'crsc) flow 
Gag 







Doll .' of samrlinJ:; of \;'If 
July April SCIlI. M;ty' ,\laT. Apr. Oct. 
22·24 13·16 25·30 12· 18 22·28 l8·24 3·5 
1960 1%3 1963 IQ(,O 1962 1962 " \96 1 
Y.2 9.\ 8.3 8.6 8. 1 8.3 5. 1 
33.9 3"-' .~S.O :U.5 33.6 33.5 31.6 
133 140 118 1<\6 142 155 0 .43 
\5.30 15.36 15.45 16 . .)7 16.42 16.03 20.6 
720 BOO 610 009 7-13 695 
207 207 210 "0 223 2ZJ 167 
52 56 56 52 39 43 20 
5.6 5.1 4.8 3.0 5.3 4.7 11.0 
l.oo l 0.0 11 1.017 1.007 0.987 0.993 0.9877 
205 212 205 190 ISU 175 116 
2 7 4 8 
0 10 8 10 14 12 \6 
21 22 23 20 28 24 26 
28.9 30.8 31.7 2f1.4 26.5 29.0 26.\ 
lJ.l4 19.82 22.10 20.(H 28.62 23.57 29.62 















29 1 295 2% 291 2!!6 293 290 
2'>' 
51.7 11].5 .19.9 <1 7..') 53.0 43.0 5'1.3 
1.0568 1.069 1.0769 1.lHB:! J.070 1.067 1.067 
1.81 1 .55 J..!O t,n 1.92 1.21 2.19 
'-.1.05 7.55 6.75 8.lJ 10.20 6.30\ 15.10 
0 .37 0 .33 0.32 0.:3'1 Q.15 0.30 0.002 
A n C D £ F G 
'W ujl h "i cv!l ' p.\rtllll.'" ' 0 1 selllu.:oki,,1-' =i.6 III 
• 'Wiu th v f <..:OlUparLlllI;n L01 seUlico~ill j!. =3.7 III evaluating the data obtained for the 

with the heated layers of shale. 

same assumed contact time the generator whose construction favors better
the total volume of the shaft and not 
distribution of heat exchanger will g ive hig her yields of light phenols in the 
.\ shale during semicoking. Secondly, 
tar.
throuohout the shaft is assumed. 
to Some phenols of low boiling point present in the light fraction of gas
of retorting. But in reality the 
generator tars are carried away with the generator gas without being captured 
the entire shaft but only for that 
by the condenser. In order to determine these phenol losses, Aarna and
'ng process takes place. For this 
Efimov studied condensillg systems of gas generator GGS·5 at Kohtla larve.
be below the expected (assumed) 
Table 40 shows that a considerable quantity of light fraction of the tar does
This difference between 
indeed e~cape with generator gas. On the other hand, the amount of escapingwill be orealer when the distribution 
b light phenols is insignificant. 
The foregoing ~tudies thus show that in retorting of oil shale, just as in
havin a different construction but the 
o 
: 
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semicoking of peat and lignite, more rigorous regimes produce hi gher content 
of light phenols in the tar but reduce the tar yield itself. In order to obtain 
maximum yield of light.tar phenols, it is therefore necessary to select the 
optimal technological regime of retorting. Of all retorts now used by th e oil 
shale processing industry, those employin g solid heat exchanger and the 
tunnel ovens meet best th ese requirements. 





Yield per retorted o.sh., kg/ t 
Content in vapor·gas mixture (at 20°C and 
760 mm mercury column) g/m' 
Specific gravity at 20 °C 
Fractional composition , percent of volume : 
Beginning of boiling, °C 
















Content of tota l phenols, percent of weight 
Content of light phenols (300°C) , 
percent of weight 
Content of light phenols (300°C), 




























*Determined by cooling of vapor·gas mixture to 5°C. 
Of considera ble practical interest is a lso the possibility of adapting gas 
generators now in use for retorting of smaller size material. Processing of 
oil shale crushed to small size fragments presents two advantages: (l) higher 
yields of tar ; and (2) because excessive semicoking can be avoided, the 
contact time of vapor·gas mixture with the shale charge can be somewhat 
prolonged producing higher yield of light phenols. 
E STO NIA N·R uSSI AN OIL 5 
because in processing it onc 
limit. 
The desirable conditions 
an enla rged gas generator of pi 
of li ght phenols from this gas 
now in use ( table 39 ) . 
The data on the yield of 
at more rigorous regimes the 
light phenol content goes up (I 
gas generators and tunnel ki 
phenols, a lthough the difference 
is s ignificant as an indirect 
form s from the oil shale are very: 
The tar yields from gas gener 
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FIGURE 56.-Yield of 
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rous reo- imes produce higher content 
tar yi;ld itself. In order to obtain 
is therefore necessary to select th e 
Of all retorts now used by the oil 
ing solid heat exchanger and the 

























is also the 
of small er 
presents two advantages: 
excessive semicoking 
wi th the shale charge 
(1. ) higher 
can be aVOIded , the 
possibility of adapting gas 
s ize material. Processing of 
can be somewhat 
of light phenols. 
ESTONIAN-RuSSIAN OIL SHALE 
The above advantage cannot be secured with larger granulometric fracti on 
because in processing it one must intensify th e semicok ing beyond its optimal 
limit. 
The desirable co nditions discussed above were successfully produced in 
an enlarged gas generator of pilot type (Efimov, 1963). As a result the yield 
of lig ht phenols from th is gas generator was hig her than from any other retort 
now in use ( table 39) . 
The data on the yield of tars, total phenols, and light phenols show th at 
at more ri goro us reg imes the amount of total phenols decreases while their 
light phenol content goes up ( table 41 and fig. 56). The data also show that 
gas generators and tunnel kilns differ very little in their yields of total 
phenols, althoug h the difference in their tar yields is considerable_ This fact 
is s ig nifica nt as an indirect evidence that the conditions under which tar 
forms from the oi l shale are very similar in both of these retort types. 
The tar yields from gas generators and from ret orts employ ing solid heat 
exchanger ( UTT) are very similar, although their yields of total phenols 
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FIGURE 56.-Yield of total phenols from oil shale retorts. 
TABLE 41.-Yield of total light phenols from di/Jerenl retorts >-' ~ 
00 
Yield per total organic Light phenolsubstance in o.sh., kg/ton fraction per Numbering 
total phenols. of sampledDa te of Total Light 
Retort unit sampling Tar phenols phenols percent retorts 
Tunnel ovens (Kiviyli Works ) 
No.2 765 172 11.9 6.9 
No.3 760 180 11.5 6.4 2 
(Kohtla Jarve Works) 655 146 10.2 7.0 3 ,Q c 
II Gas generating retorts GGS·5 with 
central injection of heat exchanger: J Ull' 22·24, 1960 497 144 9.0 6.2 4 
> 
:;;..., 
III Gas generating retorts GGS·5 
with cross (transverse) flow of 
Apr. 13.16, 1963 
















heat exchanger; May 12·18, 1960 568 161 8.1 5.0 7 ...; 
Mar. 22·28, 1962 532 141 10.2 7.2 8 ~ 
'" 
IV Enlarged (pilot) gas generating retort 















Retorts using solid heat exchanger 
UTT·200 
Retorts using solid heat exchanger 





UTT·500 Oct. 11·19, 1963 537 83 13.0 15.7 12 (fl 
Mar. 17, 1964 537 99 14.4 14.6 13 ("") 
~ 
Apr. 22·25, 1964 
June 8.17, 1964 
Mar. 12, 1964 
Oct. 4, 1960 
Oct. 4,1960 
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On the other hand, UTI and compartment kilns, the latter with vapor-gas 
outlet at the top, both have practically the same yields of total phenols but 
considerably different tar yields_ 
In retorting shale in the UTT one would expect the yield of total phenols 
to be higher than what it actually is, and the content of light phenols to be 
correspondingly 10weL This discrepancy between expected and actually 
obtained total phenol yields from the UTI retort is apparently due to the 
specific nature of thermal processes of decomposition of the fine-grained oil 
shale in retorts using oil shale ash as the heat exchanger-
CORROSION STUDIES 
Carboxylic Acids in Waste Waters of Oil Shale Retorting 
Corrosive action of waste waters of oil shale processing often creates 
serious maintenance problems_ Carboxylic acids are the principal corrosive 
agents present in these waters. In order to undertake measures to prevent 
corrosion it was therefore necessary to determine the composition of these 
acids, both quantitatively and qualitatively. Ivanov and Sharonova (1954) 
studied the composition of tar waters obtained during oil shale retorting in 
the tunnel kilns. They separated a mixture of carboxylic acids from these 
tar waters and found it to contain mainly acetic acid with insignificant 
quantities of propionic and n·butyric acids. 
Metsik, Rokhumiagi, and Lisman (1965) continued these studies, an· 
alyzing the composition of carboxylic acids found in average samples of waste 
waters taken from gas generating retorts (GGS·1, GGS·2, GGS-3) and tunnel 
ove\ls at Kohtla larve and Kiviyli Oil Shale Processing Works. Because no 
homologues above butyric acid were detected in these waste waters, Metsik 
and coworkers were able to extract carboxylic acids by distillation with stearn. 
Bases were used to recover the acids and the latter were then concentrated by 
evaporation_ The concentrate was acidified with H 2SO<l down to pH = 2. 
The acids were finally run through chromatograph column of silica gel 
absorber, trademark ShSM. ,x, Distributive chromatography was employed to 
separate the mixture of carboxylic acids into individual components. Water 
constituted the inert phase. N-butyric acid was washed out from the column 
with benzol; propionic acid - with 5 percent butanol solution in chloroform; 
acetic acid - with 10 percent butanol solution in chloroform; and formic 
acid - with 30 percent butanol solution in chloroform_ A mixture of acetic, 
propionic, n-butyric, and formic acids of known composition was run through 
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The results show that by this method it is possible to obtain a good sep· 
aration of carboxylic acids (table 42 and fig. 57). 
TABLE 42.-Distribution and determination of carboxylic acids in prepared 
standard mixture 
Quantity of acid, mg 
Acid Taken Received 
n·butyric 270 260 
propionic 226 238 
acetic 330 340 
formic 254. 266 
SOLuTION OF BUT~NOL IN CKLDRoFO,,-I'\
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FIGURE 57.-Separation of a mixture of carboxylic acids with a known quantity of 
KOH used in filtration. 
The character of samples of examined waste waters is shown on table 43. 
The content of phenols increases (sample GGS·5 * ) when additional 
contact of tar water with the tar is assured by employment of Teizen Lype tar 
sprinkler. This has been demonstrated earlier by Piik and coworkers (1961, 
1963 ) in their studies on phenol yields during oil shale retorting in gas 
generators. The employment of Teizen sprinkler also increases the content of 
volatile carboxylic acids (table 43). Moreover by using this sprinkler Metsik 
'Water was sa mpl ed after additional contact with tar in the tar separator with 
sprinklers of Teizen type. 
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and coworkers were able to extract for the first time all four carboxylic acids, 
namely acetic, propionic, n-butyric and formic. 






















































N.D. - Not Determined, 
The comparison of waste waters taken from different types of oil shale 
retorts shows that their content of the different carboxylic acids is fairly stable 
(table 44" figs. 53,59,60,61,62.) 
Depending on the type of retort, the composition of carbolic acid mixture 
varies within the following limits; 
acetic acid 52-74., percent 

propionic acid 22·35 percent 

formic acid 4-11 percent 

n-butyric acid 2-11 percent 

Only in acid mixtures extracted from waste waters of gas generating 
plants GGS-l and GGS-2 the concentration of acetic acid goes up as high as 
73.7 percent. In compartment kiln waters the carboxylic acids in water sep­
arating above tar have higher n-butyric acid concentrations (up to 11 per­
cent) . 
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TABLE 44.--Chemical composition of carboxylic acids present in waste waters 
of different oil shale retorts 
In tar water In mixtures of 
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FIGURE 60.-Cbromatol\ram showing separation of carhoxylic acids extracted from 
tar water after sprinkling in tar separator " T eizcn" (retort GG·S). 
According to an earlier study no formic acid was detected ill the tar waters 
of tunnel ovens, alld the joillt quantity of propionic and n·butyric acids in 
these waters did not exceed 10 percent of the total acid mixture (Ivanov and 
Sharonov, 1954.) . By the chromatographic method described above Metsik 
: 
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FIGURE 61.- Chromalogram showing scparalion of carboxylic acids exlracled from lar 
waler (comparllllent kilns). 
tar 
waler which separated from benzene (tunnel kilns of "Kiviyli" Works). 
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FIGURE 62.-Chromalogram showing separation of carboxylic acids exlracled from 
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and coworkers detected formic acid in the tar waters of tunnel ovens in con­
contrations ranging from 72 to 88 mg/ liter. Propionic and n-butyric acid con­
centrations in the same waters amounted to 35.4 and 5.3 percent of the total 
acid mixture, respectively. It was also noted that under conditions of frac­
tional condensation the mixtures of carboxylic acids in the tar water separat­
ing below benzene and the mixture in the water from light tar had somewhat 
different compositions_ Tar water from benzene contains more acetic and 
formic acids and less n-propionic acid (table 44.). Moreover, as table 44 
shows, additional contact of waste water with the tar in the condensation 
system - in cases where vapor-gas mixture is sprinkled with waste water ­
does not bring about any noticeable change in the percentage composition of 
acid mixture. 
Corrosion Inhibiting Properties of Sulfa-Salts of Some 

Liquid Products Obtained in Od Shale Processing 

The information regarding influence of different sulfur compounds on 
processes of corrosion are somewhat contradictory_ Some Russian workers 
suggest that compounds of this class inhibit corrosi on_ Anoshchenko (1954) 
studied the influence of sodium salts of benzo-sulfonic and naphthionic acids 
on corrosion of industrial iron in 1 nor H:!SO~ medium and determined that 
the first strongly inhibits corrosion , whereas the second (in concentrations of 
0_1 millimol/liter ) intensifies dissolution of iron. Putilova (1958), on the 
basis of her investigations of metal corrosioll , concluded that in acidic media 
sulfa-acids do not act as inhibitors. Pogrelskii ( 1963 ) studied the influence of 
different sulfa-acids and of their deriva tives on corrosion of steel in a pure 
3 nor H2S0~ medium. He found that almost all derivatives of sulfobenzoic 
acid stimulate corrosion, whereas the derivatives of sulfonaphthalic acids act 
as weak inhibitors. 
To obtain further information on this subject and to determine possible 
further uses for oil shale products, Metsik, Tomberg, Nau and Pevkur (1965) 
examined corrosive properties of sulia-compounds obtained by sulfonation of 
different liquid products of oil shale processing. The process of sulfonating 
liquid oil shale products itself has beell studied earlier by Lapin and others 
(1959,1961). For their experiments Metsik and coworkers used the follow­
ing oil shale products for the synthesis of sulfa-compounds: (l ) diesel frac­
tion representing mixtures of tars obtained in semicoking, (2) the same 
fraction after removal of phenols and pyridine bases, (3 ) phenol fraction 
corresponding to temperature range 280-340°C extracted from the diesel 
fraction , and (4.) total phenols extracted from tar water. 
All products listed above were taken from Kohtla }arve Oil Shale Pro­
cessing Works. 
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The sulfonation process was carried out under the following conditions: 
time - 2 hours; temperature - 40°C; agent - 3-10 percent oleum solution 
(fuming sulfuric acid) in quantities of 150 percent oleum per 100 percent of 
treated substance_ 
III treating the diesel fraction with oleum, that part which did not undergo 
sulfonation was removed by extraction with toluol. In treating phenols with 
oleum, the corresponding fraction was not removed. After neutralization with 
NaOH and NI-t,OH, sodium and ammonium salts of sulfa-acids were ob­
tained. 
Concurrently, Metsik and coworkers made also a study of a de-emulsifier 
obtained from oil shale products. This de-emulsifier consists of a solution of 
sulfa-salts produced from oil shale tars obtained at the Syzran Oil Shale 
Processing Works. 
HCI and the water used industrially by the Kohtla Jarve Oil Shale Pro· 
cessing Works served as the aggressive media in this study_ The water had 
the following characteristics: 
CI ions no mg/liter 
total sulfur 61 mg/liter 
volatile acids 1.5 mg-equiv./liter 
volatile bases 2_ mg-eq uiv _/liter 
pH 0 () 
In order to obtain a better idea of the inhibiting properties of sulfa­
compounds in waters with lower pH values, experiments were also carried 
out with water acidified with H~SO, down to pH 2_ 
Polarization curves were obtained to explain the action mechanism of 
sulfa-compounds in the corrosion processes_ Some of these curves are re­
produced here (figs. 6.3-66). These curves show that the inhibiting lJroperties 
of sulfa-compounds manifest themselves in the industrial water both at 
pH = 2.5 and pH = 8. In the first instance the inhibiting effect is due to 
slowing clown of the cathode process and in the second - the action of sulfa­
compounds causes suppression of the anode process. No special differences 
were recorded between the action of Na-salts and the NHrsalts_ Sulfa-com­
pouncls obtained from the diesel fraction do not cause any substantial changes 
in anode and cathode polarization curves and, consequently, they do not exert 
any suppressing action on the cathode and anode processes. This suggests 
that the inhibiting properties of oil shale sulfa-compounds are related to the 
presence of phenol substances. The experiments carried out by the loss of 
weight method, and employing industrial water as medium, confirmed this 
effect of phenols (table 4,5) _ The corrosion inhibiting effect of sulfa-com­
pounds obtained from diesel fraction from which phenols have been removed 
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FIGURE 63.--Curves of cathode (1 ,2) and anode (3,4) polarization of a carbon sleel 
electrode. 
1 & 3-induslrial waler, pH = 8 
2 & 4--same + 2 g/ lit er of sodium silltS of sulfa compounds correspond­
ing to 280-340 °C phenol fraction taken from oil shale lar. 
is approximately two times smaller than that of sulfa-compounds of the phenol 
fraction. 
In 0.1 nor HCI medium sulfa-compounds of both the phenol-free and 
phenol containing diesel fractions in concentrations of 2g1 p have similar 
corrosion illhibiting effects (70-80 percent at 20 °C). This effect decreases 
in both cases as the temperature goes up (50-55 percent at 90°C) (table 4,6). 
Moreover, for Na-salts of sulfa-compounds from the diesel fraction, the in­
hibiting effect goes up as the concentration of these compounds is increased 
to 5 glliter (fig. 67). Rai sing the concentration beyond that point causes a 
certain decrease in the inhibiting effect. 011 the other hand, at increased 
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FIGURE 64.-Curves of cathode (1,2) and anode (.3,4) polarization of a carbon steel 
electrode. 
1 & 3-industrial water, pH = 2.5 
2 & 4--same + 2 g/liter of sodium salts of sulfa compounds correspond­
in g to phenol fraction 2BO·340°C from oil shale tar. 
temperature (<JO °C), sulfa-compounds when present in small concentrations 
(up to 0.3 g/Iiterj actually stimulate corrosion (fig. 67). Addition of in­
organic inhibitors K~Cr~O; and KEr, in quantities of 0.5 g/IiLer, while slightly 
increasing inhibiting effect at 20°C, reduces it sharply, and actually causes 
local corrosion when the temperatures are raised. 
MINES 
Previously mentioned oil shale de-emulsifier, produced by Syzran Oil 
Shale Processing Works from oil shale tars showed the following corrosion 
inhibiting properties in a variety of media: When its concentration is 5 g/ 
liter, in 0.5n H~SO, and at 20°C, its inhibiting effect is 91 percent. In aqueous 
solution of chlorides and sulfates, pH = 2, at 20°C, in concentraLion of 
1 g/Iiter the de-emulsifier gives inhibiting effect of ()O percent. The inhibiting 
properties of Lhis oil shale de-emulsifier were also studied in waters used at 
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FIGURE 65.-Curves of cathode 0,2) and anode (3,4) polarization of a carbon stecl 
electrode. 
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FIGURE 66.-Curves of cathode (1,2) and anode (3,4) polarization of a carbon steel 
electrode. 
1 & 3-industrial water, pH =2.5 
2 & 4-same + 2 g / Iiter of sodium salt s of sulfa compounds correspond­
ing to diesel fraclion after removal of phenols and piridine bases. 
l 
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TABLE 45.-fn/luence 0/ sulfa-colllpounds on processes 0/ corrosion in the 
industrially used water, at pH = 8 
Substan ces used 
Sulfa-compounds from diesel fraction 
after removal of phenols and 
pyridine bases, Na salts 
NH~ salt 
Sulfa·compounds corresponding to 280­
34{) OC phenol fraction taken from 
























TABLE 46--fllflllellce of su1fa-colnJJoullds on corrosion process in the 
Hel medium 
Inhibitor Inhibition effect, % 
Quantity Meclium at at at 
Type g/Iiter 20°C 60°C 90°C 
Sulfa-compound from diesel 
fraction , Na salt 2.0 O.ln HCI 82 52 4.9 
Same + K:!Cr:!O, 0.5 90 2t~ 17 
Same + KBr 0.5 84. 20 22 
Sulfa·compound from diesel 
fraction after removal of 
phenols & pyridine bases, 
Na salts 2.0 82 49 
Same 2.0 O.ln HCI & 
O.ln NH4 CI 57 5 
(1:1 ratio) 
Sulfa-compounds corresponding 
to phenol fraction 280-34{) OC 
taken from diesel fraction , 
NH4 salts 2.0 83 5 
Same 2.0 O.ln HCI 70 52 56 
Same + K2Cr207 0.5 85 15 15 
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FIGURE 67.-Relationship between corrosion and concentration of inhibitor (sodium 
salt of sulfa-compounds obtained from diesel fraction) in 0.1 n Hel 
medium. 
that addition of the de-emulsifier had a depressing effect 011 corrosion pro­
cesses both at cathode alld anode. Carbon steel electrodes were used in the 
experiments. Further tests carried out by the loss of weight methods indicated 
that the de-emulsifier acts even more effectively in preventing corrosion when 
pH of water is lowered ( by acidifying with H:!SOt). Normally the rate of 
corrosion of carbon steel in industrial water goes up quite rapidly when the 
temperatures are raised. It is therefore very interseting to note that the op­
posite is true when the de-emulsifier in quantities of 6 g/liter is added. At this 
concentration the recorded inhibiting effect at 20°C was 4·7-78 percent, but 
it rose to 50-80 percent at 90°C. 
UTILIZATION OF WASTE MATERIALS IN PRODUCTION 





Re-employmenl of Reagents from Waste Waters Discharged in 
Production of Oil Shale fon Exchange Resins 
Threatened with increasing competition from cheaper natural gas and oil, 
the Estonian Oil Shale industry, for the last decade or so, has been carrying 
out a program of 'complex utilization' of oil shale. This new program calls 
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and even waste materials from oil shale processing (Cieslewicz, 1967). 
Recently, for example, a new ion exchange plant went into operation at 
Kohtla }arve. This plant produces ion exchange resin, trademark EI-5, de· 
rived from oil shale tar. A good example of present Russian effort to utilize 
waste products is the study carried out by the Oil Shale Institute on the re­
employment of reagents present in waste waters produced in operation of this 
new ion exchange plant. 
El-5 resin is produced by processing a cationite from oil shale tar, trade· 
mark KU-ll (Kozhevnikov, 1956). This cationite is first treated wilh copper 
sulfate. Copper ions absorbed by the resin are then reduced to metallic form 
by treatment with alkaline solution of Na-hydrosulfate. The last stage consists 
of treatment with H 2S04 , 
At different time intervals during the preparation of El-5 resin, dis­
charged waste waters contain considerable quantities of copper sulfate, Na· 
hydrosulfate, sulfuric acid, and sodium hydroxide. E.g., during the period of 
time of 10 min , when the cationite is treated with H"S04 and then washed to 
remove this reagent, about 2m" of H"SO., solution passes into waste waters 
from a single filter. This solution, whose original concentration is 10 percent 
H 2S04, still contains 8.7 percent H"SO, when discharged (table 1~ ,7). In 
addition, 12 m" of waste waters with H"S04 concentrations ranging from 
0.8 percent to trace quantities are discharged. 
Additional volumes of waste water having different concentrations of 
reagents are discharged during operations in the production of the El-5: 
a. Treatment with copper sulfate (tables 48, 49) 
0.7 m" of H"O having about 5 percent concentration of reagent 
1.2 m" of H"O having about 0.5 percent concentration of reagent 
b. 	 Washing off of NaOH 
1 m3 of waste H"O having 1.3 percent concentration of reagent 
c. 	 Treatment with alkaline solution of Na-hydrosulfite 
1 m:l of waste H"O having 3.37 percent of NaSO;, and 0.7 percent 
of NaOH 
d. Washing off of Na-hydrosulfite (table 50) 
2.5 m" of waste H:!O having 1 percent concentration of reagent 
e. Final treatment with sulfuric acid 
1.2 m' of waste H:!O having 10 percent concentration of reagent. 
Treatment of these waste waters both for the purpose of reagent recovery 
and for purification is very desirable. However the existing methods require 
use of additional reagents [0 extract these substances from the waste waters 
giving rise to further losses. Volkova, Goizman and Serebriannikov (1965) 
developed a much more economic method consisting of reutilization of these 
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TABLE 47.-Character of filtrate in treatment with sulfuric acid :ieslewicz, 1967). 
(experiments 1-8)1t went into operation at 
~sin. trademark EI·5, de· Time from Average 
t R~ssian effort to utilize H 2S04 concentration, percent beginning concen-
Shale Institute on the reo of opera- tration, 
duced in operation of this tion; min. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 % 
Running of H2S04 solutionfrom oil shale tar , trade­
is first treated w ilh copper 20 7.40 4.65 7.60 7.77 7.60 7.92 8:30 7.70 7.36 
I reduced to metallic form 25 7.4.2 8.97 9.47 8.90 8.90 9.55 8.60 8.82 
lte. The last stage consists 30 8.90 8.94. 9.30 10.10 9.45 9.39 10.00 9.0 9.49 
35 9.75 9.62 10.30 9.30 9.75 
ration of EI-5 resin, dis­ 40 9.70 9.88 9.50 10.60 9.91 
.ies of copper sulfate, Na­ 50 9.80 10.24, 9.50 10.80 10.08 
E " ' 0 " durin o' the l)eriod of 0 60 10.00 1O.4'() 9.50 10.80 10.10 
H:!SO, and then washed to 
n passes into waste waters 
concentration is 10 percent 
.3ischaroed (table 47) . In . C> 





Washing off of H 2S04 solution 
9.75 9.72 
10.24, 9.50 10.65 7.25 9.62 










10 5.49 4.30 4·.8 8.85 1.18 0.60 0.22 1.20 3.34 
different concentrations of 13 0.2 0.2 0.83 
of the EI-5: 
TABLE 48.-The character of filtrate in treatment with copper sulfate 
of reagent (experiments 1-5) 
Time from 
beginning CUSOi '5H20 concentration, percent Average 
of opera- concentration 
tion; min. 1 2 3 4, 5 percent 
RunninO' of CUS04 '5H20 solution 
centration of reagent 15 0.02 0.10 None 0.01 None 0.03 
20 0.06 1.39 0.08 0.02 1.02 0.51 
of reagent. 25 0.54, 2.14 0.65 2.57 3.34, 1.85 
rpose of reagent recovery Washing off of CUS04 -5H2O 
existing methods require 
from the waste waters 
Serebriannikov (1965) 
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tion, min. 1 2 3 4, 5 6 7 8 9 10 
CuSO. :5H~O 4.75 5.10 6.2L~ 7.25 7.95 7.'18 6.86 4.35 2.83 1.43 
Concentration 
% 
TAllLE 50.-Character of filtrate ill treatment with alkaline solution oj 
hydrosulfite oj sodium 
Time from 
beginning Na2S20" concentration, percent¥.' 
of opera­
tion, min. Running of Na~S04 solution Washing 
5 0.30 S.35 
10 2.4-1 1.96 
15 5.31 0.40 





"This particular method used in determining Na2S"O. concentrations gives 
somewhat higher values, which means that the values quoted in this table are 
relative. 
The filtrate 0.2 m·1 with 10 percent H 2SO., concentration) from the final 
treatment of cationite is collected in a salvage tank. It represents the waste 
waters discharged from the 4·0th minute after start of H 2S04 running until 
the 6th minute of washing ( table 4,7). This filtrate is then pumped back and 
utilized in the initial H 2SO. treatment of the cationite. However, only fresh 
H 2S04 solution is used for the final treatment which is carried out in order 
to convert the material from a salt form to hydrogen form. The residual 
concentration of Na ions in the EI-5 must not exceed permissible maximum 
of 8 mg-equiv./liter. Only employment of fresh H 2S04 can assure that these 
requirements are met. 
ESTONIAN-RuSSIAN OIL 
On the other hand the 
treatment of the cationite 







NaOH from 0.67 to 0.42 t. 
The waste filtrate obtained 
is also collected (table 48). F 
waste to obtain required 
filtrate cannot be reused 
much H:,S04 and is therefore 
the exchange capacity of the 
less the consumption of CuSO.· 
1.35 to 0.95 t. 
Until now no 
small concentrations of copper 
treatment with copper sulfate. 
quantities of Cu ions. 
in the filtrates. 
waters. Namely, at certain stages ( 
sufficient concentrations of NaO] 
copper. Two settling-reaclion ve: 
18 m3, would be necessary. The f 
these vessels: 
CuSO.j + 2NaOH + Na2S20. 
Because the precipitate settles out 
the entire precipitated mass throll! 
DO SCHOOL OF MINES 
of copper sulfate 
107 8 9 
6.86 4.85 2.38 1.43 
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On the other hand the reutilization of collected H 2S04 solution for primary 
treatment of the cationite reduces the H 2S04 consumption from 0.89 to 0.56 
t per unit of El-5 production. This, in turn , also lowers the consumption of 
NaOH from 0.67 to 0.42 t. The latter is used to neutralize the H 2S04 • 
The waste filtrate obtained in removing copper sulfate from the material 
is also collected (table 48). Fresh copper sulfate is then added to the collected 
waste to obtain required concentration. However, collected copper-sulfate 
filtrate cannot be reused in the production process because it contains too 
much H 2S04 and is therefore acidified down to pH = 2. At these pH values 
the exchange capacity of the multi-functional cationite decreases. Neverthe­
less the consumption of CUS04 ·5H 20 per production unit is reduced from 
1.35 to 0.95 t. 
Until now no attempt has been made to save the filtrates which contain 
small concentrations of copper sulfate as well as the filtrate from the initial 
treatment with copper sulfate. Together these filtrates contain considerable 
quantities of Cu ions. This copper could be extracted by reducing the ions 
ill the filtrates. Volkova and coworkers suggest the employment of the waste 
waters. Namely, at certain stages of El-5 production the waste waters contain 
sufficient concentrations of NaOH and Na-hydrosulfite to precipitate the 
copper. Two settling-reaction vessels, each with a minimum capacity of 
18 m", would be necessary. The following reaction would then take place in 
these vessels: 
Because the precipitate settles out very poorly it would be necessary to run 
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l1 c hi~h , lallise v. vyp. 15. Nedra, L. 
"'EfilllOv. V. i\L Volkov, T. M., Piik. E. E. , Rook s. 1. Kh., 1907. OsvMnic rezhima 
p()lukok~uvanij:..t ku skovogo s lanf~a v ~;J:wgenen.ltorakh bez gn'/,i(ikal~ii IJolukoksa 
(Perfectin g {('gillle of SCII1;-cokillg 0/ /rogmen./ size oil sha le ill gas generators 
UJit/wu/. g{fsifica/ioll. 0/ scmico ke). lJobycha i pcrera/)olka gorillcilikh slantsevJ 
vYr. 16. Nedra . L. 
Eisell. O. G., 196/. 0 khiOlich es~olll soslave srrdniklt frokl sii gClleralornoi smoly 
eslollskikh goriuchikh , Ionlsev IChemical caTII/lo.lilion 0/ lJIiddle lraClion 0/ gas 
g(" lI('r((IOf I(lf of 1;,'\(OIl;(fII vii shale). V !3h. Coriuchie :::. lant~y. Khimiia i lck· 
nologiia, I'yp. 4., Tallill (AN E SSR ) . 
Ei,t'll. O. Coo Arro. r. Khoo RHude. Kh. E., /96';. OJ, aJ'Olllali c bc" kikh ugl el'odorodakh 
(raklsii lSO·3()() 'C slanlsevoi snwll' kalllernykh pee hci, l. !1rall1ol.ic hydrocarboll s 
0.1 150·300 ° C /moia/l /roll/ oil shale lor wodaced ill colI/parllllell l killls ) . Izv. 
AN ESSR. t. 12, se r. tiz·lllal. a nd l e ~hn. nallk, no. 4. 
* Ekollollli e hesbia Cazeta. /968, no. 2(j. p. 4. 
"'Ekolloill ib Esl'!I, ,, koi SSR. 1967. Izdill Ekonomia , M. 
" Ekonollli c l" 's bia Ga'lela, 1970, No. 10. 
"Epslhe in, S. L., Khusid , M. B., /965 . fs s lcdo vani e s\llachi vae moslii pyl i i!,oriucllikh 
s lanlscl' (Sludy 0/ wellabilily 0/ a. sh. dust) Uobl'cha i perc rabolka go riuchikh 
s la nl sev. vyp. 14, Nedrn, L. 
F edorenko , N. r. ,1nd olhe rs, 190'/. Ekonolllicheskaia e ITekl l' vll os t riroli'l.a nizkook· 
lanovy kh benzinov (ECOIIO IIII:C efjeCliven c,.,. of pyrolysis o.f low oClane gasoline,.). 
Khim. promysh .. no. S. 
Galynker, 1. S. and ol he rs , 1903. Rezulwly ispylanii op ylno -promyslrl cnnoi uSlanol'ki 
po termichcskoi pererabo lke s lantsa s Ivcrdym leplol1losilcle lll nil slalllsekhmi· 
c hes kolll kOlllbinalc Kiviyli (Tesl results 0/ all o. sli. pilol rel.Or!. al Kiviyli O. S h. 
Chell/ical Works emploring solid heal exchanger) . V kn. Ener~o . tekn oJogichcskoc 
ispolzovanie lopliva, vyp. 4 .. hd ·vo AN SSSR . 
Guherg ril S, M. Ia. and olirers, /963 , ~ral'nire lnai a kharakleri st ika sk he lll poluchcmiia 
go wobraznogo khimi chcs~ogo sYl"'a pri termicheskoi Jll'rerabOlke sla nl sa s 
tvcrdym lepiunosileicill ( Call/paralive evaluwion 0/ dijJacnl Se//W' C.I .for a610il/ ' 
jog gasCO(l,'\ c hemical raw lIIal er/(ll in r elortin g o. sl!. Wilh solid hea/' exchanger). 
V kn. En ergolek hn ologiciI eskoe ispolzovan ie to pli va, vyp. 4. Izd·vo AN SSSR. 
"Guhergril s. M. la., Milk A. A., VolI , M. A., Doiluv, S . K., 1967. Issledova ni e 1'1'0 ­
Isessa piroliza slant sevogo gazovogo benzina v opy lnoi trubehatoi peehi (Study 
a/ pyrolysis 0/ gaseolls o. sh. gaso[il/c in experinr.enwi , ubl/lo r reaclor ) . Dobyeha i 
rcrerobatka go riuchikh s lanl sev, vy p. 16, Nedra, L. 
HrivOlac, M., Janak, P., 1960. New se paralion s 0/ sulfu r /r.el.erocyclic cOlI/pollnds b)' 
gos-liquid chrol/l.olography. Chem. and indusll")', ,;0. 29, (Engli sh). . 
loon as, R. E., 19M. K ataJitic heskaia ochist ka slanl sevogo gasa ot se raorganicheskikh 
soed in enii (Catalytic purification af oil shale gas .from sld/a·arg(lfIic cO lllpounds). 
V s b_ Khimiiu i lekhnolog iia gorillchi~h slanlsel' i produktov ikh perera bolki, 
vy p. 1.3, Ned ra, L. 
"' loonas. R. E., Lee per, R. 1\., Sere briannikov, N . D., J965. Koksovanie tiuzheloi 
smoly kak odin iz melodov ee pudgotol'ki (Coking 0/ heavy lor as Il m ethod 0/ ils 
prep(lmlionJ Dobycl,a i "ererabol~a goriuch ikh slalllse", vyp. 14, Nedra, L. 
"lunyi T ekhnik, November 1968, fzdal. T sk VLKSM. 
Ivanov, n. 1., Sharonova, N. F., 195-/. Kbimicheskii sos tal' pod slIlolnoi vod y sla nt sev 
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shale 0/ I're -llolti c oil shole dr'flOsil.). V ,,1>. Kilimiia i IckhnoJogi in rrotiuklov 
perera bolki sl~lIl se v , vyp. 2. Gosloplekhizdal , L. 
" Kalil , R. Kil., Sa"1'5CI. K. R .. 1966. 0 Jifferp.nlsial~ii Isen na cneq!c:1iche.kii , Iancl, 
s ucheLom ego Leploly ~go ralli ia (!'ri c<' rii/Juelllialion ond relalion ship between 
pn:ce allrf caloric value 0/ oil sh"l" II serf jllr pow!'r r;ellefution) Doi>ycha i rercra· 
hOlka goriuchikh sJun l'cv. vyp. lS. Ned ra , L. 
" Kh ullik, E. K .. l'lIrre. T. A. VC/.cnirsi n. N. S .. Ei gi. K. R.. ! !JriS. O' ,o"avc d iq ilJia · 
loy koksovan ii a razlichny kh ,Ianl,pvykh ,, 111 01 (Composilion of co/'-inf{ rfi-'Iil/ales 0/ 
di/Jerent oil sha", t(lr5). i)oi>)'cha i pe rcrni>olka g:o rillch ikh s l an l ~c v , vyr . 14, 
Nedra, L. 
" KhaIJing. A. 0 ., Efimov. V. M .. 1965, P"I"k(l hovani ... "lanl sa v gori7.0n lalno-porere· 
chnorn pO lokc gal.ovogo lepJlInosildia (Semi ·cokin g 0/ oil sha/~ in glls gcnl' f(ll ors 
with. cros., -/Iow 0/ gaseo/ls "~lIt ~xr-/llln!{rr'. DniJyci,a i percrahorka goriu chikh 
, Ianl scv, vyp. U, Nedra, L. 
"K ilTct , M. Gullergr il s M. la., 1970. Khillli clu·', kf,(, ispolzovallie p1'ibailii~ko go , Ialll ,<, 
(C"~miU/I/lliliwlio ll oj I're-Ballic oil sill/I .. ,. Tzvesli ia Acadc mii Nuuk E"on, ko j 
SSR. Khimia·G eoJugiia. 19 / 1. 
" Kivilllua , Kil. M. , SheJoulIlov. V. V .• SaiJbalovskii, V. P. , Svcrdlin, Iu. C.. 1!}(i5. 
I, siedovaniia fill ral" ii slalll 'evykh 5 111<>1 (Fil/mliolls stll dies on oil s/oale IlIrs). 
Dohyeha i Iwre r"holk" goriuchikh ~ lanl "'· ' v . VY II. 15. Ncd1'~. L. 
Klesmenl, 1. R. , Kit;dJik , E. K., 1963, Sra vni lein a ia kharakteri slika slI101 poJ"kokso· 
van ii :1 goriuehik h slanl,ev (Cofll l )(trali ,.' 1' chamelr' risti cs of IlIr.' oblllilled by Sl'mi· 
colrin g o.f oil slllli e' _ V sil. Khillliia i L.-khnologiia gor illchik h slan l,cv i pro· 
d ukLOv ikh I'ernaholki. vyp. 12. G"""plckhi/.dal, L. 
KOIl I. A. L. , Ril., ·"f,· ld. F. S.. 1962 , Or'},iqka g""1 IGIIS f",ri/iwl.ion) , Gos lortck l,i z· 
ti ul, M. ( I' . . 322·.355). 
Kozhev nikov, A. V., 1956, Pulu('heni~ su]f"k<ilionilliv iz koksa sJanl scyoi sllIoly (Ob· 
tainin g sul/lleatiollill' iOIl r'.Y(:/ollll gc rs from cok e 0/ oil s/oale l.(Ir). V sil. Kilimiia 
i Lekhnologi i" goriuc hikh , Janl sev i rmollklov ikh perer"holki , vyp. 5, GOSlopl ck. 
hiu lat, L. 
Kozhevn ikov, A. V., 19riO, Koksovanie vy" hikh frakl sii sJa nl s"voi slIlO ly rolukokso. 
va ni ia (Co kin g 0/ h.igher /ra clioll s o.f oil shah I.ar obtaillcd hy sr flli-coking ) . V 
sh. Khilllii a i lek hn oJogiia g;oriuch ik h slan lscv i produk tov ik h pc1'era l'olki , vyp. 
8, Goslop Le khi zdal, L. 
" Kozhev ni kov. A. V., P ilipsc hll k, T. 5.. Lorin" . C. A., /<)ri;. Vosslanovilelnyc SvOiSlvil 
sulfokalionilOv KAV·47 . (l?erillcin g properties 0/ slll/a'C{( lion il e Iy pe KAV··t7 ). 
Dohycha i perend>oLka g,oriuch ikh sbnlsev, vyp. 14, Nedra , L. 
Kra siukov, A. F. and olhers, 19M), Nekolorye voprosy llIekhaniznoa koksova niia lin· 
helykh ncfLianykh OS Lal kov (Soflle problem-' regarding m echanism 0/ col..,:ng of 
heavy pel.rolc/l1II residl/.cs). V sb. SemiSl),,, "efli i prudukly ikh pererabolki. 
vyp. 3, Coslopl ekhizdal, M. 
Krasiukov, A. F .. 19ri3. Neftianoi koks (Petrolellm Coke). Cosloptekhizdal, iVI. 
Kunakov, N. E. lind olh ers, 1957, Opyr railol), usillnovki po skoroslnoi pererailolk e 
slantse l'oi melochi S lverdym tcpl onusit elc l1l (Ex/lericnce in /Ising retort wilh 
high Ihro/l.ghplI l rates o.f oil shale fill es clllploring solid hcal cxchanger). V. S I.I. 
Voprosy tekhniki ,.ko llomiki proJl1yshlennog;o polukoksov3niia goriuchikh 
slanLsev, vyp. 1, L. 
*Kunde1, Kh . A. , Lille, Cu . E., 19ri5, Gazo·khromalogra'iche~kii melod oprcdeleniia 
soderzhaniia nafla li" a v slantsevui , mole (Gas ch romo/.Ographic m ethod 0/ d eter· 
minillg naphthalene cont ent in oil sllOle lars). Dobycha i pererabotka goriuchik h 
slanLsev, vyp. 14·, Nedra, L. 
KuzneLSOY, D. T., Tiagu nov, B. I., 1959 , Te kllllikoe kollomich eskaia oLsen ka perera · 
hotki slanlsa v ustanovke s Lverd)'J11 tcpJonosilelelll (Technological ((I/.d economic 
appraisal oj processing oj oil shale in retorts u.sill E{ solid heat exchanger). Yo· 
ESTONIAN-RuSSIAN OIL SH, 
prosy Lekhniki i ekonomi ki 
vyp. 2, L. 
Kyll, A. T., SLepanov, L r., 195 
slantsevoi melochi s Lverd~ 
taill ed in processing oil J 
Goriuchie slanl s),. Khirniia 
*Lain oia, L. E. , 1967, Znache 
nykh sJan Lsevy m i br'crami 
principal direaion 0/ 1111 
go rillchikh slanl sev, VYp. 16 
Lapin. V. N. Nazarova, S. S., 
noa kLivn),kh veshcheslv iz 
absorbent resin / rolf/. oil 
produktov ego pereraho lki , 
Lapin, V. N., 1961. Vned renic 
deem ul ga Lorov nefli na S 
dustrial implemenlrltion o/ 
at Syzran Oil Shale Proce 
produklov ego pererabolki 
Leibush, A. G., 1956, Poluchel 
konversiei uglovodorodnykl 
gas by catalytic co,wers, 
. promyshlennost, L. 1, no. 6.l 
Ld Ie, Iu., Murd, A. G., Kundel \ 
vys hikh uglevo dorodov v s 
d etermining higher hydro 
Khimiia i lekhnoJogiia gc 
In sliluLa slantsev, vyp. 12) l 
*Lille, Iu. E. , Kundel, Kh, l\~ 
kachesLve Lverdykh poglol 
(Study oj a number 0/ s~ 
compounds in pnri/icalio" 
slan lsev, vyp. 14, Nedra, L.1 
" Lille, Ill . E. , Kundel, Kh. , 1 
proverkhnosli rvenlykh "i 
lace size 0/ solid snbstall( 
14, Nedra, L. I 
*Lupa nder K., 1970. Satt aLl 
biLUlllinosa maLerial (A 'i 
materials). AB Alom end 
Ma ksimenko, G., 1963, Osob. 
the analysis 0/ work in cd 
"Melsik, R. E., Rokhumiagi, 
ki slot sLochnykh vod lerml 
in waste waters oj oil 
slalltsev, vyp. 14, Nedra, L. 
"' Metsik , R. E., Tomberg, A. E 
slanLsevy kh produklov kal 
products oj oil shale as Cl 
slanlsev, vyp. 14, Nedra, L. 
*Mikhailenko, M. V. , Kala, 
obogashcheni ia goriuchikl 
eiuslria} applicatioll 0/ (l U 
i pereraboLka goriuchikh ! 
OLORADO SCHOOL OF MINES 
(himiia i tekhnologiia prodllktov 
~ ij t$t'n nJ t'nergetiche5kii slanel~ 
Itiation ((nd relationship between 
'Jer peneration) Dohycha i perera­
i. K. It. }')(i.). 0 , ost,lve dist illi,.· 
olllllOsition 0/ coking dist.i/!ates 0/ 
tka ;!orillcbikh slanl sev, vyp. 14, 
ni e ~Jant.~(1 v ~ori7..on talno-popere­
~'i ll? 0/ oil sllflle in tr((S genera/ars 
)obycha i pf"I"e rabotka goriuchikh 
i~IH)lzo\"lI1ic prihaltiiskogo s lanl~~ 
Izvestiia Ac"demii Nauk E,\onskol 
ii. V. P., Sverdlin. Ill. C., 1965. 
([I;OnS studies on oil shaie tars). 
1. IS. Ned,,,. L. 

ia kharakteristika slllol I'olukokso­

cl('ri .,tic.\ of t.ars obtailled by semi· 
,ologiia ~o~'iuchjkh s lant~ev i 1'1'0­
lat, L. 
• ((;11.1 pllrificlltion) , GOSioptekhiz· 
IOv iz koksa 'dant sevoi smoly (OD­
,·C oi oil shaie tnr). V sb. Khimiia 
ikl; percrabotki, vyl'. 5, Gostoptek­
raktsii !"Ianl~('voi ~ moly polllkok~o­
Ie t.{lr o"lnincd liy semi·coking). V 
\' i prodtlktov iklt pere rabotki, vyp. 
.. i'}('5. V"",tanovitelnyc svoistv" 
of .,"lia·cat.io"ite type KAV-"17). 
14. Ncd .." , L. 
IllckhanizmCl koksovaniia t iaz­
mech([nism oj coking of 
nefti i produkty ikh pereraiJotki. 
Coke). Cosloptekhizdat, M . 
. ;tnuvki pu ~koroslnoi pcreraiJolkc 
(EXI}Criellcc ill fls7~ng retort wilh 
svlid hr(lt exclwngcr). V. "b. 
polukohovaniia goriucl.ikh 
rafichc;kii metod opredel eniia 
chromatographic method oj deter­
f)"bycila i pererahotka goriuchikh 
konomicileskaia otsen ka perera · 
ell! I Techllological and economic 
usillii solid heat exchanger). Yo· 
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prosy tekhniki i ekonomiki promyshlennogo polllkoksovaniia gorillchikh slantsev, 
vyp. 2, 1. 
KylJ, A. T., Stepanov, I. I., 1959. Kharakteris tika g<JZa poluchaemogo pri pererabotke 
slantsevoi melochi s tverdym zolnym teplonositelem (Characteristics 0/ gas ob­
tained in processing oil shale fines employing ash as solid heat exchanger). 
Goriuchie slantsy. Khimiia i tekhnologiia, vyp. 3. 
*Lainoia, L. E., 1967, Znachenie i osnovnye napravleniia vosstanovleniia narushen­
nykh slantsevymi kar'erami te rrytorii (importance 0/ strip mine reclamatioll and 
principal direction of landscape restoratioll world, Dobycha pe re rabotka 
goriuchikh slant sev, vyp. 16, L. 
Lapin, V. N. Nazarova, S. S., 1959, Sposoby uveliche niia proizvodstva poverkhnost. 
noaktivnykh veshchestv iz slantsevoi smoly (Ways 0/ iI/creasing production 0/ 
absorbent resin from oil shale tar). V sf>. Khimiia i tekhnologiia topliva i 
produktov ego pererabotki, vyp. 8, Gostoptekhizdat , 1. 
Lapin, V. N., 1961. Vnedrenie v proizvodstvo novogo sposoba polucheniia sllHosolei­
deellluigatorov nefti na Syranskom slanlsepererabotyvaiushechem zovode (in· 
dustrial implelllentation 0/ a new method 0/ obtaining oil de·emulsifying silifasalts 
at Syzra/l Oil Shale Processing Works). V s b. Khimiia i tekhnologiia topliva i 
produktov ego pererabolki, vyp. 10, Gostoplekhizdat, 1. 
Leibush, A. G., 1956, Poluchenie vodoroda i lekhllologicheskogo gaza kataliticheskoi 
konversiei uglovodorodnykh gazov (Obtain.ing oj hydrogen and oj t echnological 
gas by cat.alytic con.version of hydrocarbon gas es) . Khillliches kaia nauka i 
promyshlennost, t. 1, 110. 6. 
Lille, Ill., Murd, A. G., Kundel, Kh., ]963, Khromatograficheski e' metody opredeleniia 
vyshikh ugl evodorodov v slantsevom bytovom gaze (Chromatogmphic methods of 
determining higher hydrocarbons in il/MIination glls from oil shale). V sb. 
Kbimiia i lekhnologiia goriuchikh slantsev i produktov ikh perentbotki , (Tr. 
Institllta slantsev, vyp. 12),1. 
*Lille, Iu. E., Kundel, Kh, Murd, A. G., 1965, Izuchenie nekotorykh Illaterialov v 
kaeheslve lverdykh poglotilelei seraorganieheskikh soedinenii slantse,'ogo gaza 
(Study oj a number 0/ sllbslilnces ns possible solid absorbents 0/ sal/a·organic 
componnds in purification of 0':/ shale gas). Dobyeha i pererabotka goriuchikh 
slantsev, vyp_ 14, Nedra, 1. 
':'Lille, Iu. E., Kundel, KIl., ]965, Gazo·khromatograficheskoe opredelenie velichiny 
proverkhnosli tverdykh veshchestv (Ca s·chroma.tographic determination oj SlU­
face size oj solid substances). Dobyeha i p ererabolka goriuchikh sJantsev, vyp. 
14, Nedra, 1. 
*Lupander K., 1970. Salt all lltvinnc varde fullit produkter \II" skif!er och andra 
bilUlninosa malerial (A method 0/ processing oil shale and other bituminous 
maLerials). AB Atom energi, B 03 b, 9 / 02. 
Maksimenko, G., 1963, Osohennosti analiza raboly uglonoi shakhty (Carrying out 
the analysis 0/ work in coal mines). Gosloptekhizdat, M. 
';'Melsik, R. E., Rokhumiagi, E. 1., Lisman, R. V., 1965, I sslcdovanie karbonovykh 
kislot stoehnykh vod lermicheskoi pererabotki slanlsev (Study 0/ carboxylic adds 
in waste waters 0/ oil s!tale retorting). Dobycha i pererabotka goriuchikh 
slantsev, vyp. 14, Nedra , L. 
';'Melsik, R. E., Tontbcrg, A. I., NUll, Kh. Jl, P evkur, T. A. , 1965, Sullosoli zhiclkikh 
slantsevyklt produktov kak ingibilory konozii (Suljasalts obtained from liquid 
products of oil shale as corrosion inhibitors). Dobycha i pererabotka gorillchiklt 
slanlsev, vyp. 14, Nedra, 1. 
*Mikhailenko, M . V. , Kala, R. Kh., 1967, Rezullaty prontyshlennogo vn edreniia 
obogashcheniia goriuchikh slanlsev metodolll mokroi otsadki (Results 0/ in­
dustrial application oj a wet jigging meth.od 0/ dressing oil sh<Jle ore). Dobyeha 
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Milk. A. A. a nd othe rs, 1961. Okislitelnyi piraliz produkt ov terrni eheskogo razloz· 
heniia slantsa v lls ta novke S tevrdym teplonositele m (Oxidizing pyrolysis 0/ 
products obtained in pro cessin g oil shale in retorts witlt solid heat exchanger ) . 
Coriuehie slan tsy, Biu lJ. na uehno· tekhn. inform. , n o . 3. T a lJin. 
Milk , A. A. , and ot he rs, 1963, Okislit elnyi p iroli z summarno i pa rogazovo i smesi pri 
termic hcskom ra zlozhen ii s lantsa s tverdym te plonositclem (Oxidizing pyrolysis 
0/ totol vapor·gas fIIi x ture during processing 0/ od shale in retort with solid heat 
exchonger ). V sb. En ergo. tck hn o·log ichesko e is pol zova ni e topliva, vy p. 4, hd·vo 
AN SSSR. 
Ozerov, G. V. , 1959.0 vras he haiushc hikhs ia relortakh dli a polll ko ksovan iia gor iuchego 
slantsa (Routry retorts for semi·coking of oil shale). S b . s tatei po khimii i tek· 
hnologii go rillc hego , Jan tsa. vyp. 6 (Tr.Ta Ilin. polit c khnic h. inst ituta, scr. A. , 
no. 165). 
Petukhov, E . F. a nd others, 196-1 , I ssledovaniia po podgo tov kc s lant sevogo gaza cili a 
s inte7..a anllniaka (Preparation of oil shale gas Jor ammonia synthesis ). V sb. 
Khimiia i t ekhnol ogiia goriuchikh , Iant sev i prud llktov ikh pe re rabo tki, vyp. 13, 
N edra, L. 
" P e tukhov, E. F., Aranovi ch, Iu . V., Nude ls trekher, N. F., 1965, Vlii ani e temperatury 
prot sessa 11 a sos ta v gaza po luko ksova niia slant sa v us ta novk e s Ive rd YIll te plonosi · 
telem (In/luen ce 0/ temperature regim e on COli/position of gas obtained in semi· 
cokillg of oil shale in retort with solid heat rxc!wnger). Dobycha i p er erabo tka 
goriuc hikh s la ntsev, vyp. 14, Nedra, L. 
Piik, E. E., Efi1l10v, V. M . 1 961, K vopros u uvdie hcnii a sode rzhaniia fe nolov v pods. 
molnykll vodakh gazogenc ra tornykh Ise khov (Increasin g 0/ ph enol content in tar 
waters of gas generatin g 1,1(llIts) . Biull. Corillc hi e s lantsy, No.3, (C NTK SM 
ESSR , Tallin ). 
P iik, E . E., Rooks, 1. Kh., 1963 , Vn edrenie vodia nogo oroshenii a smoloo tdelit elei tipa 
"Teizen" na CCS·5 SPK v Kohtla J arve (N ew lar separator using "Teizen" 
sprinkler an rl its ill/plem entation (II Gas Generating SlI1tiol/. No . .5 Itt Kohda 
Jarve Oil Shale Processin g Wor/,s ). V s b. Khimiia i tekbn olo g iia goriuehikh 
slantsev i prodllktov ikh pe re ra ilo tki , vyp. 12, C oslopt.ekhizdat, L. 
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